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Glass Ionomer Cements (GICs) are a dental restorative material with a variety of 
uses. They exhibit fluoride release, biocompatibility, adhesion to tooth structure and 
tooth coloured aesthetics making them useful for anterior restorations. However, they 
suffer from low strength in comparison to other restorative materials 
available and, due to the phasing down of dental amalgam, there is a need for strong 
alternatives. Nanostructures can be used to strengthen or reinforce materials, one 
mechanism being the absorption of energy via crack propagation in a failing 
material. Synthesised hydroxyapatite nanofibers (HANFs) and commercially 
available halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) were selected as potential reinforcing agents 
due to their biocompatibility, reported strength enhancing properties and anticipated 
chemical interactions with the GIC. HANFs were found to be vulnerable to the low 
pH that occurs during the setting reaction of the GIC and may have been dissolved, 
destroying their fibrous morphology. HNTs were more acid resistant but exhibited 
large amounts of agglomeration and thus required milling to disperse them 
throughout the GIC. Substituting 5% HNTs into 
a commercial GIC increased the compressive strength by over 30% creating a 
commercially potentially viable route to GIC reinforcement. Other important clinical 
properties such as handling properties, wear resistance, fluoride release, hardness and 
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1.1 Dental Caries: Overview 
Dental caries, commonly known as tooth decay, is one of the most prevalent diseases, 
and all age groups are susceptible to the disease1. A 2010 study found around 35% of 
people of all ages combined experienced untreated caries in permanent teeth 
worldwide, equivalent to 3.9 billion people2. The incidence in England is declining 
overall; while 46% of patients exhibited some caries in 1998, only 28% had caries in 
20093. The 2009 adult dental health survey found that 31% of adults in England, 
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland had tooth decay, whether restored or not, 
classified using the decay missing filled teeth (DMFT) index, with an average 2.7 
carious teeth per adult. The age group with the highest percentage of dental decay 
was 25-36-year olds (36%)4. Public Health England reported 23.3% of children aged 5 
had experienced dental decay and the average number of teeth that were decayed, 
missing or filled was 3.4 (at age five, children normally have 20 primary teeth as adult 
teeth begin to erupt from the age of six). The average number of DMFT in the whole 
sample (including the 76.7% who were decay free) was 0.85. Middle income areas of 
the globe such as eastern Europe, northern parts of South America and southern Asia 
were shown to have the highest level of DMFT in 12-year olds between 1994 – 2014 
(Figure 1.1).  




Figure 1.1 - The Global Distribution of DMFT per individual in 12-year olds averaged from 
1994 – 2014. Darker areas represent a higher average number of 12-year olds affected. 
Lower income areas exhibit lower levels of tooth decay, however, the majority of this goes 
untreated. Highest levels of combined DMFT are seen in middle-income countries6. 
 
1.1.1 Pathogenesis of Caries 
Willoughby D. Miller first introduced the chemicobacterial theory of dental caries in 
1890 building on then recent findings by Louis Pasteur regarding the transfer of 
microorganisms7. Teeth become colonised by bacteria which over time co-aggregate 
and proliferate in the warm, moist, nutrient-rich oral environment, forming biofilms 
known as dental plaque. Some plaque bacteria such as Streptococcus mutans and 
Streptococcus sobrinus metabolise fermentable carbohydrates from the host’s diet and 
produce acids as metabolic by-products. The hydroxyapatite (HA) of which the enamel 
and dentine are primarily composed is sparingly soluble in acids, so the acids produced 
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by the bacteria cause a slow dissolution of the mineral component of these tissues8. 
The acids produced move through the dental plaque and into the porous structure of 
the enamel or exposed dentine, releasing hydrogen ions which attack the calcium - 
phosphate bond, liberating free ions. These ions diffuse into the surrounding solution 
in a process called demineralisation and thus reduce the amount of tooth structure 
present, leading to porosity and then destruction of the tooth surface9. Poor oral 
hygiene, low salivary flow, compromised immune system activity and diet are all 
contributory factors in caries, while other more complex factors such as socioeconomic 
status, education and lifestyle choices also contribute to the likelihood of caries being 
present10. Caries diagnosis is usually done by visual examination sometimes with the 
use of low technology dental tools or probes, however by the time caries can be seen 
by the unaided eye (Figure 1.2), it is often substantially developed and requires 
treatment11-14. 
  
Figure 1.2 - Clinically apparent dental caries. Images provided by Dr James Puryer BDS DPDS 
MFDS RCS(Eng) MDFTEd MSc FHEA, University of Bristol.  
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1.1.2 Prevention of Caries 
Demineralisation and remineralisation both occur concurrently in the mouth, and a 
carious lesion is the result of a net demineralisation even when remineralisation also 
occurs15. This ‘balance’ (Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4) at the tooth-pellicle-plaque-saliva 
interface can shift over time favouring caries progression or arrest. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 - Tooth pellicle plaque interface. Plaque forms on the surface of the saliva pellicle 
and acids migrate through this to the tooth surface. The process is a reversible balance 
which can progress to the right or left. 
 




Figure 1.4 - The caries balance. If the balance tips in favour of demineralisation then is likely 
to develop; increased demineralising protective factors reduce the likelihood of caries 
formation. Illustration adapted from Featherstone16 
 
Saliva is a natural buffer, neutralising the oral pH, and is the first defence against 
caries. Acidosis, medicines or illnesses that reduce saliva production increase the risk 
of caries developing17. Preventative measures such as tooth brushing are important in 
removing the dental plaque through physical abrasion. Another effective self-
administrative preventative method is fluoride. Fluoride may be delivered in many 
ways, in mains water supplies in some areas, in oral care products such as toothpastes, 
or at an elevated concentration in professionally applied fluoride varnishes18-22. 
Exposure of HA to fluoride can result in the formation of fluorapatite (FA) which is 
more resistant to acid attack and less porous than HA, as well as reservoirs of calcium 
fluoride that can release fluoride at a later time23. Public water fluoridation began in 
the United States (US) in 1945 as a dental caries preventative measure and in 2014 
around 74% of all US citizens received fluoridated water24 costing an average of $1.06 
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per person per year25 ranging from concentrations between 0.7 – 1.2ppm26. The move 
was a great success, particularly in primary dentition27 and various national surveys 
reported a substantial decrease in dental caries among children aged 12 – 17 years 
from 90.4% in 1971 - 1974 to 67% in 1988 - 199128-31. In the United Kingdom (UK), 
around 10% of the UK population receives fluoridated water32 with the following water 
companies currently fluoridating their water: Anglian Water Services Ltd., 
Northumbrian Water Ltd., South Staffordshire Water PLC, Severn Trent PLC and United 
Utilities Water PLC. However, water fluoridation in the UK has been controversial, with 
some communities showing some opposition to introducing it. In 2014, Public Health 
England were forced to abandon water fluoridation for Southampton and south-west 
Hampshire over council objections and mass protests lasting several years5,33 and in 
2016 water fluoridation was agreed to be implemented in Hull despite protests and 
demonstrations34. In November 2004, Scotland abandoned plans to add fluoride to 
drinking water following a public consultation35 and many other nations around the 
world have either ceased their fluoridation programmes or have never implemented 
any, despite an overwhelming number of studies concluding the safety and effectivity 
in reducing DMFT36-40. 
 
1.1.3 Classification of Carious Lesions 
Early research found that restoration of lesions alone was ineffective against the 
treatment of caries and cavity preparations must be designed with the anticipation of 
recurrent caries, particularly with root lesions41. Up to date clinical practice requires an 
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assessment of the carious tissue using a variety of systems, one of which is the 
international caries detection and assessment system (ICDAS) using categories of 0 – 6 
in ascending severity, as described in  
Table 1.1. In addition, radiographic assessment is recommended to aid the diagnosis of 
the caries depth and progression, particularly with posterior teeth. These are often 
combined to create an in-depth analysis and classification of the lesion, summarised in 
Table 1.2. 
 





First visual change in enamel (seen only after prolonged drying or restricted 
to the confinements of a pit or fissure) 
2 Distinct visual change in enamel 
3 
Localised enamel breakdown (without clinical visual signs of dentinal 
involvement) 
4 Underlying dark shadow from dentine 
5 Distinct cavity with visible dentine 
6 Extensive distinct cavity with visible dentine 
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Table 1.2 – Radiographic and Clinical Combinational Coding System for Carious Lesions43. 




R0 R1-2 R3 RB RC 
CSOUND SoundCR InitialCR InitialCR ModerateCR ExtensiveCR 





CMODERATE ModerateCR ModerateCR ModerateCR ModerateCR ExtensiveCR 
CEXTENSIVE ExtensiveCR ExtensiveCR ExtensiveCR ExtensiveCR ExtensiveCR 
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Table 1.3 - Definitions of the clinical and radiographic categories used in Table 1.2 
Category Definition 
SoundCR No evidence of visible caries (no or questionable change in enamel 
translucency) when viewed clean and after prolonged air-drying (5 
seconds). No radiolucency (R0) 
InitialCR First or distinct visual changes in enamel seen as a carious opacity or 
visible discolouration (white spot lesion and/or brown carious 
discolouration) not consistent with clinical appearance of sound 
enamel and which show no evidence of surface breakdown or 
underlying dentine shadowing. Radiolucency in the outer ½ of the 
enamel (R1) and enamel-dentine junction (R2) or outer 1/3 of the 
dentine (R3) 
ModerateCR A white or brown spot lesion with localised enamel breakdown, 
without visible dentine exposure or an underlying dentine shadow 
which obviously originated on the surface being evaluated. No 
radiolucency (R0), radiolucency in the outer ½ of the enamel (R1) and 
enamel-dentine junction (R2) or outer 1/3 of the dentine (R3) or 
middle 1/3 of dentine (RB) 
ExtensiveCR A distinct cavity in opaque or discoloured enamel with visible 
dentine. No radiolucency (R0), radiolucency in the outer ½ of the 
enamel (R1) and enamel-dentine junction (R2) or outer 1/3 of the 
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1.1.4 Restoration of Carious Lesions 
When a carious lesion has been diagnosed it may require intervention. Extraction of 
the tooth is only performed as a last resort and has largely been replaced by 
restorative options to maintain tooth tissue and teeth for longer, according to the 
principles of minimally invasive dentistry44. In some instances, a material can be 
applied directly to the prepared tooth surface or cavity and in others an intermediate 
material is required to cause the material to adhere, or bond, to the tooth. Those 
materials with an inherent affinity for tooth tissue, avoiding the need for a “bonding 
agent”, are sometimes preferred in situations where a simpler or faster technique is 
required. There are many important properties that can affect the likely clinical 
outcome, and these are discussed below, in detail for the glass ionomer cement (GIC), 
the main subject of this thesis, and briefly for alternative materials.  
 
1.1.5 Minimal Intervention Dentistry 
By early 1990 the minimal intervention dentistry (MID) approach was established as a 
way of managing dental caries without unnecessary destruction of health tooth tissue. 
The principle of MID is early detection, ongoing prevention and retaining as much 
sound dentition as possible. MID encompassed the following strategies: 
1. Early caries detection and assessment of caries risk with validated instruments 
2. Remineralisation of demineralised enamel and dentine 
3. Optimal caries prevention methods 
4. Tailor-made recalls 
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5. Minimally invasive operative interventions  
6. Repair over replacement of restorations45 
 
1.2 Restorative Dental Materials 
Restorative materials can be divided into two groups: direct and indirect. Direct 
materials are manipulated at chairside and placed directly into the cavity still in their 
pliable or plastic form, whereas indirect materials are prepared elsewhere, for instance 
in a dental laboratory or milling machine, and are placed in the mouth in their finished 
or near-finished state. Direct restorative materials include composites, compomers, 
GICs and amalgam. Indirect restorative materials include ceramics and alloys other 
than amalgam46. 
 
1.2.1 Glass Ionomer Cements (GICs) 
GICs (also known as glass polyalkenoate cements) were initially developed in 1968 in 
London at the Laboratory of the Government Chemist by Brian Kent and Alan Wilson, 
replacing the dental silicate cements that were in use prior to that time47. It wasn’t 
until 1975 that a marketable example of the GIC came about as DeTreys ASPA by the 
Amalgamated Dental Company, but these were initially unsuccessful due to their 
prolonged setting time48. Further developments were made over the course of several 
years including the addition of (+)-tartaric acid forming a chelating bridge between 
calcium ions thus increasing the speed of the setting reaction dramatically49. Soon 
after, resin modified GICs (RMGICs) were developed and led to production of brands 
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such as Vitrebond (3M, Minnesota, USA)50. A common GIC used today, the high 
viscosity GIC, gained recognition through the release of Fuji IX (GC Corp, Tokyo, Japan) 
and developed into faster setting, stronger restoratives such as Ketac Molar (3M) and 
Chemfil Molar (Dentsply Sirona, Pennsylvania, USA). Further development of GICs have 
included paste-paste mixes. Products such as Ketac Nano (3M) introduced in 2007 
used two cartridges, a ‘clicker’ dispenses the correct amount of each component which 
are then mixed together50. More recent developments of GICs involve replacing the 
standard fluoroaluminosilicate glass with more bioactive glasses. The Glass Carbomer® 
(GCP Dental, Ridderkerk, Netherlands), recently undergoing clinical assessments, 
contains a bioactive component in the form of HA and FA as well as a higher silica 
concentration within the acid-washed glass component as well as a silicone oil51. These 
are designed to retard the setting reaction and therefore a higher powder to liquid 
ratio can be used, showing increased flexural properties (Glass Carbomer 117.4 MPa vs 
Fuji IX 34.9 MPa)52. However, the setting of these require the use of a heat lamp at 
60°C to speed up the reaction53. Long term clinical studies of Glass Carbomer have yet 
to be published but early findings indicate little additional benefit over resin sealants54. 
 
1.2.1.1 Composition 
Modern conventional GICs are often referred to as acid-base cements and usually 
consist of a two-part system of a basic glass fluoroaluminosilicate powder and an 
aqueous acidic polyacrylic acid (PAA) liquid. Anhydrous PAA (Figure 1.5) can 
alternatively be included in the powder component leaving the liquid component as 
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the water required to initiate the reaction. The glass also often contains various 
inorganic components such as barium and strontium for radiopacity. Anhydrous acids 
such as tartaric acid (Figure 1.5) are added to form calcium tartrate enhancing the 
trivalent setting reaction and thus creating a faster setting cement55. Polyvinyl 
phosphonic acid (PVPA) has also been included in Kemdent’s GIC Diamond Carve™ 
(Kemdent, Swindon, UK) with the intention of conferring increased moisture tolerance 
and rapid setting56,57. The fluoroaluminosilicate glass powder and PAA liquid are mixed 
together in a specific ratio to form a paste which sets through an acid-base reaction. 
The acid reacts with the glass releasing Ca2+ and Al3+ ions which crosslink with the 
polyacid chains to harden over the course of a few minutes58. As the cement matures, 
fluoride ions migrate out of the matrix into any surrounding solution such as saliva59. 
Additional trivalent crosslinking occurs more slowly to set the cement further, 
increasing the tolerance of water, strength, hardness and various other properties60. It 
is thought the resultant glass then finishes with silanol (Si-O-Si) surface groups through 




Figure 1.5 - Tartaric Acid (Left) and Acrylic Acid Monomer (Right), components of modern 
day GICs 





GICs have found their place in clinical dentistry because of their chemical adhesion to 
dentine and enamel without the use of bonding agents62,63, and the fact that they can 
store and release fluoride which means they are therefore often used in patients 
thought susceptible to secondary caries64,65. Biocompatibility is considered to be very 
good66,67 and aesthetics are more acceptable than amalgam but not as good as 
composites68. Another favourable property, related to the adhesion, is the ease of 
use69-71 allowing fast treatment in anxious patients. These properties are discussed in 




GICs have a wide range of uses, these include: 
• Abrasion and erosion lesions 
• Class III lesions involving exposed root dentine 
• Occlusal lesions on deciduous dentition 
• Temporary anterior restorations 
• Temporary posterior restorations 
• Repair of crown margins 
• Cavity bases under composites, amalgams and ceramics 
• Cavity liners 
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• Blocking out undercuts 
• Cementation of crowns, bridges, inlays and onlays72 
 
Contraindications of GICs include: 
• Class II restorations involving the marginal ridge 
• Class IV restorations 
• Teeth with large loss of labial or buccal enamel 
• Cusps 
• Area subjected to large masticatory loads73 
 
Clinically GICs can be divided into three main classes and have the following 
indications: 
• Type I: Luting and bonding cements 
• Type II: Restorative cements 
• Type III: Liners or base cements 
There are two sub-divisions of Type II cements, depending on the importance of 
appearance (either aesthetic or reinforced cement)51. As more developments in GICs 
came to market, more modern-day classifications include three further types: 
• Type IV: Fissure Sealants 
• Type V: Orthodontic Cements 
• Type VI: Core Build Up74 
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These are discussed in further detail in the following sections. 
 
1.2.1.3.1 Luting 
Luting cements, such as Diamond Micro Luting Cement (Figure 1.6) are low viscosity 
‘spreadable’ adhesives, their properties and indications include51 cementation of 
crowns, bridges, inlays, onlays and orthodontic appliances. They use a powder: liquid 
ratio (around 1.5 – 4:1), leading to only moderate strength, but are usually slower 
setting with some early resistance to water and are usually radiopaque. 
 
 
Figure 1.6 – Kemdent’s Diamond Micro Luting Cement Hand Mix. A lower viscosity GIC with 
an extended working time for use with crowns, bridges and various orthodontic appliances 
 
 
1.2.1.3.2  Restorative 
Conventional GICs fall into two categories51: 
Type II (i): For anterior repairs where appearance is considered a priority: 
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• Use high powder: liquid ratio (at least 3:1, and up to 6.8:1). 
• Have a good colour match and translucency 
• Often need protection from moisture for at least 24 h with varnish or 
petroleum jelly 
• Are usually radiopaque  
 
Type II (ii): For use where appearance is not important (posterior restoration or 
repairs):  
• Use high powder: liquid ratio (around 3:1 or 4:1) 
• Fast setting and some moisture resistance 
• Radiopaque 
Due to their low compressive strength, conventional GICs are usually not indicated for 
load bearing restorations.  
 
1.2.1.3.3  Liners 
There are various cavity liners available, including calcium hydroxide, zinc oxide 
eugenol (ZOE) and zinc-phosphate cements, all of which were in use well before the 
invention of the GIC75. These materials protect the pulp against irritation such as 
chemical stimuli from resins or thermal stimuli from amalgam or exothermic setting 
cements. ZOE and calcium hydroxide cements have been shown to exhibit 
antibacterial activity against common endodontic bacteria when tested in vitro76,77 
which may prove useful in their role as liners in previously carious cavities. 
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Conventional GICs are often used as liners and provide benefits such as radiopacity 
and fluoride release. These type III cements can be summarised as51,78: 
• Lining or base cements 
• Low powder: liquid ratio for liners (around 1.5:1) allowing better adaptation to 
the cavity walls. 
• High powder: liquid ratio for bases (3:1 to around 7:1), where the base acts as a 
dentine substitute in the “open sandwich” technique with a composite resin. 
 
1.2.1.3.4 Fissure Sealants  
Dental fissure sealants are another use of dental cements and are applied to the 
fissures in the posterior teeth to prevent the adhesion of plaque producing bacteria, 
known as pit and fissure caries, in these potentially hard to reach sites79. They have 
been recognised as an effective means of preventing pit and fissure caries in 
children80,81. The American Dental Association (ADA) recommend the use of sealants in 
permanent molars with both sound occlusal surfaces and non-cavitated occlusal 
carious lesions in children and adolescents82. These are generally categorised into four 
types: resin based sealants (composites), polyacid modified sealants (compomers), 
RMGIC sealants and GIC (usually high viscosity GICs) sealants83, none of which have 
been found to be superior to the others clinically84,85 (however, due to relevance to the 
project, only GIC sealants are discussed here).  
GICs were proposed in 1974 as useful fissure sealants because they adhere to tooth 
tissue without the need of bonding agents or acid etching86. Due to the hydrophilic 
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nature of GICs they can absorb any residual moisture at the bottom of the fissure, still 
retaining this bond51 and their dimensional stability thus creating a close marginal seal 
make them a useful clinical tool for caries prevention87. 
 
1.2.1.3.5  Core Build-Up 
Some materials require special techniques for use in large restorations. Composites, 
for example, require incremental placement, each increment requiring light curing. 
Some more modern examples will allow up to 5 mm ‘bulk fill’ such as Filtek™ One Bulk 
Fill (3M). If the remaining tooth contains exposed pulp, the use of a core build-up 
material such as a composite may be inappropriate. Therefore, a combination of 
sealers, core build-up and restoratives maybe required, or in the case of some indirect 
restoration, luting agents may also be used. Materials such as compomers, composites, 
amalgams and GICs (Figure 1.7) have been used as core materials, although most are 
not specifically developed for this purpose. GICs, as self-adhesive, chemical curing, 
fluoride releasing materials have found occasional use as core materials88.  




Figure 1.7 - Rarely are materials specific to core build-up indications only. Those that are may 
be coloured, such as Diamond Core (Kemdent), to distinguish it from surrounding 
restoratives 
 
1.2.1.3.6  Primary Dentition 
A recent 10-year study investigating the survival rate of class II restorations found a 
significantly lower rate of survival in children, particularly those prone to secondary 
caries89. A review of over 12000 restorations in primary dentition found a failure rate 
of 12.5% across a range of restorative materials; 36.5% of these were directly caused 
from secondary caries. The study also found that faster and less technique sensitive 
restorative techniques such as conventional GICs, RMGICs and compomers were 
clinically more likely to survive when used in similar indications to composites90. The 
release of fluoride is considered an important factor in the choice of restorative 
material, because of the high occurrence of secondary caries91, despite its clinical 
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effects being the subject of ongoing discussion9,64,92,93; this is discussed in detail in 
section 1.6.2. 
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Table 1.4 - Comparison of the various materials used as fissure sealants, core build-up and 
primary restorations 
 Fissure Sealants Core Build-Up Primary Dentition 
Uses Fissures in the 
posterior teeth to 
prevent the 
adhesion of plaque 
producing bacteria, 
known as pit and 
fissure caries79 
Core or base of the 
restorative before 
‘capped’ with the 
main external 
restorative such as 
a ceramic crown94 
Restorations in 
primary dentition 
Indications permanent molars 




lesions in children 
and adolescents82 
Where a large 
section of the 
tooth has been 
damaged or lost 
due to disease or 
trauma, thus the 
remaining tooth 
cannot support a 
restorative itself95 
Those prone to 
secondary caries or 
classed as a high 
caries risk 





RMGIC sealants and 













1.2.1.3.7  Atraumatic Restorative Treatment 
Atraumatic restorative treatment (ART) is a technique covering the fifth point of the 
MID approach. ART uses hand tools only for excavation of cavities rather than 
metal/polymer and ceramic burs and employs either a preventative sealant or a 
repairing restorative96. One intention of ART is the alleviation of anxiety in patients; it 
is common for dental anxiety to develop at a young age which may lead to avoiding 
professional care in later life97. Hand instruments appear to cause less dental anxiety, 
discomfort and pain when treating children98 and the outcomes can compete with the 
survival rate of other restoratives including amalgam and composite materials97. GICs 
have particular use in ART technique (due to their simplistic nature of mixing and 
chemical curing) and are especially useful in dentistry within developing countries 
where electric hand pieces and other equipment can be expensive or unavailable99. 
 
1.2.1.4 Presentation of Glass Ionomer Cements 
Two presentational forms of conventional GICs are used by manufacturers today: a 
hand mixed form and the encapsulated GIC.  
 
1.2.1.4.1  Hand Mix Glass Ionomer Cements 
Typically, these are provided in a two-part system consisting of a blend of 
fluoroaluminosilicate glass powder mixed with dry acids and a PAA solution (shown in 
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Figure 1.8). Various other forms are available such as replacing the PAA liquid with 
water and adding the acrylic polymer in an anhydrous form into the powder 
component. The two-part systems are often packaged with plastic spoons where a 
level scoop of the spoon measured out a precise amount of powder which is then 
mixed with several ‘drops’ of GIC liquid. These are ideal for use with ART as they use 
hand instruments to dispense, mix and place the cement. They give the user the 
flexibility on the amount of cement mixed for indications such as bulk placement or 
small luting applications. Hand mixed GICs require skill to mix effectively to create a 
homogenous mix, additionally, the scoops and dropper bottles are often uncalibrated 
leading to irregular results100. 
 
Figure 1.8 - Kemdent's Diamond Carve™ GIC consisting of a fluoroaluminosilicate based 
powder and a PAA-water liquid mixed in a 4:1 ratio by hand 
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1.2.1.4.2 Encapsulated Glass Ionomer Cements 
These contain the powder component inside a plastic capsule (such as those shown in 
Figure 1.9), attached to which is a small pouch of the PAA liquid, the capsule is 
‘activated’ by breaking this pouch before agitating mechanically to mix the two. This 
reduces the effects of poor mixing such as consistency, incorrect ratios and quick 
setting cements and can be dispensed easily through a nozzle as part of the capsule. 
However, due to the aggressive nature of the mixing at high speeds, this method can 
incorporate porosity into low viscosity GICs101 which has been shown to reduce the 
strength of the restoration102,103 and are unsuitable for ART due to the requirement of 
mechanical mixing equipment100. 
 
  
Figure 1.9 - Kemdent's Diamond Rapid Set Capsules. Encapsulated GIC containing pre-dosed 
powder and liquid 
 




GICs can be pigmented to various shades using iron oxides to match tooth colour and 
develop translucency to mimic the tooth enamel and create a better match to the 
tooth itself104 but are not as aesthetically similar to natural tooth tissue as 
composites105. Another limitation of GICs is their comparatively low strength, 
especially compared to alternative materials such as amalgam. Low strength limits 
their use to non-load bearing and anterior restorations of specific class106. In addition, 
GICs are often used as a base in conjunction with another higher strength restoration 
such as amalgams or composites51.  
It has been reported that GIC restorations currently require the most incidences of re-
intervention than any other restorative in England and Wales107. It can be 
hypothesised this may be due to GICs having lower wear, compressive and tensile 
strength than many alternative restoratives (discussed in detail in section 1.4). 
Additionally, GICs have been reported to have a high level of use in primary dentition, 
particularly patients with a high risk of caries108,109 which may have a significant effect 
on the longevity of dentition and restorations110, as well as dentine lesions. This 
appears to be presented as a serious limitation of GICs and their longevity, such as only 
a 28% survival rate over a 15-year period, however, this may be considered by some 
clinicians as excellent considering the indications, uses of GICs and their mechanical 
limitations. 
 




Metal based fillings were first used clinically as a dental restorative in 1528 by 
Johannes Stockerus111. In 1818 when mercury (later silver-mercury coins) was added to 
the metal alloy mix to create a soft mouldable material the material became popular 
as amalgam, a filling containing bismuth, lead and tin, heated and poured directly into 
the cavity at 68°C111. In 1883 the Crawcour family’s abuse of dentistry using cheap coin 
silver amalgam left many patients with impure and poor fillings which reduced the 
profession’s confidence in the material. As a result, the amalgam war between 1840 
and 1855 broke out and in 1841 the American Society of Dental Surgeons ruled the 
material “hurtful both to teeth and every part of the mouth” and condemned the use 
of amalgam as malpractice. As amalgam was studied further and more evidence came 
to light of its effectiveness as a restorative material the society suffered from backlash 
and was disbanded 1856, later replaced by the ADA112,113. 70% of dental restorations 
undertaken were amalgam rising to 80% in the 1950s compared with only 24% in 
2018114,115. The American Dental Association and the US Food and Drugs 
Administration (FDA) fully endorse the use of amalgam as “a valuable, viable and safe 
choice for dental patients”116,117 however the use of dental amalgam is to be phased 
down through the Minamata agreement due to its mercury content (see section 
1.2.2.5). 
 




Dental amalgam alloy powder consists of 40 – 70% silver, 12–30% tin and 12–24% 
copper and which is then mixed approximately 50:50 with elemental mercury. These 
are generally referred to as non-gamma 2 dental amalgams due to the absence of a 
highly corrosion-prone gamma 2 phase, owing to the concentration of copper118. 
Examples of dental amalgam capsules available commercially include Tytin™ (Kerr 
Dental, California USA), Cavex Non-Gamma 2 (Cavex, Haarlem, Netherlands) and 
Amalcap Plus (Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Lichtenstein). 
 
1.2.2.2 Properties 
Dental amalgams have high wear resistance, good moisture tolerance and are 
inexpensive compared to other dental restoratives. They have a compressive strength 
of between 400 - 500 MPa and a diametral tensile strength 30 - 50 MPa119,120 and are 
used in load bearing restorations. They are hard but brittle materials and have a 
Vickers Hardness number (VHN) around 90 (dentine and enamel VHN are 62 and 313 
respectively)121. Properties relating to mechanical properties discussed throughout the 
chapter are discussed further in 1.4. Specifically, brittle materials are discussed in 
detail in section 1.4.4. Compressive strength is discussed in section 1.4.1.2, tensile 
strength in section 1.4.1.1 and VHN in section 1.4.10. 
 




Due to amalgam’s higher compressive strength than other restoratives, the material is 
ideal as a bulk filling material in posterior restorations90. The material has been shown 
to resist masticatory impact and bite as well as repeated brushing122. Amalgam’s 
strength rivals that of enamel and this along with several other properties (high wear, 
hardness etc.) means restorations using the material can often last several years123.  
 
1.2.2.4 Limitations 
Amalgam is silver-grey (shown in Figure 1.10) which means it is limited to use in 
posterior teeth. It is unsuitable for thin profile restorations due to the poor tensile 
properties therefore these are limited to bulk placements124,125. Flow of amalgam can 
lead to marginal breakdown72 and creep 126. Amalgams are known to corrode in the 
oral environment producing metal oxides which produce a protective seal around the 
restoration127; however, excessive corrosion of the material can significantly reduce 
the strength and wear resistance of the material by forming pits as the precipitates are 
washed away by the saliva128. Amalgam does not chemically bond to tooth surface and 
the use of retentive cavity designs are required, which involves the loss of healthy 
tooth structure72. 




Figure 1.10 - Dental amalgam posterior restoration. Image provided by Dr James Puryer BDS 
DPDS MFDS RCS(Eng) MDFTEd MSc FHEA, University of Bristol. 
 
1.2.2.5 Minamata Agreement  
The use of dental amalgams is to be phased down as set out in the Minamata 
Agreement due to the environmental impact of mercury. The agreement, signed by 
128 nations and effective from August 2017, aims to “reduce the mining, export and 
import, transport and waste management of various products and materials containing 
mercury”129. Dental amalgam is the second largest use of mercury in the European 
Union130 but despite a number of challenges, the UK ratified the agreement recently in 
March 2018. Annex A Part II of the Minamata Agreement states that a minimum of 
two of the following nine measures shall be taken by member signatories131: 
1. “Setting national objectives aiming at dental caries prevention and health 
promotion, thereby minimizing the need for dental restoration; 
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2. Setting national objectives aiming at minimizing its use; 
3. Promoting the use of cost–effective and clinically effective mercury-free 
alternatives for dental restoration; 
4. Promoting research and development of quality mercury-free materials for 
dental restoration; 
5. Encouraging representative professional organizations and dental schools to 
educate and train dental professionals and students on the use of mercury-free 
dental restoration alternatives and on promoting best management practices; 
6. Discouraging insurance policies and programmes that favour dental amalgam 
use over mercury-free dental restoration; 
7. Encouraging insurance policies and programmes that favour the use of quality 
alternatives to dental amalgam for dental restoration;  
8. Restricting the use of dental amalgam to its encapsulated form; 
9. Promoting the use of best environmental practices in dental facilities to reduce 
releases of mercury and mercury compounds to water and land”. 
The move has received mixed support from dentists and the use of amalgam 
separators is favoured by many,132 but nevertheless the need for alternative 
materials is unequivocal. 
 
1.2.3 Composite 
Composite materials for restorative dentistry were first developed in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s where epoxy resins were mixed with filler particles133. This led to 
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epoxy light curable resin composites being introduced in the 1970s creating a 
restorative material with a ‘command set’134. 
 
1.2.3.1 Composition 
Dental composites consist of a polymerisable resin matrix, glass fillers acting to 
reinforce the material, and silane coupling agents135. The polymerisable resin matrix 
typically contains resin monomers such as bis-phenol-A-diglycidyl dimethacrylate (Bis-
GMA) (Figure 1.11), urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA) and/or triethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate (TEGDMA). Polymerization of the resin matrix can be chemically 
initiated in “self-cure” composites, light activated, or a combination of both with 
various inorganic materials such as glass fillers are used as reinforcing components and 
make up the bulk of the material51. Composites may also incorporate barium and/or 
strontium, which add radiopacity to aid radiological monitoring of the composite in 
vivo136. 
 
Figure 1.11 - Bis-GMA resin used in composite restoratives 
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The now outdated Lutz and Philips Classification137 was common use for grouping 
composite types, however, hybrid composites are most prevalent on the market and 
used by clinicians nowadays due to their wide use in most classes of restoration. 
 
1.2.3.2 Properties 
These composites have good aesthetic properties due to the translucency of the 
partially polymerised resin matrix and thus provide a better match to natural tissue 
than amalgam and GICs138. The compressive and diametral tensile strength of these 
(around 200 MPa after 24 h) approach those of amalgam and generally exceed those 
of GICs (section 1.4.1.2.3)120. Clinically, composites have good longevity with over 99% 
surviving up to 3.5 years in patients with severe tooth wear139. Composites are not as 
widely used in primary dentition and a survey in 2017 found that 75% of anterior 
restorations were placed in patients between 35 and 65 years old140. In the 
Netherlands, an extensive study of over 75,000 patients found an annual failure rate of 
less than 5% up to 10 years with 56% of the anterior and posterior restorations 




Modern composites have a variety of uses in most classes of restoration. Composites 
are the most widely used materials for restorations of anterior teeth142 and are now 
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Restorations using composites are technique sensitive and not following exacting 
procedures can lead to porosity, poor bonding, and inadequate degree of conversion 
144. Some patients exhibit sensitivity to the resins used in the composite which can 
cause post-operative sensitivity145,146. Modern composites require bonding agents and 
acid etching to create an adequate bond between restoration and tooth147. The 
materials exhibit polymerisation shrinkage of typically ~2-3% due to the polymerisation 
reaction which if not adequately compensated for can cause marginal gaps148,149, 
potentially leading to secondary caries150. 
 
1.2.4 Resin Modified Glass Ionomer Cements 
RMGICs were developed to overcome the dissolution and wear resistance of 
conventional GICs. Similarly, to conventional GICs, RMGICs use an acid-base reaction to 
form its set cement. However, these also incorporate light polymerising resins which 
are either added directly or grafted onto the polyalkenoate chain creating a more 
resistant ‘command cure’ GIC151. The compressive strength is documented to be higher 
than conventional GICs but lower than composite and amalgam120,152,153. 
 




RMGICs are presented as either a powder-liquid system containing a 
fluoroaluminosilicate glass and a resin containing PAA-based liquid, or as a pre-dosed 
capsule. The liquid component containing resins and initiators such as 
hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA) (Figure 1.12) or bis-GMA but can also include other 
copolymers and photo-initiators154. 
 
Figure 1.12 - Structure of HEMA resin used in RMGICs. Due to GICs being water-based 
materials, a highly hydrophilic resin such as HEMA is ideal155 
 
The glass powder and acids (such as PAA and tartaric) used are often the same as 
those found in conventional GICs. Because the glass is in a lower concentration of the 
overall cement to make way for resins, properties associated with the glass 
components, such as fluoride release, were initially poorer than conventional GICs 156. 
However, as the materials have developed more modern RMGICs have shown to have 
similar fluoride release levels to conventional GICs157,158. 
 




These materials exhibit similar levels of bonding to both oral tissue such as dentine and 
enamel in addition to other resin-based restoratives such as composites if used 
correctly (around 12 MPa)159,160. RMGICs release fluoride and exhibit moisture 
tolerance unlike many conventional GICs which often require a rubber dam to protect 
the early setting restorative. These restoratives set when exposed to blue light from a 
light curing unit creating a command cure GIC72,161. Due to the addition of resins, these 
materials have superior wear resistance and acid stability to GICs when used in 




Originally, RMGICs were popular as bases and liners under composites, amalgams and 
ceramics before eventually becoming restoratives alone50,163. These materials have 
similar indications to those of conventional GICs and are useful in class I, II, III and V 
restorations and as pit and fissure sealants due to their aesthetic properties164. 
 
1.2.4.4 Limitations 
Incorporation of the resin in place of glass led to decreased levels of fluoride release 
and increased levels of thermal expansion which may “cause interfacial stress 
development, which has been implicated as one of the etiological factors in marginal 
deterioration and microleakage”92,165,166.  





Introduced to the market in 1993167, compomers are composites which have been 
modified using polyacids and contain a small percentage of fluoroaluminosilicate 
glass168. In a similar way to a RMGIC, these materials are a hybrid between a GIC and 
composite, although they are more closely related to the latter and are regularly 
described as polyacid-modified composite resins169. RMGICs differ in that they are GICs 
modified with resins and are mostly made of fluoroaluminosilicate glass, whereas 
compomers are composites modified with glass and polyacids where the bulk of the 




Compomers contain both fluoride-containing glass as a filler and resins which can 
either can act as initiators of the reaction or as polymers. To provide the acid-base 
reaction to release fluoride, an additional carboxyl source is provided in the form of 
dimethacrylate monomers, often UDMA. Additionally, to aid the diffusion of water into 
the matrix and further assist the flux of fluoride, hydrophilic resins such as glycerol 
dimethacrylate are used170,171.  
 




While these materials possess both glass and resinous components, it is mainly the 
light curing polymerisation reaction that controls the setting of the material while the 
glass remains as a fluoride releasing filler172. They provide tooth coloured aesthetics 
and have greater wear resistance and strength to the conventional GICs173. Clinically, 
compomers have been reported to last several years with a higher survival rate than 
conventional GICs in a range of applications174,175 
 
1.2.5.3 Applications 
The substitution of the resin component for glass brings the indications of these 
devices closer to that of conventional and RMGICs. They have similar applications to 
composites and have been used in class II176,177 and V cavities178 as well as fissure 
sealants and even bonding agents in orthodontics179. Additionally, they can be used in 
proximal, cervical and abrasion erosion lesions180 and long-term restorations in 
primary and permanent dentition with long term clinical success of more than 5 
years181. Coloured compomers available with glitter have been developed in the last 
decade, particularly aimed at children177 and have shown to be clinically effective in 
primary dentition for at least 24 months181,182. 
 
1.2.5.4 Limitations 
Compomers have some of the limitations associated with both composites and 
conventional GICs. Due to the higher resin content, the bonding to enamel and dentine 
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lower compared to higher glass containing restoratives and thus bonding agents are 
occasionally required183 and these extra steps require additional time. Additionally, 
they exhibit similar polymerisation shrinkage to that of composites of up to 7%184 and 
have increased water sorption due to the addition of hydrophilic resins158. This water 
sorption can lead to marginal discolouration which may interfere with aesthetics, 
particularly in anterior restorations185. While their mechanical properties do exceed 
those of conventional GICs, they are inferior to those of composites and RMGICs and 
are therefore not recommended for load bearing restorations but mainly deciduous 
teeth186,187. 
 
1.3 Indirect Dental Restorative Materials 
As previously described, indirect restorative materials generally required two or more 
visits to complete. These materials often involved a dental technician or specialised 
laboratory to create and are thus multi-step processes and are therefore more 
expensive188. Due to the time and cost of these, they are often the second choice as a 
restorative method where a direct restoration is an option46. 
 
1.4 Mechanical Properties of Glass Ionomer Cements 
1.4.1 Strength 
Strength is defined as the capacity of an object or substance to withstand force or 
pressure. Strength of a GIC can be assessed using a range of methods such as biaxial 
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flexural strength (BFS), flexural strength (FS), shear bond strength (SBS) and fracture 
toughness (FT)189,190 although the main parameters tested are compressive strength 
(CS) and diametral tensile strength (DTS) because of the similarity to the stresses the 
materials undergo during mastication and the brittleness of the material191, that is, 
brittle materials such as conventional GICs are mostly exposed to compressive and 
(indirectly) tensile stresses in their use as restoratives.  
 
1.4.1.1 Tensile Strength 
1.4.1.1.1  Concept 
When a material is subjected to a tensile load, tensile stresses occur, and the tensile 
strength of a material is its resistance to that tensile stress. Ductile and elastic 
materials such as rubbers, plastics and silicones exhibit a high tensile strength and can 
be pulled and stretched without permanently deforming. However, brittle materials 
such as concrete have low tensile strength and exhibit little elastic or plastic 
deformation before failure. Brittle and ductile materials are discussed in detail in 
section 1.4.4. 
 
1.4.1.1.2  Measurement 
Tensile testing usually involves applying a tensile force or “pulling” the material along a 
uniaxial direction at a constant rate and monitoring deformation until failure. Usually, 
grips attached to a tensiometer hold the material in place and the stress-strain applied 
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measured through a load cell (Figure 1.13). Tensile stresses are directly proportional to 
the force applied to the material. Higher forces applied created greater stresses while 
lower forces create less stress. Stress can be defined as the force applied per the cross-
sectional area of the material (see Equation 1)72. As the stress is applied, deformations 
in the material occur and the material deforms as the displacement of force occurs 
creating a strain within the material. This displacement in the material length is 
measured and used to create a stress-strain graph. 
 
Equation 1 - Calculation of the stress of a material where σ = stress, F = the tensile force and 









Figure 1.13 - Grips attached to a tensiometer measuring the tensile strength of a piece of 
dental modelling wax 
 
1.4.1.1.3  Within Glass Ionomer Cements 
GICs are brittle materials, particularly conventional GICs that do not contain any resins. 
Therefore, they exhibit little strain when a load is applied and fracture abruptly with 
little elastic and virtually no plastic deformation. Because of this, it is difficult to 
measure tensile strength of GICs using the conventional method, thus it is measured 
indirectly using the DTS method (Figure 1.13). It is the internal tensile forces within a 
cement when compressed that can be measured to calculate the tensile strength 
across a high surface area specimen. These are usually thin disc shaped to maximise 
the tensile stresses within the specimen over the compressive forces. 




Figure 1.14 - Internal tensile stresses within a specimen when a compressive load is applied 
to measure indirect tensile strength DTS. This test results in a clean fracture down the centre 
of the specimen. The red arrows show the internal forces exerted on the specimen under 
compression. 
 
1.4.1.2 Compressive Strength 
1.4.1.2.1  Concept 
CS of a material is its resistance to stresses induced by normal loading and is suitable 
for brittle materials which exhibit little or no plastic deformation. During compression, 
friction occurs between the test specimen and the compression platforms which is not 
consistent across the entire specimen. The maximum frictional force is contained at 
the edges of the specimen, while the centre has the minimal amount of force. 
Specimens presenting some form of plasticity can undergo barrelling due to the 
inconsistent frictional forces across the surface area192,193. It is thought the minimum 
compressive strength necessary to resist the masticatory forces in the posterior teeth 
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would be 125 MPa, or 100 MPa for primary dentition194. Studies assessing the bite 
force of humans found these to be in the region of 285 N (average man) and 254 N 
(average woman)195 with around 25% of that being utilised during chewing196. 
 
1.4.1.2.2  Measurement 
Testing compressive strength involves compressing a material uniaxially using two 
plano-parallel platforms until failure. This is usually measured using a compression unit 
where the compression platform is attached to a load cell which measures the load 
applied until break. The failure is usually sudden and very little energy is absorbed by 
the material before failure. 
 
1.4.1.2.3  Within Glass Ionomer Cements 
CS of a conventional GICs is relatively poor compared to other restorative materials 
such as composites and amalgams (Table 1.5) and is a limitation of the applications of 
the material.  
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Table 1.5 - Summary of DTS and CS of dental restoratives  
Restorative Typical DTS (MPa) Typical CS (MPa) 
Conventional GIC 6 - 12153,197,198 
 
80 - 170199,200,193 
 






30 – 54120,202,203 
 
250 - 486120,202,119 
 
 
1.4.2 Failure Mechanisms of Glass Ionomer Cements 
Restorative materials, undergo three types of stress in regular use, these are: 
1. Tension – stresses resulting from a pulling motion 
2. Compression – stresses resulting from a pressing motion 
3. Shear – stresses resulting from a lateral force parallel to its surface 
 
1.4.2.1 Macroscopic Failure 
Macroscale failures are visible fractures or flaws in the material structure and can be 
explained by several theories including the maximum stress theory (section 1.4.3). 
When the load or energy capacity of the material is exceeded, macroscopic failure 
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occurs. Fractures of GICs are an example of macroscopic failures as compressive forces 
(such as chewing) on the material cause the cement to fracture and fail204. Once 
macroscopic failure of a material has been seen, such as with GICs, either repair or 
replacement of that material is required90. 
 
1.4.2.2 Microscopic Failure 
Microscopic failure is failure not visible to the naked eye. Atomic level stresses 
between planes of crystals, glasses and lattices can lead to microscopic failures and a 
combination of microscopic failures may lead to a macroscopic failure, such as 
cracking. Because of this, microscopic failures are difficult to observe in the clinic and 
even more difficult to predict, it is therefore vital that correct clinical technique is 
followed to reduce the risk of failure90 and improve the longevity of the material205. 
 
1.4.3 Maximum Principle Stress Theory 
Developed by Rankine in 1850, the theory states “the failure of a material or 
component will take place when the maximum value of stress exceeds the limiting 
failure of stress”206. This theory applies to tensile and compressive stresses only. It is at 
this maximum stress point (also known as the ultimate stress limit) that brittle 
materials fail and do not exhibit any further strain. However, within ductile materials, 
further strain can occur before the material fails, even though the maximum stress 
limit (also known as the yield stress) has been reached. In brittle materials, a crack will 
start at the point where the ultimate stress limit is reached. The theory is generally 
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used more successfully in brittle materials to ductile as the latter exhibit extensive 
shear behaviour (which are assumed to be absent in this theory)207,208. 
 
1.4.4 Brittle and Ductile Materials 
Ductile materials show a region of linear elasticity, a yield point and ductility past the 
point of what is considered failure. During failure, ductile materials undergo ‘necking’ 
where the width of the material is reduced, and it becomes elongated, the fracture 
appears as an irregular shaped break with a 45° angle to the direction of the pull in a 
cup and cone shape. 
Brittle materials exhibit a sharp linear elastic region and fracture suddenly with no 
evidence of elasticity. No necking is seen during a brittle material failure mechanism 
and the break will be at 90° to the direction of the pull (when under normal tension). 
Materials such as acrylic used in dentures can be considered as brittle plastics produce 
greater levels of strain per stress applied, while they often break rapidly with little 
plastic deformation72 (Figure 1.15). 




Figure 1.15 - Stress Strain Curves of Brittle (red) and Ductile (black) failures. Brittle materials 
show no ductility or plasticity whereas ductile materials go through an elastic phase and 
exceed the yield point before reaching fracture 
 
1.4.5 Flexural Strength and Flexural Modulus 
FS is mostly quoted in relation to resin-based restorative materials, including RMGICs, 
and is one of the prerequisites of International Standard (ISO) 9917-2 for these 
materials. BFS is more commonly investigated in GICs. Flexural properties of materials 
are usually only assessed in ductile and elastic materials because they can absorb high 
levels of stress and exhibit yielding rather than immediate fracture209. Testing is usually 
conducted using three- or four-point bending tests which flex the material under 
increasing and constant loading until failure, an example of a three-point bend test is 
shown in Figure 1.16. 




Figure 1.16 - FS testing using a three-point bending test. The bar shaped specimen is 
balanced on two supports while a third point compresses the material at the centre point 
 
In a similar way to FT, this technique involves creating bar shaped samples (usually 2 x 
2 x 25 mm) which are balanced on two platforms with a load applied centrally until 
fracture (Figure 1.16). The procedure is often described as a three-point bending test 
due to the three points of contact with the material during testing. The test produces a 
bending motion and evaluates how able the material is to resist flexure owing to 
processes such as mastication210,211. Brittle materials such as conventional GICs exhibit 
very limited flexural properties and these types of tests are rarely conducted. When 
flexural stresses are measured in restorative materials, these are usually resin based 
cements such as RMGICs, compomers and composites as the resin component 
increases the flexural properties210,212. 
 




In most cases, materials experience stresses which vary over time. These stresses may 
be mechanical, chemical, biological or a combination of these. In the example of a 
dental restoration, the material is exposed to higher stress during masticatory 
processes and lower stresses while the individual is asleep. This continued and 
irregular stress exertion on the material can lead to fatigue where failure can occur 
significantly below the maximum stress due to the accumulation of microscopic 
failures, which may lead for instance to crack propagation213. Thus, a material may be 
strong enough to withstand loads placed on it when initially put to use but this does 
not mean it will always be able to withstand these loads72. Fatigue is tested by applying 
numerous stresses well below the materials limit in a number of ‘cycles’ until failure, 
the maximum cycles applied before failure can then be used to calculate the materials 
endurance limit214. When testing a material, it is important to take into account the 
environment in which it is being used, as this can often have a profound effect on the 
endurance of the device72. GICs have been found to be inferior in fatigue testing than 
many other restoratives including RMGICs and composites215 
 
1.4.7 Shear Stress 
Shear stress was founded on the early work by Tresca who recognised that metals 
plastically deform through shear processes thus, opposite to normal stress, shear 
stress acts parallel to the cross-section of the material216. Once the elastic range of the 
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material is exhausted the metal utilise dislocation slip systems to accommodate the 
excess energy absorbed. 
 
1.4.8 Crack Propagation 
Fractures occur within the material and reach the surface of the material to dissipate 
the energy contained, known as crack propagation216. Fatigue has been shown to be a 
significant contributor to crack propagation as small stresses cause the material to 
internally fracture217. In 1921 Alan Griffin published investigations of brittle solids, 
demonstrating that “crack growth can occur if the energy required to form an 
additional crack with size can just be delivered by the system”218. At the tip of any 
crack, a stress field occurs, resonating out from the crack in a shearing motion causing 
cleavage within the material structure219. As previously mentioned, only three types of 
stress are exerted on materials, tension, compression and shear. Tension is solely 
responsible for crack propagation, while compression will only close cracks further208. 
GICs, as brittle materials, exhibit crack propagation through the cement matrix, often 
moving around bulkier glass particles. Crack growth often occurs parallel to the surface 
of the restoration and originate at weakened sections of the cement, such as a pore. 
Tension caused through desiccation of the setting GIC can be a significant factor in 
early crack propagation and is common in GICs220. Shear force has been reported to 
increase crack width and reduce crack spacing within brittle materials, such as GICs221. 
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1.4.9 Fracture Toughness 
The FT of a material is its resilience to propagation of a pre-formed crack. This is tested 
by introducing a crack into the material and applying a load, usually compressive, (in a 
similar method to FS) and measuring the stress required for the crack to grow and the 
material to ultimately fail72. Ductile materials have superior fracture toughness to 
brittle materials as crack propagation can only occur within a ductile material when 
load is applied. For denture base polymers, an incision of 3 mm is made into a bar 
shaped specimen measuring 39 x 8 x 4 mm and a compressive load applied to the 
surface opposite the crack222 (shown in figure Figure 1.17). This is a commonly used 
standardised method where the deflection of the material vs the force applied is used 
to calculate FT. Cracks and pores are a common occurrence in GICs throughout the 
structure101,223 and have shown to weaken the structure102. As previously mentioned in 
section 1.4.8, cracks propagate when tensile stresses are applied, in GICs, stresses such 
as desiccation, mastication or expansion can cause these already existing cracks to 
macroscopically fail224. 




Figure 1.17 - FT with a modified bending test set up for denture base polymers. Where P = 
load, a = pre-crack depth, Lt = distance between the supports of the material, bt = the 
breadth of the material, ht = the height of the material222 
 
1.4.10  Hardness 
Hardness is the resistance of a material to localised deformation and is correlated with 
the wear resistance of a material against applied forces such as occlusal loading225,226. 
Hardness can be tested in several different ways, one of the most widely known being 
the Mohs scale ranging from soft talc at 1 to hard diamond at 10227. Hardness tests are 
considered simple and use inexpensive equipment as well as being relatively non-
destructive compared to other strength testing methods216. Modern tests use 
indentation as a quantitative way of measuring hardness, once the indent is applied, 
the penetration depth is calculated from the lateral extent of the indent and the 
known geometry of the indenter. Several different hardness tests are available and 
have subtle variations121. 
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1. Vickers – a small diamond tipped pyramidal indenter is pressed onto a surface 
under a known load for a pre-set period. The indent appears under a 
microscope as a diamond shape which is then measured laterally228. This 
method has been well used since the 1950s229 due to the low cost, easy sample 
preparation and small amount of material require making the test simple and 
convenient230. Vickers tests are particularly useful in hard, brittle materials such 
as ceramics and conventional GICs and was chosen because of this, in addition 
to its ease of use.  
2. Knoop – uses a similar method to Vickers, this is preferred for thinner profile 
specimens and produces a shallower but wider indent using a rhomboid shape 
indenter.  
3. Rockwell – a very common and simple test to perform with the option of 
several different indenters, loads and scales. Indenters such as conical diamond 
tipped for exceptionally hard materials can be used; however, steel balls of 
various diameters are more common. A minor load is applied to enhance test 
accuracy followed by a major load of 3 or 10 kg and up to 150 Kg respectively. 
Because of this, test specimens are usually required to be a considerable size, 
particularly for repeated measurements. 
4. Brinell – in a similar way to Rockwell testing, this test uses spherical steel or 
tungsten carbide balls as indenters. Loads generally range between 500 – 3000 
Kg for metals which are applied for a specified time in increasing weight. Once 
an impression is made, the diameter of the load is measured and converted 
using a standardised table. 
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Other less commonly used methods are also available such as ultrasonic 
microhardness, dynamic, durometer and scratch hardness tests231. 
 
1.4.11  Bond Strength 
SBS is often evaluated for GICs because of their use as either luting agents, or as 
restorations which need to adhere to the tooth surface for several years232. The test is 
conducted on GICs and bonding/luting agents by fixing these onto burred and polished 
flat surfaces of tooth specimens before being clamped into place and pulled apart until 
dislocation233,234. Typical values for tensile bond strengths varied from 4.90 to 11.36 
MPa on enamel and from 2.52 to 5.55 MPa on dentine for conventional GICs199,235,236 
and 10 – 23 MPa for resin-based adhesives237. Because of this, adhesive failure of GICs 
is clinically rare238 and only occurs when the bond to enamel is less than 3.5 MPa239. 
Usually, the only form of bond failure that occurs clinically is cohesive failure within 
the GIC.  
 
Table 1.6 - Comparison of shear bond strength values of various dental restoratives on 
dentine. All restoratives were prepared with or without the use of 
etching/conditioning/bonding agents as recommended by the manufacturer’s instructions 
for use240. 
Composite (MPa) Compomer (MPa) RMGIC (MPa) GIC (MPa) 
18.16 11.96 9.71 3.81 
 




1.5  Strength Reinforcement 
To make materials stronger and more resistant to fatigue and failure has been an 
aspiration for millennia. Increasing the strength of a material can be achieved by 
physically or chemically altering the structure or by the addition of reinforcing 
materials.  
During the initial design of the GIC, it was concluded that the highest powder to liquid 
ratio creates the best setting rate, CS, hardness and moisture tolerance, but these 
became difficult to mix so the advantages of this should be weighed against the clinical 
usability of the cements241. Further approaches that have been explored to increase 
the strength of glass ionomer cements include adjusting the GIC liquid-powder ratio, 
adding or modifying glass fillers, increasing mixing time242, compaction and using 
spherical instead of irregular shaped particles. These and other approaches to 
increasing strength in GICs are discussed in depth in section 1.5.1. More recently, 
nanomaterials have been explored as a way of reinforcing materials; this is discussed 
in section 1.7.1.1.  
In metals, work hardening causes dislocations within the material structure and 
consequently further internal stress, an increase in the dislocation density (the number 
of dislocations within a given volume) increases the yield strength of the metal243. As 
previously discussed with amalgam, adding stronger metals, known as alloying, is 
another popular method of modifying the strength of a metal. The addition of different 
sized and higher atomic weighted metal creates an irregular lattice which can interfere 
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with failure modes such as crack propagation244. In polymers, increasing the molecular 
weight of the monomer has been shown to enhance strength as well as further 
covalent cross linking and bridging by the addition of disulfides209.  
 
1.5.1  Strength Developments in GICs 
GICs have been modified numerous times since their initial development in the 1960s. 
Metal, zinc, glass, calcium phosphates, fibres and particles have all had reasonable 
success in increasing strength51. One of the most recent developments has been 
incorporating amino acids into GICs for enhanced strength, various amino acids have 
been studied giving good increases in flexural strength but few changes in compressive 
or DTS245 although studies with proline addition resulted in increases of 27% and 94% 
for CS and DTS respectively246. The proline was thought to have increased the spacing 
linking the PAA backbone and reducing steric hindrance and increasing the mobility of 
the carboxylic acid groups. However, these amino acids are complex to manufacture 
involving several hazardous substances with low yields (around 60%). Other 
developments include the addition materials such as metals like zirconia, titanium and 
zinc, or glasses and various forms of calcium, all with varying amounts of failings or 
success in enhancing the GICs mechanical properties as will be described in the 
following sections.  
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1.5.1.1 Metal Modified GICs 
One approach to improve the mechanical properties of GIC were the ‘cermets’ or 
metal-modified GICs (MMGICs), originally particles of a silver alloy were added into the 
powder component eventually developing into sintering these fine particles onto the 
glass itself50, while theoretically these were expected to be stronger they did not 
perform better clinically over several studies247-249 and evidence also suggested 
fluoride release was reduced slightly as a result of the silver inclusion50. In subsequent 
research a stainless steel modified GIC was developed, providing a 50 and 60% 
increase in CS and DTS respectively compared with two commercially available 
MMGICs with favourable working/setting times and low solubility, however the 
cement exhibited a grey colour thus reducing the GICs aesthetic appeal and limiting its 
use250. Silver has not been abandoned, a recent study using 0.5% silver nanoparticles 
(NP) (6 nm in diameter) increased the CS of a GIC by 32% although the author fails to 
comment on any changes to aesthetics which was seen in the previous generation251. 
Titanium has also been investigated; 5% TiO2 nano-powder was supplemented into FX-
II GIC (Shofu Dental, California, USA). This saw improvements to the FS (15.1 ± 2.9 MPa 
to 21.4 ± 5.0 MPa) and VHN (54.3 ± 9.0 MPa to 63.8 ± 4.1 MPa). The authors also 
studied CS but published surprisingly low values (control 5.6 ± 2.3 MPa, 5% TiO2 nano-
powder 8.6 ± 1.5 MPa) despite using a standard ISO method and citing the minimum 
requirements of at least 100 MPa required to resist primary masticatory forces252. In 
another study, Michael Swain et al. used 3% TiO2 NPs and generated a significant 
increase in FT, FS, CS and VHN in Kavitan® Plus GIC (Kerr Dental), the increases are 
summarised in Table 1.7200. However, as more NPs were added, the setting time 
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decreased, this was attributed to the NPs taking part and strengthening the acid-base 
reaction, although they do not elaborate on how this is done, if this is the case, it 
would be strongly be related to the causation of the increases in strength, although at 
higher concentrations of NPs, the setting time further decreased but the strength did 
not. The authors further note a decrease in setting time being clinically advantageous 
as it reduces the risk of dehydration or excessive water contamination of the setting 
GIC. No comment is made on the changes in working time, but a reduced setting time 
may often indicate more rapid hardening when being mixed, which may not be 
clinically advantageous. A different group also used 3% TiO2 nanoparticles (10 – 20 nm 
diameter) in Fuji IX and found a significant increase in CS from 140.03 (± 9.08) MPa to 
172.55 (± 14.88) MPa253. Furthermore, a group in China using TiO2 NPs increased CS by 
18.9%, bond strength by 51% and reduced wear by 5%254. TiO2 is a commonly used 
white pigment in food, personal care products, paints etc. due to it brightness and high 
refractive index255, despite these successes in increasing mechanical properties none 
of these studies comment on the changes to colour and translucency of the cement as 
a result of the pigment. Additionally, TiO2 NPs has some demonstrated some 
concentration-based toxicity to the central nervous system256,257, the respiratory 
system258, the liver259 and gametes260. 
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Table 1.7 - Increase in mechanical properties using TiO2 NPs. The standard deviations are 




FS (MPa) CS (MPa) VHN 
Setting 
Time (s) 
Control 0.69 (0.03) 13.57 (2.52) 149.06 (7.91) 46.3 (4.36) 268 (11.51) 
3% TiO2 NPs 1.29 (0.05) 23.17 (2.77) 176.27 (8.35) 48.34 (4.92) 217 (10.36) 
 
A newer product containing ceramic, Amalgomer CR (Advanced Healthcare Ltd., 
Tonbridge, UK) claims CS exceeding 300 MPa261. The product was first introduced 
around 2005 in a zirconia alloy when it was claimed the aesthetics and hardness were 
superior to a conventional GIC197,262. Clinically, after 1-year Amalgomer CR had a 
clinical success rate of 97.4% and 94.2% for class I and II restorations in children ages 4 
– 9 (n = 100) respectively, compared to 94.9% and 88.5% for Fuji IX263. Fluoride release 
was not compromised either, in one study Amalgomer CR was found to be superior to 
Fuji II (GC), Fuji IX, Beautifil II (Shofu Dental), Dyract extra (Dentsply Sirona), and 
Coltene Synergy (Coltene, Altstätten, Switzerland) over a 15 day period, although it 
should be noted that some of these were not conventional GICs264. Bond strength 
(6.38 MPa) was also found to be superior to others tested (5.39 MPa Miracle Mix (GC) 
and 4.84 MPa Ketac Molar (n = 30))234. However, Wang and Darvell found the inclusion 
of zirconia increased moisture sensitivity and deteriorated the cement in artificial 
saliva265, however with good clinical practice, these risks are significantly reduced. 
Zinc reinforced high viscosity GICs came onto the market as the product ChemFil Rock 
(Dentsply Sirona) in 2011266 as a material requiring no cavity conditioning or surface 
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coating. The manufacturer quotes at least a 25% increase in hardness and strength 
through the incorporation of zinc into the fluoroaluminosilicate glass itself267. An 
independent study by Ilie found increased flexural properties due to the reduced 
visible defects, however, contrary to the manufacturer’s recommendations, the use of 
a resin coat had a significant positive effect266. Other independent studies using this 
product have given mixed results, while some reported significantly higher CS and DTS 
compared to hand mixed high viscosity GICs268 other properties such as fracture 
toughness and surface hardness did not stand out269. Against other restoratives such 
as RMGICs, ChemFil Rock CS over 24 h was still significantly lower (244 ± 13.0 MPa vs 
156 ± 21.8 MPa respectively)270. Even more recent studies using zinc oxide NPs 
supplemented GIC have still yet to find any increases in mechanical properties271,272. 
 
1.5.1.2 Glass Fibre GICs 
The incorporation of glass fibres into GICs has also been studied with some promising 
results. The fibres often have a similar chemical composition to the glass used in the 
GIC. A study using micron scale glass fibres with 1 mm length and 10 µm thickness 
incorporated by addition to a conventional GIC at 3 and 5% w/w provided a significant 
increase in the highest addition for DTS (7.49 to 11.86 MPa), VHN (38.6 to 53.2), FT 
(0.194 to 0.585 MPa.m1/2), FS (15.02 to 28.76 MPa) and flexural modulus (FM) (0.679 
to 1.192 GPa)273. Lohbauer and co-workers added smaller fibres 430 µm long and 26 
µm thick in much higher 20% concentrations giving much higher FT and energy release 
rates (up to 440% more for the latter) but fails to test any DTS or CS of these274,275. 
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Micron scale hollow fibres have shown increases in FT of up to 200%276 Kobayashi 
added aluminosilicate based fibres of varying aspect ratios into a conventional GIC and 
concluded the smallest in terms of length and diameter gave the best increase in 
strength at 1.8 times higher for DTS and 4.5 times higher for FS277, however the 
creation of these fibres involve heating materials to extreme temperatures, spinning 
and passing through an electromagnetic sifter, a costly and very specialised 
manufacturing process. A recent 2018 study reported on additions made to Fuji IX 
using glass fibres of around 10 µm in diameter and 10 – 500 µm in length over a range 
of percentages278. A 25% addition of the glass fibres gave an increase in FS (26 MPa to 
48 MPa), FM (1 GPa to 3.7 GPa) and DTS (8 MPa to 17 MPa). Fracture surface scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) images showed good interaction between the fibre and the 
surrounding GIC matrix and fracture occurred at fibre pull out sections of the cement. 
Due to this interaction, the authors note the load is successfully absorbed by the 
stronger glass fibre giving it a reinforcing ability. On the other hand, a study using 
bioactive glass within a GIC and compomer had a negative effect on the CS of the 
materials of around 54%, possibly due to the active glass acting as loose filler instead 
of forming part of the cement matrix279,280. 
 
1.5.1.3 Calcium Salts and Related Materials 
Calcium salts have been investigated as a material to enhance the mechanical 
properties of a GIC. 
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A novel study found an increase in compressive strength from 52.45 ± 1.8 MPa to 
71.43 ± 16.7 MPa with the inclusion of 5% chicken egg shells281 which has also been 
shown to increase strength in acrylic resins282, composites283 and concrete in 
construction284. The eggshells are a natural source of calcium carbonate285 and 
considered to be an environmentally beneficial way of reusing the 190,000 tonnes of 
eggshell waste in the US286 for developments in materials. 
FA has been considered due to its biological presence in dental enamel. 3% FA NPs (70 
nm) were added w/w to a GIC giving an increased compressive strength (46.10 ± 3.39 
MPa v 102.61 ± 4.00 MPa)287 which coinciding with similar increases found by 
Moshaverinia et al. who also saw significant increases in DTS and BFS198. The study 
noted that HA and to a lesser extent FA are soluble in acidic solutions288 and the 
release of calcium from this increased the acid-base reaction thus creating a stronger 
cement.  
Micro HA from a commercially available source was added to a RMGIC and zirconia 
reinforced GIC and its hardness measured. Additions of 5 and 15% significantly 
increased the hardness from 46.70 ± 1.66 MPa to 56.46 ± 3.33 MPa and 53.63 ± 1.48 
MPa respectively for the zirconia and from 54.95 ± 4.35 MPa to 71.28 ± 0.91 MPa and 
67.26 ± 2.57 MPa respectively for the RMGIC289. The authors attributed this to an 
increased ion migration and formation of HA within the GIC strengthening the matrix, 
however as higher concentrations were added, a decrease in hardness was seen which 
was attributed to a decreased density of the GIC. Similarly, Rasheed and Mohammed 
synthetically created HA and added this to a GIC in 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30% w/w290. 
Increased DTS and hardness were seen amongst all additions, optimising at 20% in 
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particularly. This was explained by the finer particle size amongst the GIC which led to 
a stronger cement, however as the additions increased, significant changes in the 
powder to liquid ratio may have had detrimental effect on the mixing. The authors did 
not provide data regarding the particle size of the HA or provide a comparison against 
these increased powder volumes without the HA; therefore it cannot be concluded the 
increased mechanical properties were solely due to the HA.  
Work has advanced in using HA to the synthesis and introduction of nano HA particles 
and fibres, these are discussed in detail in section 1.7.2. 
Calcium phosphates, including HA, are sparingly soluble in solution, particularly under 
acidic conditions, and it is not clear whether the HA withstands the acidic conditions 
that prevail during GIC setting291-293. As previously discussed, the mechanism by which 
caries forms is through the process of hydroxyapatite dissolution when exposed to 
acids. Moshaverina noted that HA and to a lesser extent FA exhibits some level of 
solubility in acidic solutions and within a setting GIC, the polyacid can extract calcium 
from the apatite surface when mixed with the powder198. The solubility of HA is 
accelerated at a pH of less than 2.05294, like those seen in the early stages of the GIC 
setting reaction and even at a pH around 4.5 some surface solubility can be 
measured295. Work in 2004 suggests the older studies may have overestimated the 
solubility of HA292 however studies previously mentioned indicate some success in 
using HA to enhance the mechanical properties of restorative materials71,289,296,297. 
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1.6 Other properties of GICs 
1.6.1 Biocompatibility 
Biocompatibility is defined as “the ability of a biomaterial to perform its desired 
function with respect to a medical therapy, without eliciting any undesirable local or 
systemic effects in the recipient or beneficiary of that therapy, but generating the most 
appropriate beneficial cellular or tissue response in that specific situation, and 
optimising the clinically relevant performance of that therapy”298. Medical devices, 
such as GICs, have a requirement to exhibit acceptable levels of safety, 
biocompatibility and the risks of these should be outweighed by the benefits299-301. 
Modern GICs, as a class IIa medical device, are usually assessed for biocompatibility 
using the ISO 10993 series299. These measure a range of properties, such as 
genotoxicity302, cytotoxicity303 and sensitization304 using various cell cultures in vitro. A 
RMGIC has been shown to possess reduced biocompatibility and toxicity within several 
studies, suggesting a negative biological effect from the inclusion of resins305-308, 
although the effect reduces over time309. GICs however have shown good 
biocompatibility after 24 h, 7 days310, 14 days311 and up to 60 days312. 
 
1.6.2 Fluoride Release and Secondary Caries 
It is well documented that GICs release fluoride ions in solution157,158,313-315. An initial 
relatively higher concentration release of fluoride is usually seen during the initial 24-
48 h of most of the fluoride releasing restoratives65 (Figure 1.18). Additionally, these 
materials can recharge from additional fluoride such as mouthrinses316, although 
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recent evidence indicates this effect is only evident in new GICs and as they age, their 
ability to release this fluoride is significantly reduced104,316,317. The complete removal of 
caries from cavities is difficult and it has been claimed up to 50 – 60% of dental 
restorations go on to develop further caries318. The release of fluoride has been shown 
to be antibacterial against plaque bacteria such as Streptococcus mutans252,319-321, but 
these studies are laboratory based, making them poorly representative of the oral 
environment. The suggested reason for this in the oral environment is likely due to the 
formation of FA322. This may be down to several specific mechanism, fluoride ions are 
known to affect the growth and metabolism of oral bacteria by altering the membrane 
permeability to protons, leading to acidification of the cell cytoplasm and ultimately 
cell death. It may also bind to the enzymes in the cells often found in plaque, thus 
reducing their acid producing metabolism of carbohydrates. Other factors such as the 
difference in ion charge between the fluoride and proton ion substituted in FA for HA 
and stereochemistry of the FA molecule may also play a part323. Furthermore, it has 
been argued the antibacterial properties of a GIC comes from the low pH of the setting 
cement324 or more likely a combination of the two325. A common reason for failure in 
dental restorations has been attributed to secondary caries205,326-328 but while GICs 
fluoride release has been shown to prevent secondary caries in vitro329, little evidence 
is present clinically330,331. Fluoride can induce caries lesion remineralisation under 
some circumstances, such under neutral pH and availability of free fluoride and 
apatite332-334 however GICs as antimicrobial materials they may be capable of 
preventing the initial adhesion of bacteria through the creation of more acid resistant 
FA from HA335. 




Figure 1.18 - Typical fluoride release pattern from a GIC showing the fluoride release (ppm) 
from the GIC (blue) and release to the same GIC in days after brushing with 1000 ppm 
fluoride toothpaste (red)336. Fluoride is released rapidly within the first 24 h, followed by a 
slower release up to 7 days before a further reduction in the rate of release past 7 days. 
 
1.6.3 Aesthetics 
Aesthetics are one of the most important aspects dentists consider when choosing a 
direct restorative material, particularly with anterior restorations337. Translucent 
materials match the surrounding tooth colour better as they allow light to travel 
through the material, thus the refractive index is generally used as a means of 
measuring how aesthetic the material is likely to be105. GICs are tooth coloured 
materials, matched using a blend of various iron oxide pigments during manufacturing. 
As the GIC matures, the colour develops, usually over the course of a 7-day period104.  




1.6.4 Adhesion to Tooth Structure 
Adhesion of GICs to tooth structure and bond strength testing has been the subject of 
extensive study338-340. When the tooth surface is prepared and freshly cut a smear 
layer of 1-2 µm thick coats the dentine341. Removing this layer, usually with an acidic 
gel which dissolves the material, creates an optimal bond between the GIC and allows 
the GIC to penetrate the tubules providing opportunities for mechanical as well as 
chemical bonding58. This process is described as total etch or conditioning depending 
on the material used and is widely used in clinics342. As mentioned in section 1.4.10, 
the bond strength of GICs is higher to enamel than dentine, suggesting the main 
interaction is between the HA rather than the collagen matrix. As the cement is placed 
onto the surface, wetting is vital to produce initial hydrogen bonding between the GIC 
and tooth structure which are then gradually replaced by ionic bonding between the 
calcium ions in the tooth and the carboxylate groups within the cement343. PAA, like 
many acids, has been shown to strongly bond to HA and is likely to extract phosphate 
ions from the HA structure to bond directly to the calcium in the HA structure63,344. 
This process is known as true chemical bonding and is considered the main mechanism 
of bonding for GICs to tooth structure58. 
 
1.7 Nanoparticles and Nanofibres 
The term nanomaterial refers to “A natural, incidental or manufactured material 
containing particles, in an unbound state or as an aggregate or as an agglomerate and 
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where, for 50% or more of the particles in the number size distribution, one or more 
external dimensions is in the size range 1 nm–100 nm”345,346. 
 
1.7.1 Uses in Materials 
1.7.1.1 Enhancing Strength in Materials 
NPs and nanofibres (NFs) have been investigated widely as a means of reinforcing 
various materials. Fibres are seen to have a strong resilience to applied forces allowing 
stresses to be received by them without permanent deformation, this essentially 
absorbs the energy from a crack as it propagates or deflects the crack itself 347. It is 
also thought that these materials change the microstructure of the cement and fill in 
small voids due to porosity in the material348,349 which was evident in indentation 
testing350. Fibres have shown to give good strength increases in various composites351, 
brackets352, acrylics353 and concrete354 both within and outside of dentistry. 
 
1.7.1.2 Incorporation into Restorative Materials 
The reinforcing effects of microscale glass fibres inhibiting crack propagation in a GIC 
leading to an enhanced strength was described in section 1.7.1.1. This was enhanced 
using smaller micro and nano sized fibres through a large and varied number of studies 
as early as 1982273-275,277, it is therefore thought NFs and NPs could have a greater 
effect. Silica and alumina fibres/particles have been studied extensively but synthetic 
methods for these are often complex involving poorly scalable sol-gel and 
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electrospinning355-359. Calcium phosphate in its various forms have been the subject of 
incorporation into GICs; for example, Moshaverinia incorporated hydroxyapatite 
nanoparticles (HANPs) and fluorapatite nanoparticles (FANPs) of around 50 nm into 
Fuji II and found an increase in DTS (approx. 75%) and CS (approx. 15%) although these 
too were obtained through a sol-gel method198,360. Another study substituted the GIC 
powder with nano calcium deficient hydroxyapatite in RMGICs through an unusual 
microwave synthesis. The results showed a small increase in the CS of the material 
although higher levels of solubility were exhibited which in turn led to a later decrease 
in its CS361. It is important that these materials interact positively with the PAA 
containing GIC liquid and not hinder the reaction, in order to interact with the cement 
matrix some dissolution or surface interaction would be likely and expected, as seen 
with the glass particles in the GIC. 
 
1.7.2 Hydroxyapatite Nanofibres and Nanoparticles 
HA has a structure and composition very similar to human bone362 and has had clinical 
success as a bone cement, often in combination with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 
with acceptable strength, biocompatibility and osseointegration363-368. Other biological 
uses included hearing reconstruction369, managing bone necrosis370, nasal repairs371 
and as previously discussed, dental cements. The use of HA in current biomaterials 
makes it a promising option as a biocompatible high aspect ratio fibre for 
reinforcement. For example, nano HA needles were added to Fuji II LC (GC) in 1, 2, 5, 7 
and 10% concentrations by weight and subjected to wear testing through a 
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toothbrushing simulation using a toothpaste slurry297. Increases in wear resistance was 
found in all groups, particularly in 2 and 5% additions. The mechanism was attributed 
to an increase in calcium release as the HA interacts with the acidic setting GIC which 
increased cross linking within the structure372. Higher concentrations failed to have the 
same level of reinforcement due to the change in viscosity of the drier mix, thus poor 
dispersion may have contributed. Porous spherical HA (20 – 30 nm in diameter) was 
added to Fuji IX increasing the FS from 18 MPa to 33 MPa but had no increase in CS294. 
The authors then went on to use Fuji III (GC) (a strontium substituted GIC), reducing 
the glass component and replacing with 25% commercially available spherical HA 
particles with a diameter of 10 – 20 nm. Surprisingly, they found an increase in fluoride 
release, despite the fact the fluoride releasing glass was at a lower concentration than 
the control. An increase in CS was seen from around 110 MPa to 135 MPa, since 
calcium has demonstrated to enhance the formation of the GIC matrix373 it was 
concluded that only materials which take part in the reaction assist the increase in CS 
and demonstrated this by comparison against cellulose acetate fibres which showed a 
significant reduction in CS. HA is also relatively easy to produce and readily available 
commercially. A synthetic method creating fibres of around 100 nm diameter and 60 – 
80 µm in length were added to dental composites of up to 10% attributed to a 22% 
increase in BFS374. The calcium nitrate and sodium dihydrogen phosphate dehydrate 
act as the calcium and phosphate source while the roles of the gelatine and urea is 
thought to be involved in maintaining and directing the HA crystal structure and the 
latter additionally breaking down and having a buffering effect on the basic solution375. 
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Consequently, due to its biocompatibility and promising CS and DTS enhancing results 
HA in GICs presents as an opportunity for strength developments.  
 
1.7.3 Halloysites and Clays 
Nanoclays are layered silicates with nanometric thickness of clay within the layers, 
often tubes with a diameter of 50–200 nm. Montmorillonite (MMT) clays in GICs have 
been studied by Dowling and Fleming using ChemFil® Superior (Dentsply Sirona)376,377 
building on previous work in the early 1990s showing a reinforcing effect on 
polymers378-380. They found a decrease in compressive strengths for all additions of 
clays, however, when the clay was changed to 12-amino-dodecanoicacid-
montmorillonite (ADA-MMT) a significant increase was seen for 0.5% (133 ± 20 MPa) 
and 1% (128 ± 22 MPa) compared with the control (105 ± 22 MPa). The increase was 
attributed to the stereochemistry of the larger ADA-MMT molecule causing greater d-
spacing between the layers of GIC, giving the PAA more opportunity to react. This work 
focused on making additions to the powder component of the GIC system but it was 
found that the dispersion of the material is important in achieving optimal results and 
the clay is unlikely to interfere with the setting reaction381 and has been shown to 
disperse well within a PAA based solution such as the GIC liquid due to the hydrophilic 
nature of the material382. MMT has been successfully grafted onto PAA and 
incorporated into a GIC (0.2% w/w) and created a significant increase in bonding 
strength as the surface PAA on the modified clay was more freely available to bond to 
the HA within the dentin383. 1% MMT mixed into the GIC liquid had a significant 
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increase in CS from 120 ± 19 MPa to 137 ± 16 MPa after 1 week of storage but no 
differences were seen compared to their respective control in any other 
concentrations or time periods384. The clay was substituted for the water component 
in the GIC liquid which led to reduced setting and working times in 2 and 3% 
substitutions but significant increases in CS. 
Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) are hollow aluminosilicate tubules with an alumina inner 
lumen between 15 – 25 nm and an outer silica lumen of between 40 - 50 nm385,386 with 
lengths typically up to 1 – 2 µm. Barr conducted early research using the material 
focused on the use of the material as acid-base stable clays for use in the 
gastrointestinal tract although their size and morphology wasn’t discussed results 
showed promise as good absorbers of toxins such as atropine387-389. The absorption 
studies weren’t taken further until work using halloysites as a surface catalyst for 
hydrazine was published with a more in depth look at the surface chemistry of the 
material390,391. The differences in charge between the inner and outer lumens lead to 
various useful properties as a nanomaterial such as a drug or protein carrier392-394, 
fixing and removing water metal pollutants 395,396, ammonia 397,398, anticorrosive 
coatings 399, dyes 400, CO2 401,402, as well as incorporating into composites403-405. HNTs 
have found various potential medical applications, including topical creams by loading 
slow release glycerine into the hallow tubes406, antiseptic loaded sprays407, wound 
dressings loaded with Vancomycin408 and drug doped tablets consisting of around 55% 
HNT409,410, however to date none of these have been commercialised. 
HNTs have shown promising results in dental materials, for example, they were 
incorporated into resins in 5, 10 and 20% concentrations leading to an increase in 
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shear bond strength (control 28.5 ± 1.6 MPa vs 5% HNT 34.8 ± 1.6 MPa) in dental 
adhesives411. HNT have been shown to reinforce adhesive resins by enhancing modulus 
of elasticity of the adhesive, decreasing polymerization shrinkage, improving stress 
distribution412. HNTs in concentrations of up to 30% in an adhesive dentine bonding 
agent gave a significant increase in bond strength (control 21.8 ± 5.9 MPa v 30% HNT 
30.5 ± 6.5 MPa) and increased hardness from 48 to 58 but led to an increase in 
adhesive failure and reduction in the cure depth of the material from 85% to 75%413. 
The two studies agree that nanofillers increase bonding strength of adhesive cements 
and SEM images showed significant resin infiltration into dentinal tubules and resin tag 
formation. It is suggested the hydrophilic nature of the HNTs assist in bringing the resin 
further into the dentin tubules.  
Various strength improvements have been found through incorporation of HNTs, one 
study developed on the well-established surface chemistry of HNTs using a composite 
material with polypropylene with an addition of 2,5-bis(2-benzoxazolyl) (BBT) 
presenting an increased tensile strength of 22%, an increased FS of 33% and an 
increased FM of 59%, little increase was seen without the HNTs present (BBT only). 
The authors attributed this to the interaction and electron transfer between the BBT 
and HNTs as the electron acceptor due to its anionic potential, this alongside melt 
shearing created a higher crystalline BBT fibril414. Incorporation of halloysites into a 
soft elastomer gave an increase in the Young’s Modulus with a 20% addition (from 
0.82 MPa to 1.51 MPa), Ultimate Tensile Strength (from 0.6 MPa to 1.58 MPa) and 
strain before break (from 110% to 226%) created similar mechanical properties to 
connective tissue415.  
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High Impact polystyrene was doped with varying concentrations of HNTs using a 
surfactant as a way to disperse the material throughout the polymer, results showed a 
300% increase impact strength416. Moreover, a chitosan HNT composite material 
showed some good increases in strength up to a 7.5% HNT concentration with 134% 
increase in tensile strength and 65% increase in tensile strength although this maybe 
down to the HNT chitosan interactions417. A study added up to 2.5% HNTs into resin 
based dental adhesives saw good increases in mechanical properties, however further 
addition did not enhance the strength which was attributed to the agglomeration and 
undispersed HNTs within the resin weakening and counteracting the strengthening 
properties initially seen418.  
HNTs have been shown to be stable in a range of pH conditions from 2 – 11, however, 
at low pH the HNTs become unstable and are prone to agglomerate due to greater van 
der Waals forces419. This effect has been estimated to decrease the mechanical 
properties of the HNTs due to a change in the structure of the materials by a decrease 
in the wall thickness from protonation/oxidation385. Contrary to this, it was found 
when the internal diameter of the HNTs fell below 50 nm, the elastic modulus was 
found to increase to 460 GPa as the thinner walls contained less structural defects 
than thicker structures and an increased surface tension420 Another study directly 
measured the experimental Young’s Modulus and was found to be 130 ± 24 GPa and 
could even be bent to 90° without fracture421. HNTs have seen numerous applications 
in composite materials, exhibiting increased mechanical properties, thermal stability 
and flame retardancy422-426. In many studies, it was found that good dispersion of the 
filler is vital for exhibiting these properties427,428 
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Due to the widespread interest in using HNTs to augment mechanical properties, the 
cytotoxicity and biocompatibility has been questioned and been evaluated against 
human cervical and breast cancer cell lines429. The study used halloysites fluorescently 
labelled to view the uptake of the nanotubes into the cells with varying concentrations 
between 1 µg/ml to 1 mg/ml and found growth inhibition of the cell lines on a 
concentration dependant manner when assessed at 24, 48 and 72-h intervals. In all 
cases, % cell viability was shown to be lower at 24 h up to 50 µg/ml compared to the 
72-h period although this was not seen at concentrations up to 1000 µg/ml with a 
maximum and minimum cell viability of around 75% (48 h) and around 40% (24 and 72 
h) respectively for cervical cancer cell lines and a maximum and minimum around 40% 
(24 h) and around 5% (72 h) for breast cancer cell lines. The authors cited asbestos as a 
warning to how small fibrous materials can exhibit high levels of toxicity but notes the 
differences between these and HNTs, particularly regarding the length of the fibres. It 
was considered materials below 1 micron do not exhibit such levels of toxicity as they 
are more easily removed by cellular macrophages (HNTs vary from 50 to 5000 nm, 
with an external diameter of 20−200 nm and internal diameter of 10−70 nm). Equally 
the study showed safe use of the material up to 75 µg/ml (> 90% cell viability) which 
far exceeds the toxic limit of asbestos by nearly 1000 times. Additionally, it was found 
biocompatibility with a Polyvinyl acetate/Halloysite composite with mouse osteoblasts 
alongside fibroblast attachment and growth up to a 7.5% concentration430. An earlier 
discussed paper also conducted a cytotoxicity study based on ISO 10993 involving 
mouse fibroblasts and found to be well under the limit for toxicity up to 10% 
concentrations in the composite material415 and addition to an electrospun 
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nanofibrous poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) composite material also showed good 
biocompatibility431.  
Since the 1970s, HNTs have been used as a filler in paper and paint, as well as ceramics 
due to its exceptional whiteness432. Since then, they have found use in animal feed for 
piglets and chickens to remove mycotoxins433. HNTs are an environmental protection 
agency (EPA) 4A listed material (minimal risk inert material) and generally recognised 
as safe (officially termed GRAS) by the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA)434,435. In 
2016 a study found HNTs to be one of the biologically safest clay compared to silica, 
graphene, kaolin, bentonite and montmorillonite436.  
HNTs are relatively cheap and abundant materials, at around $4/kg compared to 
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) at around $500/kg with global supply exceeding thousands 
of tonnes per year available in USA, Australia and New Zealand437-439.  
 
1.8 Research Gap 
With the Minamata agreement phasing down dental amalgam and the need to find 
restorative alternatives there remains a significant gap in research particularly 
associated with GICs. To date, no commercial GICs can be used for many of the 
indications associated with dental amalgam. Developments to increase various 
strength properties of GICs have been undertaken since their initial development. 
These are discussed in section 1.5 including developments to create the ‘cermets’ and 
other metal modified GICs, zinc oxide modified GICs, high-viscosity GICs and amino-
acid modified GICs. Using other additives such as glass fibres, HA particles and other 
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calcium phosphates have also been discussed, all with varying degrees of success and 
failure. Many of these have not led to strength improvements being significant enough 
as an amalgam replacement. Additionally, other properties such as fluoride release 
and aesthetics have also been reported to have been compromised. Research into 
reinforcement of composite materials is abundant, as discussed in this chapter, 
however GICs benefit from many advantageous properties composites often lack. It is 
therefore important to develop these restorative materials and provide clinicians with 
a GIC restorative which can be used for a wider range of clinical indications. 
 
1.9 Aims of the Project 
The aim of the project was to increase the compressive and tensile strength of the GIC 
because of the high number of restorative failures due to fracture. A study assessing 
GICs used as a base found 57.8% of failures were due to fracture440. A study by Burke 
found that while GICs can exhibit good longevity for some years, the primary reason 
for failure was fracture441. GICs CS and DTS are relatively low compared to alternatives 
available, but these cements also have numerous other desirable properties making 
them more attractive to the clinician over amalgam or composite materials. Increasing 
the CS and DTS without jeopardising other properties such as hardness, wear 
resistance, fluoride release (discussed in 1.6.2) and the handling properties is pivotal to 
the project objectives. The hypothesis relating to the HANFs and HNTs within GICs are 
as follows: 
Hypothesis (H1): The substitution of HANFs in GICs significantly increases the CS 
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Null hypothesis (H0): The substitution of HANFs in GICs does not significantly increase 
the CS 
Or in the instance of the HNTs: 
Hypothesis (H1): The substitution of HNTs in GICs significantly increases the CS 
Null hypothesis (H0): The substitution of HNTs into GICs does not significantly increase 
the CS 
 
1.10 Thesis Structure 
This thesis is separated into 6 chapters. Chapter 2 describes methods and techniques 
used during the experimental and results gathering during the project. Chapters 3 – 5 
describe the three main sections of experimental work carried out, including the 
synthesis and substitution of hydroxyapatite nanofibres (HANF) into a conventional 
GIC and the substitution of halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) into a conventional GIC. The 
final experimental chapter looks at other properties of the HNT substituted GIC such as 
wear, fluoride release and hardness. Chapter 6 explores future opportunities arising 
from the project, including additional experiments and research required, industrial 
scale up and regulatory requirements relating to commercialisation. The appendix 
includes papers which were co-authored and posters/abstracts from conferences. All 
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2.1 Preparation of GIC Powder 
All GIC powders were prepared using Diamond Carve™ base materials at Kemdent 
using the process of ball milling. All controls used in studies were Diamond Carve™ 
shade A3 lot 24623 unless otherwise stated. Ball milling uses mechanical grinding 
through impact and attrition to grind particles into smaller particles using solid balls, 
usually of ceramic or steel. Materials are loaded into a hollow cylindrical unit along 
with the balls, placed onto its side on rollers and spun for a timed period (Figure 2.1). 
This type of milling is generally known as tumbling milling and has been popular in the 
cements, pigments and pharmaceutical industry since the early 19th century where the 
majority of developmental work occurred in Germany442. The first industrial use for 
this type of ball milling was the grinding of clinker for the cement industry443 and it has 
since developed in grinding ores for metal extraction. These mills later developed into 
tube mills (where the length of the mill equated to more than twice the diameter of 
the mill) then to conical mills, a cone shaped mill which containing larger balls and 
smaller balls at opposite ends of the cone and as the powder was ground to smaller 
particle sizes, it shifted through the cone naturally442. 
 




Figure 2.1 – Cross-sectional representation of a tumbling ball milling used to create the GIC 
Powder. The mill here is rotating in an anticlockwise direction causing the ceramic balls (in 
red) to impact and grind the powder inside. 
 
All manufacturing, testing and packing was undertaken by the thesis author using 
established standard operating procedures in place at Associated Dental Products Ltd.  
Fluoroaluminosilicate glass was pre-milled at 350 rpm for up to 96 h before sieving 
through a sub 50 µm mesh to obtain the base powder. The glass powder was then 
mixed with dried tartaric, polyacrylic and polyvinyl phosphonic acids and added to a 
ceramic ball mill measuring 240 mm x 220 mm (17 L capacity) filled with ceramic balls 
of various diameters and milled for 4 h at 350 rpm. The ratios and suppliers of these 
materials are commercially sensitive and not part of the development of the project, 
these are therefore not included. The control powder (commercial Diamond Carve™ 
Shade A3 lot 24623) was tested in-house before being released by assessing the 
rheology of the setting profile and colour of the final cement when mixed with the GIC 
liquid according to the instructions for use. The resultant powders were sealed into 
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plastic bags containing anhydrous silica sachets to retain an anhydrous environment 
and preserve the powder. Control powders were kept for a maximum of 36 months. 
Modified GIC powders were created using either a mixing method or an IKA milling 
method. 
For mixing, a percentage (either 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 or 15%) substituted GIC powder was 
added to its corresponding material (either HANF or HNTs) and shook vigorously by 
hand for 10 seconds in a sealed “universal” plastic container measuring 120 mm in 
length and 25 mm in diameter. These were further mixed on a tube roller (Cole-
Parmer, Staffordshire, UK) at 33 rpm for 30 minutes. 
For IKA milling, all powders were initially mixed in a tube on a tube roller according to 
the method described, then 100 (51.9 g) steel balls measuring 5 mm in diameter were 
added to a 5% HNT substituted GIC powder in a BMT-50-S-M tube (Figure 4.3) and 
milled at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes using an Ultra-Turrax® tube drive (IKA, Staufen im 
Breisgau, Germany). The resultant powder was separated from the balls and stored in 
the sealed tube until use. Powders were milled for 2, 4, 8, 10 and 20 minutes. 
 
2.2 Preparation of GIC Liquid 
GIC liquids were also prepared at Kemdent by an addition of dried tartaric acid to a 
diluted PAA solution. Mixing of the liquid was done by incorporating the dried 
components into the PAA solution into a plastic container, once combined the solution 
was mixed by vertically tumbling the container at a speed of 30 rpm for 4 h. A sample 
of the solution was tested in-house by assessing the rheology of the setting profile by 
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mixing with a control cement powder (commercial Diamond Carve™ A3 lot 24623) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions for use. The liquid was stored between 20 
- 25°C away from sunlight in a translucent plastic bottle and kept for a maximum of 24 
months. 
 
2.3 Cement Preparation 
Cements were prepared by mixing the powder and liquid in a ratio of 4:1 by mass 
except for studies using lower GIC liquid contents where stated in the chapter text444. 
The powder was agitated in the bottle to loosen it and was then mixed by adding one 
half of the total powder initially by a ‘fold and swirl’ technique where the powder is 
folded into the liquid, followed by the circular mixing motion with a stainless-steel 
spatula on a glass plate. Once the first half of the powder had been added, the second 
half was incorporated using the same method resulting in a final cement paste. The 
maximum mixing time did not exceed 60 seconds and all cements were hand mixed in 
the same way by the same person at a room temperature maintained between 15 - 
25°C. The combined cement was then placed into the relevant moulds for either DTS, 
CS, wear, hardness or fluoride testing to slight excess placed on top of a small sheet of 
acetate lining a circular steel disc. This was covered with another acetate sheet and 
steel disc before firmly clamping. The entire unit was stored at 37°C for 15 minutes 
before removing the mould and ‘finishing’ the end surfaces using wet 120 grit silicon 
carbide paper (Kemet International Ltd, Kent, UK). Specimens were then removed from 
the moulds and placed into a universal polyethylene tube plugged with damp tissue to 
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maintain a 100% relative humidity chamber and sealed before storing at 37°C for 24 ± 
1 h ensuring the cement did not come into direct contact with the tissue. 100% 
humidity was used to create an atmosphere similar to that in the oral environment. 
 
2.4 Compressive Strength Specimen Preparation and Testing 
CS is a method of calculating the maximum force a material can withstand from 
compression before failure. The method requires a cylindrical specimen of a known 
volume crushed between two plates, with the top plate moving down onto the 
specimen held on a stationary bottom plate. The top plate is connected to a load cell 
which measures the force applied to it from the resistance of the cement according to 
Newton’s third law445. Cements were prepared as described in section 2.3 and placed 
into stainless steel cylindrical moulds (Figure 2.4) of 4 mm ± 0.2 mm diameter and 6 
mm ± 0.3 mm height stored at room temperature (20 - 25°C). They were placed 
between two steel discs lined with an acetate sheet to prevent the cements sticking to 
the discs. The resultant cements were compressed using an Instron universal testing 
machine model 3366 (Figure 2.2) using Bluehill® LE testing software (both Instron, 
Buckinghamshire, UK). Each sample diameter was measured three times and an 
average taken. A crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min was used with a load cell of 10 kN (in 
line with the ISO and other studies278,446) and the samples compressed to failure. The 
maximum force of each sample was recorded and used to calculate the CS (in MPa) 
using Equation 2. 
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Equation 2 - Formula to calculate compressive strength 




Where Fmax is the maximum force applied at fracture, π is the mathematical constant 
equal to 3.14 and r is the average radius calculated from three measurements.  
 
 
Figure 2.2 - CS specimen orientation and testing 
Force applied (F) 
6 ± 0.3 
4 ± 0.2 




Figure 2.3 - Typical force displacement graph for CS testing. Forces up to 3000 N were 
exerted onto the GICs. Each curve is one individual specimen which was compressed to 
fracture. 
 
2.5 Diametral Tensile Strength Specimen Preparation and Testing 
DTS works in a similar principle to CS in that it uses compression to calculate the 
strength of a material. However, DTS measures the resistance of the material to tensile 
forces, which is much lower than the compressive resistance of a GIC. Cylindrical 
specimens of 6 mm ± 0.3 mm diameter and 4 mm ± 0.2 mm height made in steel 
moulds (Figure 2.4) were compressed to failure across the diameter (Figure 2.5) using 
an Instron universal testing machine at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min using a load 
cell of 10 kN. Each sample diameter was measured three times and an average taken. 
The maximum force of each sample was recorded and used to calculate the DTS in 
MPa using Equation 3. 
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Equation 3 – Formula to Calculate Diametral Tensile Strength 




Where Fmax is the maximum force applied at fracture, d is the average diameter of 
the specimen calculated from three measurements and h is the height of the 
specimen.  
 
Figure 2.4 - CS (Left) and DTS (Right) specimen moulds after they have been prewashed and 
air blasted clean 
 
Moulds were prewashed before each use by placing them into warm deionised water 
in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes, dried at 37°C for 1 h and air blasted prior to use. 
The moulds were visually inspected for any surface defects or remaining debris before 
use. 
The specimen is placed onto its side and compressed as shown in Figure 2.5. 
 




Figure 2.5 - DTS specimen orientation and testing 
 
 
Figure 2.6 - Typical force displacement graph for DTS testing. Examples of rejected specimens 
due to their break behaviour are highlighted. Each curve is one individual specimen which 
was compressed to fracture 
Force applied 
(F) 
6 ± 0.3 
mm 
 
4 ± 0.2 mm 
 




2.6 Synthesis of Hydroxyapatite Nanofibres using a Modified Reflux 
Condensation 
Reflux condensation is used in many industrial and laboratory processes as a means of 
heating a solution while retaining the solvent through continuous condensation of the 
vapour given off. The reactants are placed into a round bottom flask, usually dissolved 
in a solvent, then connected to a condensation column (Figure 2.7). The column 
contains an inner and outer wall, between these a continuous flow of coolant (usually 
water) is circulated around the inner column walls countering the direction of the 
vapour, cooling the vapour and thus condensing this back into its liquid form. The 
condensed solvent falls back into the round bottom flask returning to the original 
mixture; therefore, no solvent is lost by evaporation. The round bottom flask can be 
heated by several ways, rarely is a flame ever used due to the uneven heating and 
potential volatility of solvents, reagents or resultant compounds within the mixture. 
Solutions requiring exceptionally high temperatures are usually placed into an oil or 
sand bath, however usually the flasks are contained in water baths or heating mantles. 
These offer the advantage of even and continual heating without exposure to a flame. 
Heating mantles usually incorporate a magnetic stirrer to ensure continuous mixing of 
the solution to optimise the reaction. However, the process is expensive to run, and 
lab-based set ups often involve running water through rubber tubing into the 
condensation column before disposing of it immediately down the drain via another 
set of tubing. In industry, reflux is generally used to separate mixtures of hydrocarbons 
or solvents by using condensing plates throughout the column. These systems cool the 
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columns using highly efficient recirculated coolants such as polyethylene glycol which 
are pumped back through cooling units in a continuous loop. To create an efficient and 
economically viable synthetic process, a Findenser™ (R. B. Radley & Co., Essex, UK) was 
used as a replacement to the condensation column (also Figure 2.7). The Findenser™ is 
a glass column with an internal glass compartment surrounded by an external ‘finned’ 
aluminium jacket. Between these two layers is a static permanent layer of water acting 
as a conducting heat transfer solution from the inner glass walls and the outer 
aluminium fins447. The overall result of this created a ‘green’ synthetic and 
reproducible method without the loss of any water through cooling the vapour. 
Prism like nanorods have previously been created from commercially available HA 
powder through a relatively simple process involved dissolving the powder in an 
acidified solution and precipitating out new HA in at various temperatures over the 
course of a few days, the rods were in bundles of 10-20 nm in width and 100-200 nm in 
length448. Similarly to this a novel synthesis first created their own HA from a calcium 
and phosphate source, along with gelatine and urea they were able to create fibres of 
100 nm diameter and 60 – 80 µm in length through a one pot simple synthesis, the 
advantage of this was that no extra steps were needed until filtration and the 
materials were dissolved into water and heated to 95°C for 72 h, a method replicated 
and modified here. 
HANFs were made by dissolving calcium nitrate (0.02 mol/L), sodium dihydrogen 
phosphate dehydrate (0.02 mol/L), gelatine (0.4 g/L) and urea (0.04 mol/L) (Sigma, 
Gillingham, UK) in deionised water and heating to 95°C for 72 h (summarised in Figure 
2.8). The resultant suspension was filtered through a Buchner funnel lined with nylon 
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0.45 µm filter membrane (GVS Group, Bologna, Italy), washed with 3 x 15 mL of 
deionised water and dried at 37°C for 24 h374. The resulting fibres were stored in a 
sealed glass jar in a desiccator until required. These were characterised by SEM, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR) (to ensure they were dry) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy. The synthetic 




Figure 2.7 - Reflux condensation set up to synthesise the HANFs. Image shows both the 
original method using a water fed cooling tube (left) and a 'greener' method using a 
Findenser™. 
 




Figure 2.8 - Reflux Condensation Method 
 
2.7 Acid Stability of HANFs 
HA is known to be soluble at pH values as high as 5449 gradually breaking down from 
the surface450. This process is seen in the dissolution of enamel through the acids 
produced by carbohydrate metabolising bacteria in dental plaque and has shown to 
dissolve a much wider range of calcium phosphate salts, including HA451. pH within 
GICs is well studied and has been shown to reach as low as around 1.5, rapidly rising to 
a pH of 4 within 15 minutes before slowly rising to a pH of 5-6 within a 24 h 
Calcium Nitrate 
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period78,452,453 therefore any additives to the cement powder or liquid would likely 
experience these conditions too. To simulate the initial and harshest conditions of the 
GIC setting pH, fibres were dipped into a pH 2 solution for 15 minutes to assess the 
acid stability on HANFs with and without polyethylene glycol (PEG), as well as HNTs. 
The powders were fixed onto a sticky pad used on an SEM stub and the excess shaken 
off until visibly fully covered, the stub was then clamped and lowered into a pH 2 dilute 
hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution covering one half of the powder-coated stub for 15 
minutes to replicate the time that the GIC would be at this range of pH, shown 
pictorially in Figure 2.9. It was noted that while corrosion of the SEM stub may occur, 
this was not subjected to analysis and acted as a platform to hold the fibres. The 
solution was made using 0.1M HCl and diluting this with deionised water until pH 2 
was achieved. pH readings were taken using a pH probe model EC620131 connected to 
an Orion 3-star benchtop pH meter (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Massachusetts, USA). 
The whole stub was then immersed into deionised water to quench the reaction, dried 
at 37°C for 24 h and imaged using optical microscopy and SEM.  




Figure 2.9 - Set up of acid dipping a SEM stub covered in the HANFs 
 
2.8 Spectroscopy 
2.8.1 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy  
FTIR is a tool to help establish the chemical structure of a material and its molecules. 
An infrared source (usually a nickel-chromium wire) is directed through a collimator 
which directs the beams towards the interferometer consisting of a beam splitter, a 
fixed mirror and moving mirrors which reflect the beam back. The beam then further 
splits half of the radiation back to the source while the other half moves through the 
chamber where the sample is held454, this is represented in Figure 2.10. Molecules 
vibrate or rotate when IR radiation is passed through them and the type of vibration is 
dependent on the expansion or contraction of the bond between individual parts of 
the molecule. Vibrations can occur in the form of ‘stretching’ (the change in bond 
length) or ‘bending’ (the change of the bond angle)455. These outputs from the bond 
vibrations are unique to each molecule, the resultant spectra can be analysed against 
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the known molecular bend or stretch at a wavelength. All FTIR was undertaken on a 
Spectrum 100 (Perkin Elmer, Massachusetts, USA) with a scan range between 400 – 
4000 cm-1 with the average of three scans being used, bands were individually 
assigned using reference tables within a textbook456 and other published spectra. The 
powder was placed onto a blanked stainless-steel disc, the detector was positioned to 
the correct height according to the indicator on the machine and scans were taken 
between 20 - 25°C. 
 
Figure 2.10 - A block diagram of a FTIR. The detector will often be linked to a computer or 
other visual output where the Fourier transformation takes place to convert the detector 
output into a visible spectrum. 
 
2.8.2 X-Ray Diffraction Spectroscopy 
Crystal structures of a material can be determined by passing x-rays of a comparable to 
interatomic distances through a sample and analysing how the beam is diffracted. 
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Powder XRD was used on samples collected on a plastic holder and x-rays projected 
(usually produced from a copper source) over a range of angles with respect to a 
detector on the opposite side of the sample. As the radiation hits the sample, the rays 
are scattered by the electrons of the atoms that make up the material. Some of the x-
ray photons interfere coherently to give a ‘reflection’ on a detector according to the 
Bragg equation (Equation 4). 
 
Equation 4 - The Bragg Equation describing the relationship between constructive diffraction 
and the interatomic distances of the lattice planes. Where λ is the x-ray wavelength, 𝒅𝒉𝒌𝑳 is 
the interatomic spacing for a crystallographic plane and θ is the angle of incident radiation 
λ = 2dhkL sin θ 
 
An XRD pattern produced is a plot of the reflected radiation intensity against the 
incident angle. Most common materials now have a ‘fingerprint’ spectrum stored in a 
database which can be used to identify the crystalline structure in question457. 
All XRD was carried out using a Bruker D8 Advanced Powder X-ray Diffractometer 
(Bruker Cooperation, Massachusetts, USA) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) at 2θ 
values 5-70 or 5-85 with a step size of 0.1°. 
 




2.9.1 Optical Microscopy 
Optical microscopy uses one or more lenses to magnify an image, generally using a 
halogen lamp or light emitting diode (LED) while some of the more basic models use 
natural light on a mirror. Most modern optical microscopes are designed as compound 
microscopes, these magnify an object in two steps, the first magnifies the actual image 
between the single and double focal points generating an image much larger than the 
original, but not as focussed. Finally, this image is picked up just in front of its focal 
point through a second lens, creating a parallel beam of rays which reaches the eye 
piece and subsequently the retina458. 
 
Figure 2.11 - Pictorial representation of how a compound optical microscope creates a 
magnified image. Image adapted from458 
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Optical microscopy was carried out using a Leica DMLB Type 020-519.502 (Leica 
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) using x 4 magnification. For fluorescence 
microscopy a ColourView Lamp (Olympus Cooperation, Tokyo, Japan) was used with a 
wavelength filter of 520 nm. For these, HNTs were dyed using acridine orange, a dye 
traditionally used for cytology and tissue culture459,460. Presently, the dye is still well 
used in various applications such as labelling DNA461, photodynamic therapy of cancer 
cells462 and the detection of HIV463 due to its effective fluorescent staining 
properties464. Details regarding the acridine orange dying methodology can be found in 
chapter 4 section 4.2.2. 
 
2.9.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
SEMs consists of a high-powered electron generating and accelerating system known 
as the electron gun, a high vacuum, a focussing and scanning system, a specimen 
stage, an electron detector/multiplier, amplifiers and a form of photograph or visual 
imaging (connected as shown in Figure 2.12). The electrons are generated by a primary 
cathode, usually made of a tungsten filament, which is then projected through a 
charged cylinder with a slightly more negative potential than the cathode to focus the 
electron beam. An anode plate, approximately 2 cm below the cathodic filament tip 
helps to generate a potential difference of between 1-50 kV thus creating an 
accelerating voltage to aim the electron beam at the specimen465. Unlike TEM, SEM 
electrons do not penetrate the specimen but cause electrons from the atomic surface 
to be released. These secondary electrons reach the detector and are translated into 
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an image466. In all specimens described/reported within this thesis, the specimens 
were thoroughly cleaned using compressed air and sputter coated with gold twice for 
90 seconds before placed into the Phenom Pro SEM (Phenom World, Eindhoven, 
Netherlands). Optical images were analysed using x 2 magnification, other SEM 
magnifications used have been described in the image captions.  
 
 
Figure 2.12 - Block diagram of a SEM. The red line shows the path of the electron beam as it 
is focused and accelerated through the lenses to the specimen 
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2.9.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Modern TEMs consist of three electromagnetic lenses: an objective lens, an 
intermediate lens and a projector lens (Figure 2.13). An electron beam, usually sourced 
from a tungsten filament, is projected and accelerated into the sample before passing 
through these three lenses in turn before the diffraction pattern appears as an image 
on a fluorescent screen467. The electrons ejected are accelerated by a 120 keV 
potential difference towards a hallow anode before entering a condenser system 
where the beam is de-magnified, and the diameter and convergence angle are 
controlled to create a higher resolution image. Lens aberrations like astigmatism are 
corrected by altering the magnetic field of the objective lens before the image is 
magnified 50-100 times using an array of various other projector lenses. Samples are 
placed onto a small copper grid coated with a thin carbon or polymer film; these 
produce a dense electron image on the phosphorus screen457. All TEM, except those of 
the HNTs provided by Durtec GMbH (Neubrandenburg, Germany), were performed on 
samples on a carbon coated copper-gold grid (Agar Scientific, Stansted, UK) using a 
JEOL JEM 1200 EX1 TEM (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) machine. 




Figure 2.13 - Schematic of a TEM showing the electron beam (in yellow) as it projects and 
accelerates through the various lenses. A condenser lens in front of the electron source 
concentrates the initial beam towards the sample surface 
 
2.10 Other Techniques 
2.10.1  Working and Setting Times 
The working and setting time of a GIC can be measured using the ISO 9917-1:2008 
method which defines working time as the time from the start of mix when the cement 
can no longer become manipulated without having an adverse effect on its 
properties446. Additionally, the standard assesses setting time using a weighted 
indenter placed onto a block of setting cement, the setting time is reached when the 
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needle fails to make a complete circular indent under 2 x magnification468. Clinically, 
the working time is met when the cement becomes difficult to mix, while the setting 
time is when the restoration can be polished, carved or varnished. The differences 
between the technique sensitive ISO testing and clinical application have led others to 
use different methods of evaluation, including rheology, a technique used long before 
the creation of the standard49,469. The cement is mixed according to the technique 
described in section 2.3 and placed onto an ABB SE120 Wilson’s Oscillating Rheometer 
(ABB, Zürich, Switzerland). The cement is placed onto two aluminium grooved plates 
separated by 1 mm (shown in Figure 2.14). The lower plate oscillates clockwise at a 
rate of 6 seconds per oscillation and as the cement sets, the oscillations of the bottom 
plate are reduced which is displayed graphically over time. A pen moves 95% of the 
length of the graph papers at t = 0 and the paper moves down at a rate of 1 cm per 
minute, the cement is considered set when the distance covered is 5% of t = 0. The 
working time is calculated by when the oscillation begins to reduce below 95%470. A 
typical output graph is shown in Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.14 - Aluminium plates of the Wilson's Oscillating Rheometer. The mixed cement is 
placed onto the grooved surface of the top plate (left) before securing onto the oscillating 
bottom plate (right) 
 
 
Figure 2.15 - Example setting profile graph from a Wilsons Oscillating Rheometer 
 
2.10.2  Fluoride Release of GICs with and without Halloysite Nanotubes 
Fluoride is well known to be released from GICs when in an aqueous 
environment64,313,314,471-473 and to detect ions such as fluoride in solution a fluoride ion-
selective electrode was used. Ion-selective electrodes have been used since 1906 to 
detect hydrogen ions to calculate the pH of a solution. Since then various other 
electrodes have been developed to detect ions including cadmium, bromide, fluoride 
etc. and even gases such as nitrogen oxide, carbon dioxide and ammonia. They work 
on the principle of a galvanic cell containing a reference electrode, ion-selective 
membrane and voltmeter. The reference electrode contains a stable and constant 
potential while the ion-selective electrode measures the potential difference between 
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the high concentration solution and the low concentration electrode binding sites 
which can then be calculated through calibration of the metre against known 
concentration standards474. All solutions and equipment for fluoride testing were 
obtained from Thermo Fischer Scientific unless otherwise stated. Fluoride containing 
solutions were analysed using an Orion 96-09 ionplus® fluoride selective electrode 
connected to an Orion 4 Star pH/ISE benchtop digital unit. Solutions were mixed for a 
minimum of 5 minutes with Orion ionplus® Total Ionic Strength Adjustment Buffer 
(TISAB) II containing 1,2-cyclohexane diaminetetraacetic acid (CDTA) in a 1:1 ratio 
using a magnetic stirring bar before fluoride testing. The role of the buffer was to 
stabilise the pH and ionic strength of the solution as well as hydrolysing fluoride ion 
pairs to form all available free fluoride for detection. Before testing, the electrode was 
calibrated using diluted solutions of 1000 ppm fluoride standard solution lot 0652 
(Hanna Instruments, Rhode Island, USA). All specimens analysed were identical to the 
size described for DTS testing (section 2.5) with a surface area of 132 mm2. Cements 
were mixed and stored according to the method described in section 2.3 after which 
they were added to 20 ml of deionised water (stored at 37°C for 24 h prior) and stored 
at 37°C for 1, 2, 3, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days. The cement was removed at each time point 
and placed into 20 ml of fresh deionised water (also stored at 37°C for 24 h prior). 
After the final time point, the cement was removed from the deionised water and 
discarded. Solutions were stored at room temperature alongside all equipment for a 
minimum of 24 h before testing and all fluoride measurements (including calibration) 
were made on the same day by the same individual. 
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2.10.3  Wear Testing 
Wear can be categorised in many ways such as abrasive, fatigue, mechanical or 
adhesive wear. Abrasive wear is achieved by friction onto a surface when the surface 
of one of the materials is harder than the surface of the other475. Wear resistance is an 
important property of most biomaterials and is a good indicator of resistance to 
everyday stresses. Various methods of wear testing have been documented, including 
hip simulation476 according to ISO standards477, rotational knee simulations478, two 
body or three body wear479, finger-simulated wear480 and even computer simulated 
testing481. Historically, when testing wear, it is important that the method chosen 
correlates with the clinical situation482; for dental materials it is widely accepted to use 
toothbrushing as a form of wear483-485 as this is the most abrasive force applied to a 
dental material in regular occurrence. For wear studies, an in-house tooth brushing 
machine using a linear motion arm connected to a motor was used. Cement specimens 
measuring 6 x 8  x 3.2 (± 0.1) mm were prepared according to the method described in 
section 2.3 in a silicone mould and covered across one half of the exposed surface 
using a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tape (Figure 2.16) and immersed into a small bath 
containing 500 mL of 19.1 mM citric acid pH 3.3 solution made using the method 
described from Barbour et al.486 by mixing citric acid powder (Sigma) with deionised 
water. These were then brushed with Colgate® medium extra clean toothbrush heads 
(Colgate Palmolive, New York, USA) affixed using Kemdent sticky (Figure 2.16) wax for 
a defined number of brush cycles. When the brushing had finished, the specimens 
were immediately immersed and rinsed in deionised water for 30 seconds before 
imaging to prevent any further acid erosion to the surface. All covering PVC tape was 
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removed and the cements were imaged within 1 h of testing using a Scantron Proscan 
2000 non-contact profilometer (Scantron Industrial Products Ltd., Taunton, UK). Any 
specimens where the PVC tape had either been partially or fully lost or dislodged 
during the brushing process were discarded. All solutions of used or unused citric acid 
were also discarded after the test was complete. The method was initially created 
using deionised water and artificial saliva314 but failed to produce any significant wear, 
therefore a harsher acidic environment was used, this data was reported in Table 5.2. 
 
  
Figure 2.16 - GIC specimen prepared for wear testing (left). Half of the specimen is covered 
by green PVC adhesive tape to protect the surface against brushing. This provides an 
untouched control side to the specimen. Toothbrush heads are affixed into a PVC unit using 
sticky wax (right). 
 




Figure 2.17 - Toothbrush machine set up. Specimens are held in steel moulds in a bath 
containing citric acid. Fixed brush heads are moved horizontally across the specimens for a 
known number of cycles 
 
2.10.4  Optical Profilometry 
Optical profilometry is a non-contact, non-destructive (to materials not sensitive to 
light) technique using a beam of light to measure the three-dimensional cross section 
of a material, most often used to measure differences in height487. Light emitted from 
a source is split, one half travels down towards the specimen while the other half 
travels down a reference path of known distance. The reflected light off the specimen 
and the reference light are collected at a detector after they recombine creating a 
phase difference and therefore interference pattern between them. These 
interference fringes can be measured and the difference in height calculated thus 
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creating a ‘map’ or image of the specimen topography. Optical profilometry was used 
to assess roughness and wear of specimens using a Proscan 2100 machine with a 
Scantron PSU module, the camera used was a S65/9.5 connected to a chromatic 
confocal sensor (CHR 150-L) (Scantron Industrial Products Ltd.). Before analysis, 
background light intensity readings were taken to subtract these from the final scan. 
Cross sections of 2.0 mm x 4.00 were analysed using a step size of 0.01 mm and the 
resultant scan (Figure 2.18) was analysed by comparing the height of the two 
corresponding sections in a two-step analysis using the Proscan 200 software. 





Figure 2.18 - Example non-contact profilometry scan showing a smooth covered area of the 
cement (left) and a rough uncovered area from brushing (right) 
 
2.10.5  Hardness Testing 
As discussed in chapter 1 section 1.4.10, hardness testing is a relatively simple and 
non-destructive technique. The information obtained shows a strong correlation to the 
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strength of the material488 and can be tested several times on a larger specimen such 
as those used in the wear testing. Cement specimens measuring 6 x 8 x 3.2 (± 0.1) mm 
were prepared and stored according to the method and times described in section 2.3. 
These were fixed flat using stainless steel grips and tested for microhardness. 
Microhardness was tested using Duramin 1 indenter fitted with a Vickers diamond tip 
(Struers, Rotherham, UK). A force of 1.961 N was applied to the cement for 20 seconds 
at temperatures between 20 - 25°C and indentation measurements were made using a 
x 40 lens CCD camera (Toshiba-Teli Co., Tokyo, Japan) by measuring the cross-sectional 
lengths of the indentations. This force was chosen through trial and error using various 
loads on the equipment, 1.961 created the most uniform indentation. Once measured, 
the VHN was calculated automatically by the software within the unit. Two samples of 
each cement were made on three different days (6 samples of each group) and 10 
indentation measurements were made randomly on each, five on each side of the 
cement, no specific distance was measured but an attempt was made to test most 
sections of the surface. Any indents made on a pore or surface imperfection on the 
cements were rejected and the test repeated. 
 
2.10.6  Particle Size Distribution 
It is rarely useful to measure the size of one particle in a sample as a means of 
estimating the size of particles in a batch, often a range of particle sizes are present. 
Simple methods such as sieve analysis is ideal for use with large samples and particle 
sizes greater than around 50 µm, the technique was historically used in soil 
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analysis489,490. The technique uses different mesh (aperture) sieves stacked on top one 
another in descending mesh size, these are then rapidly oscillated to move the powder 
through the tower of sieves. The resultant powders in each sieve is converted to a 
percentage of the overall mass giving a discrete data range of particle sizes491. As 
previously discussed, TEM and SEM methods are useful in assessing individual particle 
sizes, providing a visual and accurate measurement of the material but is often limited 
by depth of focus at smaller sizes due to the diffraction effect and are unable to 
practically give a range of sizes alone492. Other methods include light scattering 
techniques such as dynamic light scattering (DLS)493 and electro-resistance methods 
such as Coulter counter technique494. Laser diffraction was developed in the 
1970s495,496 and works by detecting the scattered laser light in the forward direction 
after they hit a particle. This pattern of diffracted light is Fourier transformed, often by 
computer in modern systems, to calculate the diameter of the particle hit. The laser 
passes through a beam expander to generate a monochromatic, coherent, parallel 
beam having a diameter of a few mm which passes through the sample before being 
focussed by a Fourier lens onto a detector which measures the intensity of the original 
or remaining light beam and the intensities of the scattered light by the particles at 
different angles497. The light scattering technique laser diffraction (Figure 2.19) was 
used in all particle size distribution tests, these were undertaken under contract by Dr 
Xu Cao (Technical Manager, James Kent Group, Stoke-on-Trent, UK) using a Malvern 
Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) on one powder sample 
extracted after 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 20 minutes of milling using the technique described in 
chapter 3 section 3.2.3. 




Figure 2.19 - Block diagram of a laser diffraction analyser. Laser light is passed through a 
sample and diffracted wave are compared against the residual light. Fourier transform is 
applied to convert the data into particle sizes 
 
2.11 Statistical Analyses 
Data was statistically analysed using Excel 2010 (Microsoft, New Mexico, USA) for any 
statistical difference using paired t-tests to analyse differences between each 
independent group vs the control. Groups statistically different from the control were 
marked with an Asterix. Data consisting of two groups only were analysed using a 
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Previous studies indicated strength increases across various dental restorative 
materials with the addition of nano and micro fibrous materials212,274,374,411. Building on 
these observations, the HA was chosen as a potential material to increase the strength 
properties of the GIC. The rationale for the choice of HA, listed in order of importance, 
was based on: 
• The fact that HA forms very high aspect ratio nanorods or fibres which, it is 
seen from earlier studies, are favourable particles for reinforcing related 
materials (chapter 1, section 1.5.1.3) 
• The biocompatibility of HA (chapter 1, section 1.5.1.3) 
• The relative ease of synthesis and the fact that this can be scaled for industrial 
manufacture (chapter 2, section 2.6) 
• The inexpensive starting materials required 
• The biocompatibility and biological ubiquity of the breakdown products should 
the HA degrade in vivo.  
 
HANFs were synthesised using a modified reflux condensation method described in 
chapter 2 section 2.6 and analysed with various amendments to the method to 
determine their composition, size and shape. As a method of protecting the fibres 
from acid attack, HANFs were synthesised with and without PEG and assessed for their 
acid lability. It is well documented that GICs undergoes pH conditions of between 1 
and 3 for approximately 10 minutes before neutralising over the course of several 
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weeks as the setting reaction continues498-500. Apatite fibres with a high aspect ratio 
and thus high surface area are more susceptible than particles/agglomerations to acid 
attack due to the greater number of exposed hydroxyl sites501. Due to these two 
factors, the effects of the low pH conditions on the hydroxyapatite was examined to 
assess the extent of acid mediated dissolution and the effect on the HANFs within the 
GIC. PEG 300 and PEG 600 (relating to the average molecular weight) were added in a 
1% w/w concentration to the reaction vessel to create a protective coating as it has 
been reported to adhere to the surface of crystalline structures502-504 in a similar 
process to many different types of cationic and anionic surfactants which can protect 
against this acid attack505-507. 1% concentrations were used as previous studies showed 
concentrations higher than this can adversely affect the morphology of the HA to form 
spherical particles508. The use of PEG as discussed previously creates a ‘protective 
coating’ of the fibres leading to some resistance to the proton attack503,504. PEG was 
chosen because of its wide commercial availability, low cost and low toxicity. In 
solution, PEG molecules become highly mobile with large exclusion zones free of 
charges which reduce the interaction between other constituents509. In aqueous 
solutions, the PEG-OH bond (Figure 3.1) is formed which can chelate free Ca2+ ions 
which then react with free phosphate in solution to form the hydroxyapatite (Figure 
3.2)508. SEM was conducted on the resultant fibres and these were then incorporated 
into the cements via a 5% substitution before testing for their CS. As no concentration 
of HANFs increased the CS, 5% was chosen as a reasonably varied CS value from the 
commercial control to assess what effect PEG would have directly on the fibres. HANFs 
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with and without PEG coatings were incorporated into the GIC and the impact on CS 
and DTS parameters assessed. 
 




Figure 3.2 - PEG-OH creates an intermediate with the calcium ions to help form the HA 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Synthesis of HANFs using a Modified Reflux Condensation 
HANFs were synthesised using a reflux condensation reaction equipped with a 
Findenser™ and modifications to the synthesis made as previously described in chapter 
2 section 2.6. Modifications were made to determine the effect on the morphology of 
the HA assessed using SEM. These included: 
• Reflux time (24, 48 or 72 h) 
• Effect of gelatine (presence or absence) 
• Effect of urea (presence or absence) 
• Effect of surfactant (1% w/w PEG 300 or PEG 600) 
The PEG additions were made by dissolving the solutions (1% w/w) into the solvent 
before the other components were added. The solutions were otherwise processed in 
the method previously described in chapter 2 section 2.6. PEG was only used as an 
additive to all other materials present. When the effects of urea or gelatine (presence 
or absence) were assessed, PEG was not involved in the reaction mixture. 
 
3.2.2 Analysis of HANFs 
Powders manufactured using all the reagents and refluxed for 72 h were chemically 
analysed using FTIR and XRD as described in chapter 2 sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2. FTIR 
was used as a method of chemically characterising the phosphate groups present 
within the HA structure and ensuring the drying process was effective. Dry powders 
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were scanned between wavelengths of 400 – 4000 cm-1. SEM and TEM were used to 
determine the morphology of the HA from the reflux condensation. XRD was used to 
characterise the presence of HA because of the high crystallinity of the structure. Dry 
powders were scanned between a 2-theta angle range between 5 and 70 known to be 
within the fingerprint region for HA. A threshold value of 80 was used to filter non-
specific peaks in order to differentiate between the signal and any background. SEM 
was used on all samples, while TEM was only used on the standard reflux synthesis 
powder as an additional method to characterise the morphology of the material taken 
further. TEM of other fibres was not undertaken because these were not used further, 
and full characterisation was not deemed necessary. To mimic the acidic conditions 
that prevail during setting of the GIC, the HANFs were immersed in a pH 2 solution of 
1M HCl adjusted to the correct pH using deionised water. Fibres were affixed to the 
SEM stub using a carbon coated adhesive disc but otherwise processed according to 
the specific method for the analysis as describe in chapter 2 section 2.7. Stubs coated 
with the HANFs were immersed into the acidic solution covering roughly one third to 
one half of the disc, before thoroughly drying and imaging. PEG substituted HANFs 
were substituted in 5% w/w of the glass powder into the GIC powder. This 
concentration was chosen because it has the largest impact on CS and therefore easier 
to determine if PEG was successful, no other percentages were used. Cement 
specimens were then created and tested to determine their CS. Additionally, this new 
PEG substituted HANFs were fixed onto a SEM stub and the excess removed 
thoroughly until an even coverage was seen. This was then half/third immersed into a 
pH 2 solution for 15 minutes before imaging via optical microscopy and SEM. 
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3.2.3 Preparing and Testing GICs Incorporating HANFs  
HANFs were incorporated into the GIC powder by adding the fibres to GICs containing 
a corresponding reduced proportion of the fluoroaluminosilicate glass component. 
Therefore, the mass: mass ratio of powder to liquid remained the same for all GICs, but 
the proportion of that powder which was HANF and fluoroaluminosilicate glass varied 
according to the substitution. The HANFs were substituted into the GIC powder by 
mass for the fluoroaluminosilicate glass component of the cement at 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 
15% by mass. To combine the HANF with the glass, the two powders were mixed 
according to the method describe in chapter 2 section 2.1 by shaking vigorously. The 
powder was then mixed with the GIC liquid at the ratio according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions using the method described in chapter 2 section 2.3 and 
stored at 37°C 100% relative humidity for 24 ± 1 h before testing. 
 
3.2.3.1 Fracture Surface Analysis 
Cement specimens cleanly broken from DTS testing using 5% HANF substituted GICs 
were selected and used for fracture surface analysis. Of the 40 specimens, 5 were 
selected as cleanly broken, where they had fracture down the central area of the 
specimen diameter with fewer than 3 visible fragments as a result of fracture. 
Specimens were filed flat on the opposite side to the facture using 1200 grit silica 
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carbide paper to create a smooth flat edge. These were then fixed onto SEM stub and 
processed using the same method described in section 2.9.2.  
 
3.2.4 Statistical Analysis 
Samples were analysed for their changes in CS and DTS according to the method 
described in chapter 2 section 2.11. More specific hypothesis are as follows: 
H1: Substitution of HANFs into a conventional GIC increases its CS 
H0: Substitution of HANFs into a conventional GIC does not increase its CS 
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3.3.1 Analysis of HANFs 
 
Figure 3.3 - FTIR of HANFs created using reflux condensation showing a sharp peak at 1000 
cm-1 indicating the presence of phosphate. Scale bar ranges from 400 to 4000 cm-1 
 
1000 cm-1 
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Figure 3.4 - Reference FTIR of wet HA. Bands highlighted at 3466 and 3180 cm-1 are 
characteristic of OH- relating to water510 
 
No peak characteristic of OH from water was seen in Figure 3.3, therefore the powder 
was dry and free from moisture. For comparison, Figure 3.4 showing HA with water 
contamination has been provided. 
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Figure 3.5 - XRD Spectroscopy of the HANFs against the library match for HA (red markers). 
Scan range 5 - 70. Areas of interest labelled at 26 (a), 32 (b), 32.5 (c), 33 (d) and 40 (e) are 
characteristic for HA and identical matches for the sample and the library reference. No 
background threshold was used as main characteristic peaks identified were not interfered 
with by background noise. 
 
Red markers aligned with the peaks and intensities of the HANF XRD spectrum in 
Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.6 - SEM of the HANFs. Image (a) shows an even coverage of spherical bundles (scale 
bar 90 µm) where most agglomerates such as those highlighted in red were around 10 µm in 
diameter. These bundles consisted of rod-like fibrous material in various agglomerated 
forms, such as those highlighted (b – d, scale bar 10 µm).  
 
Agglomeration of fibres were seen across the entire surface of the SEM stub shown in 
Figure 3.6.  
a b 
c d 
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Figure 3.7 - TEM Images of the HANFs showing a rod-like morphology of up to 10 µm and a 
few nanometres wide. Scale bar 5000 nm (left) and 2000 nm (right). (1) are bundles of short 
fibres. (2) showing some splitting of these bundles into their individual fibres. 
 
TEM in Figure 3.7 showed fibres became agglomerated across the length of the fibre 
giving the appearance of wider fibres which were several smaller fibres together. 
1 
2 
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Figure 3.8 - SEM of the fracture surfaces of the GICs with 0% (a) (scale bar 10 µm), 3% HANFs 
(b) (scale bar 50 µm) highlighting large glass particles and 5% HANFs (c) (scale bar 10 µm) 
where a pore within the cement through desiccation has been identified. A fibre 
(highlighted) may have been found present in image (c) as this appears to match the 
morphology and size found in previous HANF images 
 
Large glass particles were visible in the SEM (Figure 3.8) with occasional fragments. 
Pores, similar to that identified can be a source of weakness in the GIC structure and 
crack propagation. The fibre-like material highlighted matches the size and shape of 
HANFs and may have pulled out from the matrix, however this was inconclusive. 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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Figure 3.9 - 'HANFs' synthesised without gelatine gave a shard-like morphology, these are 
highlighted in the image. Scale bars are 30 µm (left) and 20 µm (right). Shards were irregular 
in width and length around 20 – 40 µm in length and around 5 µm in width 
 
These shards were irregular in width and length with some areas exhibiting evidence of 
broken sections of shards from fragile fibres. 
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Figure 3.10 - 'HANFs' synthesised without urea created irregular structured crystals. Scale 
bars are 50 µm (left) and 20 µm (right). The surface appearred homogenous and it is 
unknown whether HA or another calcium phosphate was formed. 
 
Figure 3.10 showed no areas of the SEM stub presented any fibrous material. Further 
chemical analysis on the stub would be required to determine if this was HA. 
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Figure 3.11 - HANFs synthesised for 24 h highlighting stunted fibrous material. Scale bars are 
70 µm (left) and 20 µm (right). Some structures seen were square or rectangular, these are 
highlighted in the right image 
 
Figure 3.11 showed the fibrous material was irregularly shaped with evidence of poor 
uniformity. Some structures seen were square or rectangular. 
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Figure 3.12 - HANFs synthesised for 48 h gave a mixture of stunted fibrous material and 
fibres with high aspect ratios. The material began to resemble the completed 72 h HANFs. 
Some irregular shaped HANFs have been highlighted. Scale bars are 70 µm (left) and 20 µm 
(right).  
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Figure 3.13 - Resultant fibres from the addition of PEG300 (a and b scale bars 20 µm) and 
PEG600 (c and d scale bars 10 µm). PEG300 created shard-like crystals with a lower aspect 
ratio (highlighted) while the addition of PEG600 created smaller nanofibres in large bundles 
 
Figure 3.13 shows agglomeration from both PEG 300 and PEG 600 fibres, however this 
was more pronounced in the smaller fibres produced using PEG 600. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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3.3.2 Analysis of GICs incorporating HANFs  
CS values calculated from specimens (n = 40) with various substitutions of HANFs are 
summarised in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 - CS of HANF substituted GIC with p value and standard deviations shown in the 
parenthesis. Groups marked with * are statistically different from the control (commercial 
Diamond Carve™ lot 24623) 
 
 
Table 3.2 – CS of HANF substituted GIC with and without PEG with p value and standard 
deviation shown in the parenthesis. Groups marked with * are statistically different from the 
control (Diamond Carve™ A3 lot 24623) 








































- < 0.01 < 0.01 0.28 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 
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DTS values calculated from specimens (n = 40) with various substitutions of HANFs are 
summarised in Table 3.3 
 
Table 3.3 - DTS of HANF substituted GIC with standard deviations (shown in the parenthesis) 
and p value. Groups marked with * are statistically different from the control (Diamond 
Carve™ A3 lot 24623) 




















p-value vs control  0.062 0.30 0.74 0.73 0.24 < 0.01 
 
 
3.3.3 Acid Stability of HANFs 
Images of the SEM stub immersed in the HCl solution are showing in Figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14 - Optical microscope (a) and SEM images of HANFs immersed into pH 2 solution 
showing the control (not immersed) edge saturated with HANFs (b), the mid-point showing 
faint signs of fibre presence (highlighted) (c) and the immersed section with little presence of 
any HANFs (d). Scale bars indicate 20 µm in (c, d) and 40 µm in (b). Optical microscopy 
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There was a clear boundary present where the stub was immersed when viewed under 




Figure 3.15 - Optical microscope (x 2 magnification) (Left) and scanning electron microscope 
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20µm) are standard hydroxyapatite nanofibres, c) and d) (scale bar 50µm) using PEG 300 and 
e) and f) (scale bar 120µm) using PEG 600. All substituted HANFs were still removed when 
immersed into pH 2 HCl solution. Arrows show the clear boundary between immersed and 
non-immersed HANFs 
 
The boundary where the stubs were immersed was present visibly and under optical 
and electron microscopy. 
 
3.4 Discussion 
3.4.1 Analysis of HANFs 
The peak in Figure 3.3 around 1000 cm-1 indicates the presence of PO43- in the material 
analysed thus indicating the sodium dihydrogen phosphate reagent in the reflux 
synthesis has reacted to form the fibre material. This would suggest that a calcium 
phosphate has likely been formed due to the presence of the phosphate group and the 
observation that calcium phosphates are less soluble than sodium (hydrogen) 
phosphates. Any remaining ions are filtered out during the separation process of the 
HANFs and the solvent which are additionally washed, leaving only the stable 
covalently bonded calcium phosphate511.  
The XRD data showed a good library match for HA (HA reference PDF#01-086-0740) at 
the same scan readings and a good correlation to the library peak intensities (see 
Figure 3.5), indicating HA had been synthesised using the reflux condensation method. 
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Peaks identified at 2theta values of at 26, 32, 32.5, 33 and 40 are characteristic at 
these locations and intensities for HA. It was at these peaks where it was inherently 
distinguishable from other potentially viable products such as dicalcium phosphate, 
tricalcium phosphate or octa calcium phosphate. The sharp peaks indicate a good level 
of crystallinity to the HA particularly at key characteristic areas such as 30 – 35 degrees 
of 2theta. It has been reported to calculate the crystal size using the measurements 
gained from XRD512 however due to the inclusion of TEM and SEM data which gave 
good measurements of the fibres this was not undertaken. Background noise was 
relatively high, but this did not interfere with the characteristic peaks as much as 
expected. This noise may be reduced by a different selection of detector or higher 
exposure time; however, it is not required and the characteristic peaks for HA can be 
clearly seen. The HA powder was washed and filtered as described in the method 
section 2.6. The materials are fully miscible in the washing solvent (water) and the 
filter pore size low enough to retain the fibres but remove any smaller calcium 
phosphates, therefore it is unlikely to contain any contaminants or by-products. It is 
important for the HANFs to have a good crystalline structure to efficiently reinforce 
the cement matrix, irregular or distorted crystals may take up further space within the 
matrix and weaken the structure.  
The microscopy images showed a needle or whisker like structure with a high aspect 
ratio of around 10 µm long but only around 10 nm wide. The fibres were in abundance 
and exhibit high levels of agglomeration which was likely due to the electrostatic 
charge between the high surface area material. 
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Changes made to the reagents and timing of the reflux created misshapen and stunted 
shards or fibres (see Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12). The shards 
created when gelatine was omitted indicates that gelatine plays an important role in 
directing the crystal growth in one plane, when it is no longer present, the HA grows in 
both x and y directional planar axis as previously suggested in a recent study using 
HA513, calcium carbonate375 and spherical HA particles514. Without urea, the resultant 
crystalline powder becomes amorphous and unstructured showing no fibrous 
qualities, however, it cannot be concluded these were or were not HA without 
chemical analysis. It is clear the urea is vital in creating the structure of the HANFs and 
as urea is important in maintaining the pH of the solution but is unknown if the result 
powder was HA. As the reflux time decreases, smaller fibres are seen with a lower 
aspect ratio. This further points to a crystal growth along one axis as the HA is formed, 
however 72 h is required to achieve the large aspect ratio seen and less time produces 
these same fibres which have not grown to their full extent. The use of PEG equally 
distorted the crystal growth, although the mechanism is unclear and not well studied, 
it may be sterically hindering the growth or calcium phosphate formation, thus 
delaying the reaction508. Additionally, the PEG failed to protect the HA against 
protonation within the cement mix.  
 
3.4.2 Fracture Surface Analysis  
SEM images of the fractured surface of the GIC specimens gave no obvious signs of 
fibres present. However, in Figure 3.8 image c, a potential sighting of a fibre has been 
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highlighted. The appearance matches the length and width of HANFs identified. 
However, no further inspection of the material was possible under SEM due to the 
comparatively small size compared to the glass particles. Chemical analysis of the 
HANFs in the matrix would be difficult to distinguish between the calcium and 
phosphate ions present in the matrix. Therefore, it was inconclusive whether this was 
a HANF or a fragment of the GIC matrix. The results in isolation are therefore largely 
inconclusive regarding the survival or presence of the HANFs in the GIC matrix but 
taken in combination with the acid lability studies these would appear to indicate that 
the HANFs have largely not survived the transient low pH conditions during setting of 
the cement. 
 
3.4.3 Analysis of GICs Incorporating HANFs  
The initial investigation indicated a statistically significant decrease in CS with 1 and 2% 
HANFs compared to the commercial control, but no reduction with 3% (see Table 3.1). 
Similar behaviour was observed with DTS, although there was no statistically 
significant difference between the specimens. This was interpreted that the lowest 
concentrations may have been insufficient to provide a large enough number or 
density of HANFs to reinforce the structure, and that it was possible that a greater 
proportion may continue the upward trend seen from 2 to 3%. However, upon using 5, 
10 and 15% substitutions, DTS increased only at 15% and CS decreased with respect to 
control at all concentrations. It was hypothesised that some dissolution of the HANFs 
may have occurred meaning that the fibres were no longer available for structural 
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reinforcement, and exposure of the HANFs to acid at pH2 confirmed this, revealing 
dissolution to occur within 15 minutes. It is possible, within the fracture surface SEM, 
there may have been signs of HANFs, but this cannot be conclusive without further 
chemical analysis. PEG was trialled to establish whether it could protect the HANFs 
from dissolution during the brief period of low pH experienced within the GIC setting 
period504, but this was insufficient to prevent dissolution or, therefore, increase 
strength. 
With 1-3% substitutions of the HANFs an initial decrease followed by a contrasting 
increasing trend was seen. This indicates as higher concentrations are used, the 
strength reducing effect of the low concentration of HANFs is mitigated and a potential 
increase in strength may be seen at higher concentrations. While the 5% and 10% 
concentrations showed no significant change in the DTS of the cements a 15% 
substitution showed an increase in DTS. The DTS showed a different trend of the 
effects of the fibres compared to the CS data. It is likely that fibres have a more 
profound effect on the tensile properties than compressive, most studies discussed 
conclude this also in section 1.7.2. In summary, no percentage of HANFs created 
cements with a higher CS and would not be suitable for this purpose. 
 
3.4.4 Acid Stability of HANFs 
It was deduced that the acid susceptibility of HA due to the highly negative ionic dipole 
from the phosphate group may have contributed to the lack of strength seen. The 
acidic reaction conditions and therefore high availability of the proton ions within the 
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cement mixture may have led to the chemical breakdown of the HA to a more 
amorphous calcium phosphate or dissolved into their ions with no reinforcing 
structure or properties. This is not a new phenomenon and is the mechanism of action 
seen during demineralisation of apatite in enamel by acid producing bacteria in 
biofilms as previously discussed in section 1.1.1. Furthermore, the increased 
availability of calcium and phosphate within the cement setting matrix may therefore 
interfere with the setting reaction leading to reduced ion migration and a weakened 
structure. The addition of PEG did not protect these fibres against the acid attack when 
immersed into the acidic solution. This indicates the fibres, even with the addition of 
PEG, dissolve in the harshly acidic reaction conditions of the setting GIC. The SEM 
images showed a clear removal and degradation of the structure of the HANFs after pH 
conditions were replicated. This was likely the reason of the lack of reinforcement of 
the GIC despite literature evidence of HA reinforcement in other materials.  
 
3.5 Conclusions and Future Directions 
High aspect ratio whisker-like nano HA can be successfully synthesised using a reflux 
condensation method described. The use of HANFs as GIC reinforcing agents was 
unsuccessful possibly due to dissolution of the HA in the short-term low pH setting 
reaction within the GIC, creating cross link inhibiting excess calcium and phosphate 
ions as acid conjugators in the gelling matrix. The addition of PEG did not protect the 
fibres any further but instead distorted the fibre morphology by inhibiting the crystal 
growth. Further work to protect these fibres further without affecting the structure 
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may prove useful, many other surfactants (such as sodium dodecylsulfate, Triton X-
100506, polyethylene oxide polymers507 and cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide510) and 
lower molecular weight PEGs could have this desired effect but would be required to 
not interfere with the reaction mechanism. The use of HA would be preferred because 
of the high biocompatibility of the molecule and the existing of an easy, low cost and 
scalable synthetic method. The statistical data does not prove the hypothesis and the 
null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
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The aim of this chapter was to explore the use of halloysites as reinforcing 
nanomaterials for GICs. HNTs have shown promise in reinforcement of other materials, 
as discussed in chapter 1 section 1.7.3. This, coupled with the other following 
favourable properties, led to the hypothesis that they might enhance the CS of GICs 
without adversely affecting other properties.  
HNTs were considered to constitute a promising approach to enhance the mechanical 
properties of GICs because (listed in order of importance): 
• They consist of very high aspect ratio tubes, which are favourable for 
reinforcing related materials (chapter 1 section 1.7.1.1)212,374 
• They are biocompatible (chapter 1 section 1.7.3)515,516 
• They are similar in composition to the fluoroaluminosilicate glass in the GIC and 
will therefore bond to the GIC matrix and not affect setting properties385,517,518 
• They are readily available naturally and are cheap (chapter 1 section 
1.7.3)427,519 
To explore their utility in this application, HNTs were assessed for acid lability, then 
incorporated into the GIC by substitution by weight for the fluoroaluminosilicate 
component of the powder and tested for CS and DTS. The dispersion of the fibres was 
estimated by dying these with a fluorescent dye and qualitatively viewing the 
distribution within a set cement, since poorly dispersed and agglomerated 
nanomaterials have a negative effect on strength520,521. The effect of method of 
dispersion of the HNTs on CS and DTS was also evaluated.  
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4.2 Methods and Materials 
4.2.1 HNTs  
HNTs of grade MF4 (high purity) were provided by Durtec GmbH and consisted of 
47.5% silica, 36.6% alumina and 13.9% hydroxyl water, with less than 1% impurities of 
iron and magnesium oxides. This data was provided through a specification for grade 
MF4. 
HNTs were analysed using FTIR and XRD according to the method described in chapter 
2 section 2.8.1 and section 2.8.2 respectively. These were compared against library 
data and published results of other HNTs to validate the identity of the material. The 
HNTs were also analysed for their morphology using SEM as described in chapter 2 
section 2.9.2, both as provided and after exposure to acid to explore acid lability as 
described in chapter 2 section 2.7. TEM images were provided by Durtec GmbH.  
HNTs were dyed using acridine orange, a fluorescent dye which could be viewed within 
the GIC as a means of assessing the distribution of the HNTs with or without milling. 
This was done using the following process: 
1. 1g of HNTs mixed with 10 ml of 0.25g/L acridine orange in industrial methylated 
spirit (IMS) on a vortex mixer (Thermo Fischer Scientific) for 10 seconds 
2. Agitated on a mini orbital shaker (Cole-Parmer, Staffordshire, UK) at 150 rpm for 
24 h 
3. Further vortex mixing for 10 seconds 
4. Centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 5 minutes 
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5. The supernatant removed and a further 10 ml of IMS added 
6. Steps 3 and 4 were repeated a further three times to completely wash the HNTs of 
any excess dye 
7. Dried at 37°C for a minimum of 14 days 
 
Figure 4.1 - Acridine orange dyed HNTs in suspension before centrifuge 
 
4.2.2 Preparing and Testing GICs Incorporating HNTs 
All HNTs were handled in a protective covered ‘nanobox’, a custom-made sealed unit 
used to contain any HNTs (Figure 4.2). This was put in place as an additional safety 
precaution due to the nano size and similar structure to that of other potentially 
harmful nanomaterials such as asbestos and carbon nanotubes. 
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Figure 4.2 - Custom made box used for handling HNTs. A two-part door entry system on the 
side was used to bring materials in and out of the working chamber. All powders were 
handled using the arm length rubber gloves. The box was used as a precaution as some cells 
have shown uptake of HNTs and caution has been urged, with reference to the hazards 
associated with asbestos515 
 
To investigate the effect of HNT doping on mechanical properties, the HNTs were 
substituted into the GIC powder by mass for the fluoroaluminosilicate glass 
component of the cement at 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 15%. To combine the HNTs with the 
glass, the two powders were mixed according to the mixing method described in 
chapter 2 section 2.1. The powder was then mixed with the GIC liquid at the ratio 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions and placed into the moulds using the 
method described in chapter 2 section 2.3 and stored at 37°C 100% relative humidity 
for 24 ± 1 h before testing for CS and DTS. The methods for these are described in 
chapter 2 section 2.4 and section 2.5 respectively.  
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To explore the effect of method of combining HNTs with the GIC powder, a milling 
approach was compared with the simpler mixing approach described above. Samples 
of the powders from the steel balls were analysed for particle size distribution using 
the method described in chapter 2 section 2.10.6 to assess the effect of this milling on 
the particle size of the powder. 
  
Figure 4.3 - IKA mills (left) and steel balls (right) used to mill the HNT-GIC powder as 
described in chapter 2 section 2.1 
 
To assess dispersion of HNTs within the GIC, and identify any inhomogeneity of 
dispersion, HNTs dyed with acridine orange were substituted into the GIC 5% w/w and 
milled according to the method in chapter 2 section 2.1 for milling. Cements were 
mixed, and discs created measuring 20 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick, these were 
analysed using optical microscopy using the method described in chapter 2 section 
2.9.1. Homogeneity of dyed HNTs was assessed through visual examination of the 
brown patterns under x 40 microscopic magnification. 
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To investigate the effect of powder/liquid ratio, the GIC liquid was reduced by 10, 20 
and 30% w/w against a constant quantity of powder (Table 4.1). Specimens were 
created using this ratio for CS (Table 4.4) and DTS (Table 4.5) (n = 40 for both). 
 










Powder Quantity 0.4 g 0.4 g 0.4 g 0.4 g 
Liquid Quantity 0.1 g 0.09 g 0.08 g 0.07 g 
 
 
4.2.3 Statistical Analysis 
Samples were analysed for their changes in CS and DTS according to the method 
described in chapter 2 section 2.11. More specific hypothesis are as follows: 
H1: Substitution of HNTs into a conventional GIC increases its CS 
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4.3.1 Analysis of HNTs 
 
Figure 4.4 - FTIR of HNTs as provided with no further processing. Peaks at 3704, 3622, 1031, 
918 and 544 were highlighted as bands of interest and discussion. 
 
Bands at 3704 cm-1 and 3622 cm-1 in Figure 4.4 were attributed to the stretching 
vibration of inner surface Al2 – OH groups and vibrational interlayered water. Bands 
around 1031 cm-1 and 918 cm-1 are through Si – O – Si and vibrational inner surface 
hydroxyl groups. Si – O bending vibrations were observed around the 544 cm-1 
range522. 
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Figure 4.5 - XRD of HNTs over a 2θ scan range of 0 – 85. Areas of interest labelled at 12 (a), 
20 (b), 23 (c), 25 (d) and 35-40 (e) are characteristic for HNT and identical matches for the 
sample and the library reference (Figure 4.6). A threshold of 500 counts was used to filter 
non-specific peaks against any background noise 
 
For reference, a library spectrum was used for comparison: 
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Figure 4.6 - Reference HNT XRD pattern over a scan range of 5 - 40. 2theta values identified 
as 12, 20, 22, 25 and 35-40 match those identified as a-e in Figure 4.5, image adapted from523 
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Figure 4.7 - SEM of HNTs showing agglomerated bundles of fibres. Some bundles were 
around 5 – 10 µm while the largest were several tens in diameter. Scale bar 10 µm. 
 
  
Figure 4.8 - TEM images of HNT showing rod-like hollow tubules with a high aspect ratio. 
Scale bars are 100 (left) and 10 nm (right). HNTs had a length of around 500 nm and a 
diameter of around 20 nm with an inner lumen of around 10 nm. The electron-dense tubule 
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Figure 4.9 - Optical microscope (x2 magnification) (left) and SEM (right) images of HNTs 
immersed into a pH 2 solution. The acidic solution has not caused the fibres to dissolve, as 
was the case with HA, however some wetting of the HNTs of water was retained within the 
bundles (highlighted). SEM scale bar 10 µm 
 
No effects of the acid were seen on the HNTs using optical microscopy or SEM as 
shown in Figure 4.9. The appearance of the HNTs including agglomeration was 
consistent before and after exposure to the pH 2 solution.
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4.3.2 Analysis of GICs Incorporating HNTs 
   
   
Figure 4.10 – 4 x magnification optical microscopy images of 5% acridine orange HNT substituted GICs after milling for (a) 0 mins, (b) 2 mins, (c) 4 mins, (d) 8 
mins, (e) 10 mins and (f) 20 mins. Examples of dyed agglomerates seen are highlighted by arrows in each image showing smaller patches upon further 
milling
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
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Figure 4.10 shows optical microscope images of GICs using acridine orange dyed HNTs 
which were substituted into the GIC powder for 5% of the fluoroaluminosilicate glass. 
Inhomogeneity in the specimens, as indicated by dark brown areas which are easily 
visible, was observed with the lower durations of milling of 2 – 4 minutes. Milling of 8 
minutes and above gave more homogeneous specimens, and with a time of 20 
minutes the darker patches were much less prominent. 
 




Range of Particle Size 
% (2000 – 12.62 µm) % (12.62 – 4.48 µm) % (4.48 – 0.02 µm) 
0 28.55 28.53 42.92 
2 27.77 25.83 46.40 
4 26.73 25.15 48.10 
8 26.57 24.69 48.74 
10 24.77 26.27 48.96 
20 24.23 25.53 50.24 
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Table 4.3 – CS and standard deviation of milled and unmilled (mixed) HNT substituted GIC with p value. Groups marked with * are statistically different 
from their respective commercial control (Diamond Carve™ A3 lot 24623) n = 40 for all samples 
% Substitution of HNTs 
0 
(control) 
1 2 3 5 10 15 
CS (MPa) 
Milling 149.8 (21.2) 123.0 (22.1)* 120.3 (13.3)* 119.9 (15.8)* 157.3 (23.2) 145.1 (20.0) 136.0 (21.4)* 
p-value vs 
control 
 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.16 0.34 < 0.01 
Mixing 140.2 (26.1) 129.0 (35.6) 116.9 (14.2)* 119.8 (16.4)* 153.0 (27.4)* - - 
p-value vs 
control 
 0.099 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01   
Milling v Mixing p-value  0.019* 0.29 0.30 0.79 0.34   
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The powder prepared by mixing was visually unchanged, but the powder obtained 
after 20 minutes of milling with steel balls had discoloured, and the cement prepared 
with milled powder had a dark grey colour, however this effect was not seen when 
milled with glass balls. Milling did not have a significantly increase the CS of the GIC 
when compared against mixed alternative at the same HNT concentration. Only 
powders milled using the steel balls were used for all further tests. 
 
Table 4.4 - CS of milled 5% HNTs substituted GIC using 10, 20 and 30% less GIC liquid in the 
mix with p value and standard deviations. Groups marked with * are statistically different 
from the commercial control (Diamond Carve™ A3 lot 24623). 30% less GIC liquid became 
very difficult to mix. All resultant cements were grey in colour when steel balls were used 
but was not found to be the case when glass balls were used. †Mixed according to the ratios 
in the manufacturer’s instructions for use. ††5% HNT substituted GIC milled using the 
standard 4:1 ratio. n = 40 for all groups 
† Mixed according to the ratios in the manufacturer’s instructions for use 
 







10 20 30 










- < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01 
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Cements mixed at using 30% less GIC liquid were difficult to mix and resultant in an 
increased number of rejected specimens due to visible flaws in the cement and poor 
breaking characteristics under loading. 
 
Table 4.5 - DTS and standard deviation of milled 5% HNT substituted GIC using 20% less GIC 
liquid (n = 40). The control used was commercial Diamond Carve™ A3 lot 24623 




DTS (MPa) 6.7 (1.6) 6.8 (2.1) 
t-test p-value 0.795 
 




4.4.1 Analysis of HNTs 
The biocompatibility of some types of nanotubes are still somewhat unknown524. 
Commonly used and researched materials such as CNTs have shown to be non-toxic525 
and both single walled and multi-walled CNTs have found uses in diabetes sensors, 
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cancer therapy, drug delivery carrier, bone scaffold materials etc. for more than a 
decade526,527. Other nanotubes such as silicon, titanium and boron nitride are still 
under investigation, but early studies show an acceptable level of biocompatibility396. 
It is thought that smaller nanomaterials have a higher risk of toxicity than larger ones 
and that spherical particles have fewer adverse effects than rod-like nanoparticles528. 
HNTs studied have so far shown good levels of biocompatibility and low 
cytotoxicity515,516,529,530 as well as historical use in ceramics for many decades438. 
Additionally, HNTs have however the safety data sheet (SDS) provided with the 
material urges caution and classifies the material as potentially having a carcinogenic 
effect. Additionally, as previously mentioned, some cells (such as cervical and breast 
cancer cells tested) have shown uptake of HNTs and caution has been urged, with 
reference to the hazards associated with asbestos515. Due to this, and the quantity of 
material provided (1 Kg), precautions were taken to protect against any risks 
associated with this to the operator and surrounding personnel. 
The FTIR spectrum was characteristic of HNTs and showed evidence of aluminium 
hydroxide bonding, silica (Si-O-Si) bonding and the presence of water which was bound 
in the spacing between the layers of the HNT tubules522,531. This is supported by the 
composition data provided by Durtec GmbH giving evidence of the aluminosilicate 
chemical structure of the material. 
The XRD data showed a near identical match to the HNT studied by Dong523 who used 
“premium ultrafine HNT powder” sourced from New Zealand. Peaks at 2θ values 12, 
20, 25 and 35 – 37 align between the two graphs indicating a match between the two 
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pure HNTs. The defined and sharp peaks in the HNTs Figure 4.5 indicate a high level of 
crystallinity within the powder.  
TEM images provided by the manufacturer (see Figure 4.8) show the HNTs have a 
cylindrical hollow structure which an electron dense wall, shown by the darker areas in 
the image. The images also show the HNTs have a high aspect ratio and are several 
microns in length but around 15 nm in diameter, with an inner lumen around 8 nm in 
diameter. The SEM image (Figure 4.7) indicates a high level of agglomeration within 
the HNTs forming irregular spherical structures with diameters up to 100 µm. HNTs 
internal and external charges are well known391,425,437 and create a highly electrostatic 
tubule, prone to agglomerate like many nanomaterials532-534. To reduce the 
agglomeration and increase the homogeneity of the HNTs within the GIC matrix the 
powders were milled for up to 20 minutes. The dispersion of the HNTs in milled and 
unmilled powder samples was tracked with a fluorescent dye using optical microscopy 
and discussed in section 4.4.2. 
Unlike the HANFs, the HNTs appeared to be unaffected by the exposure to the pH 2 
solution. SEM images showed intact fibres, agglomerated and indistinguishable to 
those not exposed to the acid (see Figure 4.7). HNTs have been previously reported as 
not being susceptible to acid- or base-mediated dissolution under moderately mild 
conditions535 and since the 1970s studies on the properties of the HNTs under varying 
pH have been studied concentrating on the change in affinity to certain molecules in 
the inner lumen536,537. This has since become a method used to etch the inner lumen 
to fit and transport larger molecules538,539. However, this occurs at a minimum 0.1 M 
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concentration of sulfuric acid at 333 K, conditions which would never be replicated in a 
setting GIC and especially the oral environment. A long-term study assessing various 
acids, concentrations and exposure time on HNTs concluded that even at 1 M sulfuric 
acid after 89 days, the external diameter of HNTs is unaffected whereas the inner 
lumen thickness had decreased by 35% through dissolution of the octahedral AlO6540. 
Importantly, the authors show the HNTs retained their morphology at all pH values 
and time points. The SEM images support this study confirming the acid stability of the 
HNTs. 
 
4.4.2 Analysis of GICs Incorporating HNTs 
It has been shown that agglomerates of nanomaterials can create weakened zones in a 
material520, therefore it was important to ensure a homogeneous distribution of the 
HNTs throughout the GIC powder and thus the GIC matrix. Mixing the powders 
together did not appear to have created a homogenous mix and may therefore not be 
effective in distributing the HNTs throughout the GIC. Optical microscopy used to 
evaluate the milled GIC powder showed dark brown patches from the acridine orange 
stained HNTs initially at low milling times after being mixed. As the milling time 
increased, there was a reduction in these patches and a visible difference in the 
dispersion of these brown spots indicates a more homogenous HNT-GIC mix. Milling 
has been shown to be effective in the dispersion of HNTs541 but may also cleave kaolin-
like particles creating a more dense and lower particle size542-545 affecting the 
morphology of the HNTs. This may have been responsible for the colour change in the 
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GIC from the A3 shade to a grey appearance creating more free alumina through HNT 
cleaving. Similarly, milling is an effective industrial method of distributing smaller 
particles within a bulkier matrix. It is the primary manufacturing method of the GIC 
(chapter 2 section 2.1) and is an effective method of reducing the particle size of 
GICs546 and a lower particle size distribution has been correlated to increased CS242. 
Milling the GIC further using the method did significantly increase the CS as expected, 
however there was no statistical difference between mixing and milling when various 
percentages of HNTs were added. It is possible that these bundles of HNTs may be 
protecting the grinding of the GIC powder, which is ultimately responsible for any 
increased CS. Assessment of the particle size found an increase in the smallest range of 
particles (4.48 – 0.02 µm) by nearly 7% but did not contribute towards increased CS 
when both milled and unmilled groups were compared against each other. 
A decrease in CS was seen in HNT substitutions up to 3% in both milled and unmilled 
cements indicating the HNTs have an adverse effect at lower levels. This could be 
because they do not react with the PAA in the GIC liquid and therefore hinder the 
reaction in the matrix, or that they provide a reduced concentration of alumina and 
silica to the reaction because (while the glass was substituted for these HNTs by 
weight), not all the HNTs consisted of aluminosilicate and a large concentration is 
bound hydroxyl water between the interspacing within the layers of alumina and silica. 
This bound water is lost upon heating the material between 450 - 700°C changing the 
crystalline d-spacing which may cause the structure to collapse or distort547-549. Studies 
have shown the stability of the HNTs in acidic environments and therefore free 
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alumina and silica ions may be unlikely to be released in the early stages of the setting 
reaction. This may also account for the reason why at higher percentage substitutions, 
a decrease in CS is seen and that a balance between the reinforcing effect of the 
nanotube and the excessive ions may be required. At concentrations at 5% or above an 
increase was seen, significant in the unmilled powder but not the milled powder. It is 
possible that the HNT may have been cleaved during the aggressive milling process 
reducing the reinforcing effects. Additionally, a lower particle size seen in the control 
milled powder compared to the unmilled increased the CS by just under 7% which 
contributes to the increase seen in the 5% HNT milled powder. A combination of this 
already increased CS and potential cleavage of the HNTs may have led to the lower 
than expected increase in the 5% HNT. At higher concentrations the handling 
properties became noticeably different and the cement paste after mixing was a much 
lower viscosity than the control GIC. This was a surprising result, as HNTs are well 
known for their hydrophilic properties, there were also no changes to the viscous GIC 
liquid and an overall increase in the surface area of the powder could have been 
predicted to result in the opposite effect. Nanomaterials have reported lubricating 
properties550-552 which may have contributed to the more fluid mixing when the GIC 
liquid was added. However, under the assumption that the HNTs do not contribute to 
the setting reaction of the GIC due to their stability it would eventuate in a significant 
reduction in the aluminosilicate glass component in the setting reaction. This deficit of 
reactive base will reduce the rate of reaction as it becomes limited to the reactive 
carboxylic acid chains accounting for a lower viscosity mix. To create handling 
properties more like those of the control GIC, reductions in the GIC liquid were trialled 
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and the CS tested for each reduction, setting properties of the final 20% reduction 
compared to the commercial control were assessed in chapter 5. It should be noted 
that as the GIC liquid was reduced, the CS standard deviations increased (Table 4.4) 
suggesting poor homogeneity in these mixes. However, very few 20% less GIC liquid 
specimens were rejected, contrary to the 30% less GIC liquid which led to a large 
quantity of rejects. Control samples using 10, 20 and 30% less liquid was not viable as 
the cement became too difficult to mix and led to a large quantity of rejected cements. 
The reduction in the GIC liquid led to increases in CS as expected and it is well 
established that a lower powder to liquid ratio increases various strength properties of 
GICs193,553, this effect is further seen from the results above. Overall, compared to the 
manufacturer supplied GIC, a 33% increase was gained through a combination of 
reinforcement using HNTs and reduced GIC liquid due to a lower viscosity mix. No 
changes in the tensile properties, indirectly measured through DTS, were seen. 
 
4.5 Conclusions and Future Directions 
Substituting 5% HNTs w/w for the fluoroaluminosilicate glass component of the GIC 
powder led to a 33% increase in CS from 140.2 to 187.2 MPa when combined with a 
reduction in the GIC liquid of 20% (Table 4.4). It was found that the HNTs exhibited 
reduced levels of dispersion within the GIC powder when mixed by rolling on a tube 
roller, but the use of a mill improved dispersion over a 20-minute period but slightly 
reduced the particle size distribution of the powder by increasing the group of the 
lowest particle sizes by around 7% (Table 4.2). GIC-HNTs mix to a noticeably lower 
Chapter 4 - Investigation of Halloysite Nanotubes as Reinforcing Agents for Glass 




viscosity to the manufacturers control. A reduction in the GIC liquid reverted the 
viscosity of the mix closer to the control as well as significant increases in CS. 30% less 
liquid became too difficult to mix and would not have been a viable product 
commercially as the cement would have nearly set by the time it was mixed 
sufficiently. The objective of increasing the CS has been achieved and therefore the 
null hypothesis set out in section 4.2.3 can be rejected and the hypothesis accepted. 
Although no changes in the tensile properties were seen, it is important clinically that 
other properties of the GIC have not been reduced because of the HNT inclusion or 
additional processing of the powder. The change is cement colour was not replicated 
when the steel balls were replaced with glass ones therefore this increase in CS was 
still achieved without jeopardising the cement shade or aesthetics of the final 
restoration. Future opportunities exist in quantifying the handling characteristics of the 
cements to track the changes in clinical working time and setting time of the cement. 
Other properties of conventional GICs may also have been affected from the 
substitution of the fluoroaluminosilicate glass for the HNTs such as fluoride release. 
Other properties used to measure strength may also have been affected such as wear 













GICs augmented with for 5% w/w HNT substituted for the same mass of the 
fluoroaluminosilicate glass component of the powder provided significant increases in 
CS as discussed in chapter 4. To disperse the HNTs effectively, milling was used which 
was shown to visually disperse the HNTs after 20 minutes. Milling with steel balls 
created a grey cement, however milling using equivalent sized glass balls had no effect 
on the colour. Substitution of the glass noticeably decreased the viscosity of the 
cement during mixing which would likely prolong the setting time and handling 
properties of the GIC in clinics. To counteract this, 20% less GIC liquid appeared to 
create a cement which handled in a similar way to the commercial control, this final 
cement is described as HNT-GIC throughout the chapter. However, these substitutions, 
processing and changes to the cement mix may have a detrimental effect on other 
properties of the GIC such as wear, hardness and its fluoride release which could 
represent a clinical and/or marketing disadvantage. These and other properties are 
explored in this chapter.  
 
5.2 Methods and Materials 
5.2.1 Cement Preparation 
All cements were mixed according to the method in chapter 2 section 2.3, using HNT-
GIC powder which had been milled for 20 minutes using glass balls and with 20% less 
GIC liquid than the usual formulation as described in chapter 4 section 4.2.2. 
 




5.2.2 Working and Setting Time 
Cements placed onto a Wilson’s Oscillating Rheometer using the method in chapter 2 
section 2.10.1 within 60 seconds of first mixing. All cement powders, liquids, mixing 
equipment and rheometer were kept at 23 ± 2°C for a minimum of 1 h before testing 
to ensure changes in temperature could not affect the working or setting time of the 
cements. Each group was tested 7 times for their working and setting times. 
 
5.2.3 Wear 
Cement samples were created and tested for wear using the method described in 
chapter 2 section 2.10.3. Samples were brushed for 10000 cycles at a rate of 1 
cycle/second in a 19.1 mM citric acid pH 3.3 solution that had been prepared within 1 
h before use. The solution was prepared by mixing the citric acid powder (Sigma) and 
water under constant stirring for a minimum of 30 minutes. Deionised water and 
artificial saliva were also trialled but did not product enough wear in the GICs, 
therefore a harsher acidic environment was chosen (Table 5.2). A total of 7 samples for 




Cement samples were created and tested for hardness using the method described in 
chapter 2 section 2.10.5 randomly testing across the surface of the cement. A total of 




10 indentations were made on 6 samples of each cement. All samples were made on 
different days and all testing and analysis was done by the same individual. 
 
5.2.5 Fluoride Release 
Fluoride release from the control and HNT-GIC was tested according to the method 
described in chapter 2 section 2.10.2. Four samples of each group were tested, and all 
samples were made on the same day using the same batch of powder. All testing and 
analysis, including calibration was done on the same day after all equipment and 
solutions had been allowed to dwell to room temperature (20 - 25°C) for a minimum of 
24 h. 
 
5.2.6 Statistical Analysis 
Working and setting times, wear and hardness were analysed using a student t-test. 
Fluoride release was calculated using the calibration curve which was linearized by 
plotting against the log of the fluoride ion concentration. Fluoride data was then 
plotted cumulatively as a function of time. The individual time point data from the 
control and HNT-GIC was compared against each other for significance using a student 
t-test using the method described in chapter 2 section 2.11. 
 





5.3.1 Working and Setting Time 
All cements appeared identical to the commercial control by eye, no discolouration 
was seen when glass balls were substituted for the steel balls. Working and setting 
times of the GICs are presented in Table 5.1. Similar mixing viscosities and 
characteristics were seen across both cements during the cement mixing. 
 
Table 5.1 - Working and setting times of the commercial control GIC and the HNT-GIC with p-
values. The standard deviations are shown in parenthesis. 
 Working Time (seconds) Setting Time (seconds) 
Control 132.9 (9.9) 232.7 (7.4) 
HNT - GIC 157.4 (12.1) 320.6 (7.6) 
t-test p-value 0.000767 8.97 x 10-7 
 
Table 5.1 showed the inclusion of the HNTs had a negative impact on the handling 
properties of the GIC, even with the reduction of the GIC liquid. Working time 
increased by 24.5 seconds and setting time increased 87.9 seconds, both increases 
were statistically significant. 
 




5.3.2 Wear Resistance 
Table 5.2 - Wear values of control GIC (Diamond Carve™ A3 lot 24623) using different 
solutions of media during brushing. Very little wear was achieved with large amounts of 
error; therefore, a more aggressive citric acid media was used. Standard deviations are 
shown in the parenthesis 
Media Wear (µm) 
Deionised water 1.53 (0.80) 
Artificial saliva 3.23 (1.50) 
 
Table 5.3 - Reduction in height (wear) of cement sections brushed against cement sections 
protected from brushing with p-value. The control is commercial Diamond Carve™ A3 lot 
24623. The standard deviations are shown in parenthesis 
 Wear (µm) 
Control 27.8 (3.2) 
HNT-GIC 21.6 (5.8) 
t-test p-value 0.0139 
 
Table 5.3 showed that HNTs in the GICs created a 22.3% lower value when brushed in 
pH 3.3 citric acid which was statistically significant. 
One sample from each group was discarded due to the PVC tape being partially 
removed during brushing. 
 





Over all samples tested, an average 2.66 measurements per cement sample required 
retesting due to either the cement slipping during indentations or the indenter 
meeting a pore on the cement surface, making the measurement inconclusive. 
 
Table 5.4 - VHN values for the commercial control GIC (Diamond Carve™ A3 lot 24623_ and 
the HNT substituted GIC with p-value. The standard deviations are shown in parenthesis. For 
reference, VHN of dentine and enamel have also been included121 
 VHN (Kg/mm2) 
Control 52.2 (7.9) 
HNT-GIC 57.7 (6.2) 





Table 5.4 demonstrated hardness significantly increased by 9.5% with HNT substituted 
GIC. The data had similar standard deviations suggesting homogeneity throughout the 
cement. No differences in porosity were observed during general testing, however this 
was not specifically measured. For comparison, hardness values of dentine and enamel 
have also been included. 
 




5.3.4 Fluoride Release 
 
Figure 5.1 - Cumulative fluoride release from GICs with (blue) and without (red) HNTS. Error 
bars represent standard error. HNT-GIC fluoride release was found to be significantly lower 
at early time points days 1 and 2 as well as later in the setting reaction (21 and 28 days) 













































Table 5.5 - p-values using a student t-test of the differences between the fluoride release at 
each time point measured 
Time 
(hours) 













2.23 x 10-5 
 
Fluoride released from both GICs was initially rapid over the first 100 h and slowed 
over the remaining time measured (Figure 5.1). HNTs reduced the initial release of 
fluoride by 22.4% over the first 24 h and decreased the overall amount of fluoride 
released by 13.6% over the period measured. The reduction in cumulative release of 
fluoride was statistically different in the early and late stages of setting (Table 5.5). 
5.4 Discussion 
5.4.1 Working and Setting Time 
The handling characteristics of the GIC were affected with the substitution of the HNTs 
and therefore a reduced quantity of GIC liquid was used until it was qualitatively 
assessed the handling properties were like that of the control, as described in chapter 
4. It was not possible to create an equivalent control to these reduced concentrations 
of GIC liquid as reduction in the liquid with unsubstituted GIC become difficult to mix 
and formed many rejected cements. To quantify the setting and working times of a 
GIC, a Wilsons Oscillating Rheometer is often used49,469,470 which creates a setting 
profile in a graphical form and a standardised approach to calculate the handling 
characteristics. GICs are very sensitive to changes in composition518, temperature470 




and mixing technique242 which may affect its handling characteristics. Usually, an 
increase in the working or setting time of a GIC is directly related to a deterioration in 
the mechanical properties241. Drier high viscosity cements are well documented to 
have better mechanical properties to other conventional GICs, while being rapid 
setting554 but a fine balance exists between strength and a long enough working time 
to be able to handle and place the cement correctly. With the inclusion of HNTs, the 
working and setting times increased, this would become a clinical disadvantage to 
faster setting GICs because a longer setting time would mean longer ‘chair time’ which 
would be particularly difficult for anxious patients. The change in handling properties 
supports the conclusions in chapter 4 that the HNTs were unlikely to be contributing to 
the setting reaction to the same extent that the fluoroaluminosilicate glass component 
was.  
 
5.4.2 Wear Resistance 
Tooth brushing simulations are useful in determining the level of wear in a GIC as an 
accurate simulated test to a real-life situation in the form of toothbrushing and 
complex masticatory motions and abrasion from food555, thus it is generally accepted 
as the standard556,557. Brushing modifies the surface roughness of the cement through 
abrasion, wearing away the surface and it was noted that surfaces uncovered and 
exposed to the brushing in these tests were highly abraded compared to the covered 
sections. Wear testing was originally undertaken using deionised water and artificial 
saliva as the media the cements were immersed in during brushing, however the wear 




using these conditions was negligible with large errors and difficult to quantify using 
the light profilometer. This however indicated the GICs are wear resistant under 
neutral conditions. Citric acid is well established to erode of the dental hard tissues, so 
this was used to provide a greater challenge since GICs are acid labile.  
With the addition of HNTs, there was a significant reduction in wear suggesting the 
HNTs reinforcing properties protect the cement against wear measured using tooth 
brushing. This will likely help to increase the longevity of the cement in clinical use. 
 
5.4.3 Hardness 
HNTs have been shown to increase surface hardness in many other materials558,559 and 
this was also seen here. As previously discussed, hardness is a simple method which 
probes the mechanical properties of the surface in a microscopic scale. The similarities 
of the standard deviations of the control and the HNG-GIC suggests both have similar 
levels of homogeneity. It had been discussed previously that pockets or undispersed 
fillers or additives can cause localised weakened patches520, but this does not appear 
to have occurred in this instance and significant increases in hardness were seen 
across the GIC with the inclusion of HNTs uniformly. A uniform dispersion and 
potentially significant levels of interaction between the HNTs and the GIC matrix 
through hydrogen bonding maybe responsible for these increased mechanical 
properties558. It was noted that no visual difference in the porosity of the samples 
under indentation testing was observed, as it was previously cited that NFs may 
reinforce by filling mesoporous gaps in the structure350. 





5.4.4 Fluoride Release 
Fluoride release profiles were similar for both cements with a higher concentration in 
the first few days compared to the remaining few weeks studied. This initial burst 
followed by a slower sustained release is a widely seen trend amongst GICs and can be 
described using Equation 5. Fluoride release was compared using student t-test 
comparing each time point against the other group in a similar method to other 
studies comparing fluoride release (or ANOVA when comparing more than two 
samples)320,560-562. The reduction in fluoride released from the HNT was likely due to 
the reduced fluoroaluminosilicate content in this cement. The HNTs were substituted 
for 5% of the fluoroaluminosilicate component per weight which therefore creates 
approximately 5% less fluoride that could be available in this powder. However, a 
13.6% reduction in fluoride was seen, which proved to be statistically significant in 
some parts of the GIC maturation. The carboxylate in the PAA is required for the 
release of free fluoride during the setting reaction563 and this concentration was 
reduced by 20% in the final HNT-GIC which may have also contributed to the reduction 
in released fluoride. The concentration of fluoride release from the cement is not 
necessarily determined solely from the level of fluoride in the glass, as these ions are 
released alongside cations of calcium and sodium in a balance between them and are 
therefore dependant on the release of these counterions564. Increasing the 
concentration of calcium fluoride in the glass may counter this reduction, however, the 
addition of fluoride does have other adverse effects on the properties of the GIC565. 




Due to the low levels of fluoride released, it is unlikely this would have any clinical 
relevance. 
Equation 5 - Equation to describe the rate of cumulative fluoride release [F]c from a GIC in 
deionised water. [F]I= Maximum value of fluoride released during short term reaction; t= 
time; t1/2= half-life of short-term release i.e. the time required for the fluoride released by 
short term reaction to reach half of its maximum value; β= a constant which is a measure for 





 + β √𝑡 
 
5.5 Conclusions and Future Directions 
The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to investigate whether the 
substitution of 5% HNTs for the glass component of the GIC, which coupled with a 
reduction in liquid content increased the CS by 33%, influenced other important 
properties of the GIC. The handling properties were affected with a significantly 
increased working and setting time as assessed by rheology. Handling properties can 
be modified by further milling of the GIC and there is a good degree of control 
available during manufacture, so this is not considered an unresolvable issue. Fluoride 
release is a much more difficult and complex mechanism to influence, however the 
reduction seen may not be clinically relevant in such low concentrations. The 




mechanical properties of wear resistance and hardness significantly increased, 
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6.1 Project Conclusions 
A commercially available GIC used was augmented with HANFs and HNTs. HANF did 
not positively affect mechanical properties; this was attributed to the likely dissolution 
of the HANF during the acidic conditions of the setting GIC, it appears this has not been 
adequately explored by other groups investigating HA in GICs as acid lability studies 
are rarely carried out. 
HNTs significantly increased the CS of the GIC, with the optimal formulation (5% HNTs 
with 20% less GIC liquid) reported here achieving a 33% increase in CS. This had a 
somewhat adverse effect on the handling properties by increasing setting and working 
times and slight reduction in the fluoride release of the cement, but no other property 
such as wear and hardness, was adversely influenced by the inclusion of the HNTs. In 
addition, significant increases in wear resistance and hardness were observed. Based 
on the data obtained, the null hypothesis can be rejected, and the hypothesis accepted 
that HNTs did significantly increase the CS of the GIC. 
 
6.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Project 
The project utilised a commercially available GIC with the added value of having access 
to exact compositions, manufacturing methods, testing procedures and other 
commercially sensitive technical information held by the manufacturer due to the 
researcher’s employment under the manufacturer since 2010. This also opened the 
project to manipulation of these parameters if required or replication during the 
progression of the project. For example, the use of milling as a method of dispersing 




additives within a material is well established on site, therefore preparation of the 
materials required such as the GIC powder and liquid could easily be achieved. The 
project also benefited from being able to substitute HANFs and HNTs for the glass 
component of the GIC powder. This could not have been achieved using a 
commercially available ‘off the shelf’ GIC with all components pre-mixed. The method 
of using oscillating rheology to measure the handling properties of a setting GIC is not 
a new one49. The method was used to give quantitative information regarding the 
working and setting times of the GIC, although this differs to the ISO method, it was 
preferred here in order to assess any differences giving more reproducible and 
measurable data. 
The project used a novel method of synthesising HANFs using an economical and 
commercially viable process, adapted from the original publication. These HANFs were 
shown to be sensitive to the low pH present in the GIC setting reaction, despite 
evidence of strength increases in other materials such as composites. This 
phenomenon had not been discussed in other studies involving HA nanomaterials and 
no such procedure existed to assess this effect. 
As previously discussed in section 1.7.3, HNTs have shown some success in 
strengthening other materials, such as composites. However, to date, no publication 
exists of HNTs being used as a method of increasing CS in a conventional GIC.  
SEM analysis of the HANFs and HNTs produced images with highly agglomerated 
bundles of fibres. It is unknown if the processing of the powders for SEM analysis, as 
described in section 2.9.2, had a significant or contributing effect on this. Before 




imaging, the powder coated SEM stub is subjected to a high vacuum which may have 
forced individual fibres to bind together and form larger bundles. Other methods such 
as environmental SEM may be useful to negate any effect this may have caused. 
Environmental SEM examines the specimen or material under a gaseous environment 
and can even be used to examine liquid phase materials567. 
 
6.3 Future Work 
As previously discussed in section 3.5, further work could be undertaken to explore the 
use of other various surfactants described on the effect of HANFs to protect these 
against proton attack. Other surfactants mentioned included polymers, ionic and non-
ionic variations which may have further success. 
HANFs were incorporated into the GIC through a method of mixing and was 
unsuccessful in reinforcing the GIC, probably due to the acid lability of the high surface 
area fibres. Milling or utilising a dye to assess the dispersion was not explored with 
HANFs and was used retrospectively in the development of HNTs because of the data 
available linking the dispersion of HNTs to the level of reinforcement. The effect of 
milling has been shown to not have a direct significant impact on the CS of the GIC, 
therefore it is a useful method of dispersing the additives without being responsible 
for any CS increases. Further work may be required to assess the effect of milling of 
the HANFs as this biocompatible material presents an excellent option for strength 
reinforcement as discussed in section 1.7.2. 
 




HNTs are not new materials but are relatively new in the reinforcement of materials. 
Further development is required to assess the effect of the milling on the HNTs and 
whether these are cleaved during the process and potentially reducing the reinforcing 
potential of the HNTs in their current morphology. HNTs of various grades and types 
are available commercially, further development to assess these different grades such 
as various alumina: silica ratios would be useful to determine the effect on strength 
reinforcement. 
As previously discussed, these GICs are manufactured through a process of milling the 
glass frit to a powder with an optimal particle size before milling the various 
components of the cement together. Milling used to disperse the HNTs throughout the 
GIC powder was like that employed during manufacturing and can be scaled up and 
incorporated into existing manufacturing processes. It was found that the use of 
stainless-steel milling balls changed the final appearance of the cement and turned it 
grey, these were ultimately replaced by glass balls which rectified this problem. Under 
current manufacturing processes, ceramic balls are used, and further work would be 
required to investigate if this would have a similar effect as the steel media. As 
previously mentioned, optimisation of the cement to counter the changes in working 
and setting time would be required by further milling the powder but without having a 
detrimental effect on existing strength increases found by potentially cleaving the 
HNTs. As previously mentioned, HNTs are relatively cheap compared to the cost of the 
components in the GIC powder, such as the fluoroaluminosilicate glass, which also 
requires processing prior to being included in the final powder. Therefore, costs 




associated with the addition of HNTs to the material would be minimal and highly 
advantageous in commercialisation. 
While the project covered important characteristics of GICs such as fluoride release 
and wear, some such as bond strength and flexural strength were not measured. The 
ability to chemically bond to dentine and enamel are sought after properties of GICs 
distinguishing them from other materials such as composites and amalgam. It is not 
known what effect the nanomaterials may have on bond strength, but studies 
discussed in section 1.6.4 how indicated additives such as HA can penetrate deeper 
into dentine tubules during GIC placement, thus increasing bond strength. While this 
was not measured, it would likely have been a clinically significant advantage to 
increase the bond strength further, however this was outside of the scope of the 
project. Strength was measured through testing the CS and indirectly measuring the 
tensile properties through DTS testing. However, as discussed in section 1.4.1, many 
other methods of testing strength are available, including flexural strength through 
either three-point bending methods or BFS, often used in testing of dental materials, 
mainly composites. Due to the brittle nature of the GICs, test methods often used on 
ductile materials may not perform well and create many errors or failed specimens. 
The effect of the HNTs on the flexural strength and thus ductility of the GIC may have 
increased, as nanofibres with long aspect ratios have shown to have this effect, even 
when CS has been unaffected294. The testing of wear resistance is often undertaken 
using toothbrush simulation, however, to create a harsher environment and initiate 
some wear in the GICs, acidic conditions were used. To fully assess wear resistance, 
repeating the experiment under various conditions GICs would be exposed to, such as 




food simulations, prophylaxis pastes or further brushing under artificial saliva until 
wear has been initiated may be beneficial to create a more extensive wear profile. 
After a device is manufactured, usually it goes through one or more quality control 
(QC) checks to ensure conformity to its design specifications and regulatory 
requirements. Currently, GICs undergo QC checks on every batch manufactured, it 
includes working and setting time, colour and a periodic CS test which must meet 
predefined specifications and tolerances set out according to the company’s quality 
management system (QMS). Currently, these types of GIC are tested against ISO 9917-
1:2007 for water-based cements which defines test methodologies and acceptance 
criteria for a range of tests, including CS. This ISOs test method for CS differs to that 
used in this project, these main differences are highlighted in Table 6.1446. 




Table 6.1 - Differences in methodology used compared to the ISO method. It is unlikely these 
differences would have a substantial effect on the result, however, in order to claim ISO 






Set cement for 1 
h at 37°C 
Set cement for 
15 minutes at 
37°C 
These cements set within 15 minutes from 
start of mixing, therefore an hour under no 
increased humidity in an oven is not what 
would occur clinically 
Store set cement 
in deionised 






24 ± 1 h 
Clinically, cements are not fully immersed in 
water/saliva after placement but a high 
humidity environment in the mouth 
therefore this was modified to replicate the 
clinical conditions of use 
Stored in grade 3 
deionised water 
to the standard 
defined ISO 
3696:1987 
Stored in lab 
deionised 
water 
Grade 3 water is standard water purified 
through distillation, reverse osmosis or 
deionisation. The lab deionised water would 
therefore likely be equivalent, although not 
graded as such 
Measure cement 
diameter four 
times at right 







Randomly was chosen in order to avoid any 
specimen shape distortions caused by the 
connecting parts of the steel moulds which 
may skew results and make specimens 
appear larger than they are 
Sheet of damp 
filter paper on 
test platforms 
No paper used 
Paper is used to avoid friction and uneven 
breakage of specimens. This was easily 
detected by the break profile on the force-
displacement graphs and was therefore not 
required 





The creation of a stronger GIC may have a place in the market, especially due to the 
phasing down of dental amalgam130. If the modified device was to be brought to 
market, several obstacles pre-commercialisation of the device would need to be 
overcome. These GICs are a class IIa medical device as defined under the current 
Medical Device Directive (MDD) also known as the Council Directive 93/42/EEC and 
require a CE mark in order to be marketed and sold as a medical device in Europe299. 
Unlike class I medical devices, which are self-registered in the UK with the Medical 
Health Regulatory Authority (MHRA), class II and above devices require notified body 
approval and are subject to intense scrutinization by these notified bodies to meet the 
requirements of the MDD568. All CE marked devices or device families are required to 
have technical documentation or a file containing information regarding the 
components, intended use and contraindications of the device. Additionally, the MDD 
require the device to meet the essential requirements defined under annex I which 
require the device to have been evaluated for its risks including a clinical evaluation 
report (CER) and a biocompatibility report. The CER assesses the safety and clinical 
effectiveness of the device. The data obtained during the project can contribute largely 
towards this report and provides evidence of characteristics such as CS, wear 
resistance, handling properties and fluoride release. 
As previously mentioned, HNTs are generally understood as being safe for use437,516, 
however they have no current uses in commercially available dental restoratives 
meaning data regarding a pre-existing device cannot be relied upon and a significant 
level of testing to determine the products safety would be required. Some methods of 




conformance to biocompatibility testing include the ISO 10993 series569,570 which 
include investigation for cytotoxicity571 and irritation/sensitisation572. For dentistry in 
particular, ISO 7405 studies biocompatibility against some more appropriate tissue 
such as dentin and pulp569. The recently introduced Medical Device Regulations (MDR), 
due to replace the MDD, incorporates requirements and regulations for devices 
containing nanomaterials. It is the HNTs which are the only new component of an 
existing and well-established medical device. Medical devices containing 
nanomaterials are to be reviewed to assess if the nanomaterial is bound or can be 
released from the device in addition to which parts of the body will likely encounter 
the nanomaterial. In 2011, the European Commission issued their definition of a 
nanomaterial in respect to uses in medical devices as having 50% or more of the 
particles with internal or external dimensions in the nanoscale, then defining 
nanoscale as between 1 – 100 nm573 which has since been adopted by the MDR. 
Additionally, requirements on labelling and packaging to state the device contains 
nanomaterials when there is a possibility of it being released from the device must 
now be added. If this is the case, and the device does not encapsulate or bind the 
nanomaterial, the device must be classified as a class III medical device under rule 19 
of the MDR, the highest classification and therefore subjected to the most severe 
testing and conformance routes574. It is therefore important, going forward, to deduce 
if these HNTs are bound by the cement matrix or these HNTs may leach from the GIC 
and enter the body. 
 





Publications presented in the appendix were published based on a separate project 
the researcher was involved in, relating to a new antimicrobial NP incorporated into 
the same material used in this project. That project was sponsored by the same 
manufacturer the researcher is currently employed by and therefore acted as 
industrial supervisor and advisor to the project, occasionally providing technical data 
or manufacturing information when required. None of the data gathering, analysis or 
conclusions were contributed towards by the researcher and author of this thesis. To 
date of this thesis, one publication based on this work has been submitted for this 
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Abstract  
Glass ionomer cements (GICs) are one of many restorative materials available to dental clinicians. 
These are widely used due to their fluoride release, biocompatibility, ease of use and ability to adhere 
to dentine/enamel without bonding agents. However, the poor strength compared to materials such 
as composites and amalgams, limit their applications. Hydroxyapatite nanofibers (HANFs) and 
Halloysite Nanotubes (HNTs) were synthesised and purchased respectively, substituted by various 
methods into a commercial GIC and the diametral tensile strength (DTS) and compressive strength 
(CS) assessed. HANF show no significant increase in CS and are unlikely to survive the acidic GIC 
conditions. HNTs appear more acid resistant but still show some enhancement of mechanical 
properties at higher percentage substitutions. In addition, the dispersion of the HNTs within the GIC 
matrix appears to be increased by a simple milling process.  
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Abstract 
Glass ionomer cements (GICs) are one of many restorative materials available to dental 
clinicians. These are widely used due to their fluoride release, biocompatibility, ease of use 
and ability to adhere to dentine/enamel without bonding agents. However, the poor 
strength compared to materials such as composites and amalgams, limit their applications. 
Hydroxyapatite nanofibers (HANFs) and Halloysite Nanotubes (HNTs) were synthesised and 
purchased respectively, substituted by various methods into a commercial GIC and the 
diametral tensile strength (DTS) and compressive strength (CS) assessed. HANF show no 
significant increase in CS and are unlikely to survive the acidic GIC conditions. HNTs appear 
more acid resistant but still show some enhancement of mechanical properties at higher 
percentage substitutions. In addition, the dispersion of the HNTs within the GIC matrix 
appears to be increased by a simple milling process. 
The Effect of Nanofibers and Nanotubes on the Strength of 
Glass Ionomer Cements
James Holder1,2, Michele Barbour2
1. School of Oral and Dental Sciences, University of Bristol, BS1 2LY
2. Associated Dental Products Ltd., Swindon, SN5 4HT
Introduction
Conventional glass ionomer cements (GICs) are one of many restorative materials available to dental clinicians. These are widely used due to
their fluoride release, biocompatibility, ease of use and ability to adhere to dentine/enamel without bonding agents. However, they lack
strength compared to materials such as composites and amalgams, limiting their applications. Hydroxyapatite Nanofibers (HANF) and
Halloysite Nanotubes (HNT) were substituted into a GIC and the effect on diametral and compressive strength assessed.
Methods and Materials
HANF were created using a reflux condensation described modified from Chen1 and analysed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD). HANFs were substituted into a GIC (Diamond Carve, Kemdent,
Swindon) in 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 15% and tested for compressive strength (CS) (6 mm height, 4 mm diameter, n = 40) and diametral tensile
strength (DTS) (4 mm height, 6 mm diameter, n = 40). After 24 hours samples were loaded to failure using a Zwick/Roell Z020 Testing
Machine (Zwick, Leominster) with a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min and force at fracture used to calculate CS or DTS. HANF acid lability
was assessed by fixing fibers onto an adhesive and immersing into a pH 2 solution for 10 minutes to mimic the GIC neutralisation reaction.
HNT (Durtec GmbH, Germany) were also investigated for acid stability using the same method. HNTs were imaged using SEM and TEM and
substituted into GICs at 1, 2 and 3% by two approaches: adding HNTs to the GIC powder and mixing on a tube roller (Denley Instruments
Ltd, Cambridge) for 15 minutes or milling the powders using a tube mill (IKA, Oxford) for 120s and CS tested.
Results
Discussion
HANF SEM/TEM showed rod morphologies with 10–50 nm diameters and
lengths of 5–10 µm. No increases in CS was seen with up to 15%
substitutions of HANFs. However, a significant increase was seen in DTS
with a 15% substitution. HANF dissolved when immersed into pH 2
solution and likely the reason of reduced CS as the HANF left voids or
reaction inhibiting calcium phosphate upon dissolution. HNT SEM/TEM
images showed irregular, hollow, tubular structures with a diameter of 10–
30 nm and lengths of 1–5 µm. Acid dipping HNTs showed no dissolution
or change in morphology. Milling the fibers with the GIC has not shown
any effect on the CS up to a 3% substitution.
% substitution
HANF HNT
CS (MPa) DTS (MPa)
CS (MPa)
Mixed (15 mins) Milled (120 s)
0 (Control) 156.62 (±25.86) 6.70 (±1.64) 140.25 (±26.14) 149.78 (±21.21)
1 129.84 (±21.26) 6.11 (±1.33) 128.96 (±35.59) 122.97 (±22.12) *
2 130.92 (±16.83) 6.26 (±1.84) 116.89 (±14.16) * 120.29 (±13.30) *
3 150.44 (±23.18) 6.84 (±2.00) 119.79 (±16.36) * 119.90 (±15.81) * 
5 126.01 (±18.96) * 6.85 (±1.87)
10 117.53 (±14.83) * 6.25 (±1.54)
15 107.77 (±14.95) * 8.39 (±2.10) *
Hydroxyapatite
Conclusions
• At 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 15% HANF showed no significant increase in CS
• Only at a 15% HANF subsitution was a significant increase seen in
the DTS, the fibers had little effect below this concentration.
• HANFs were unlikely to have survived the acidic setting reaction
• HNTs appear to be more acid resistant
• No increase in CS has been seen with substitutions of up to 3%
• No differences were seen between milling and mixing the HNTs as a
means of dispersion
Halloysites
Figure 1: SEM of HANFs (scale x 50,000)
Table 1: CS and DTS of HANF and HNT substituted into GIC powder (*significant difference)
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Figure 2: Optical microscope image of HANFs half 
Immersed into pH 2 solution
Figure 3: TEM of HNTs (Image provided by Durtec GmbH)
Figure 4: Optical microscope image of HNTs half 
Immersed into pH 2 solution
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http://www.jnanobiotechnology.com/content/12/1/3RESEARCH Open AccessDevelopment of a novel antimicrobial-releasing
glass ionomer cement functionalized with
chlorhexidine hexametaphosphate nanoparticles
Edward R Hook1, Olivia J Owen1, Candice A Bellis1, James A Holder1,2, Dominic J O’Sullivan1
and Michele E Barbour1*Abstract
Background: Glass ionomer cements (GICs) are a class of dental biomaterials. They have a wide range of uses
including permanent restorations (fillings), cavity linings, fissure sealants and adhesives. One of the most common
reasons for replacing a dental restoration is recurrent bacterial tooth decay around the margins of the biomaterial.
Therefore, a dental biomaterial which creates a sustained antimicrobial environment around the restoration would
be of considerable clinical benefit. In this manuscript, the formulation of a GIC containing novel antimicrobial
nanoparticles composed of chlorhexidine hexametaphosphate at 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20% powder substitution by mass
is reported. The aim is to create GICs which contain chlorhexidine-hexametaphosphate nanoparticles and
characterize the nanoparticle size, morphology and charge and the release of chlorhexidine and fluoride, tensile
strength and morphology of the GICs.
Results: The GICs released chlorhexidine, which is a broad spectrum antimicrobial agent effective against a wide
range of oral bacteria, over the duration of the experiment in a dose-dependent manner. This was not at the
expense of other properties; fluoride release was not significantly affected by the substitution of antimicrobial
nanoparticles in most formulations and internal structure appeared unaffected up to and including 10%
substitution. Diametral tensile strength decreased numerically with substitutions of 10 and 20% nanoparticles but
this difference was not statistically significant.
Conclusion: A series of GICs functionalized with chlorhexidine-hexametaphosphate nanoparticles were created for
the first time. These released chlorhexidine in a dose-dependent manner. These materials may find application in
the development of a new generation of antimicrobial dental nanomaterials.
Keywords: Nanoparticles, Nanobiomaterials, Antimicrobial, DentistryBackground
Glass ionomer cements (GICs) are a class of biomaterial
in widespread use in modern dentistry [1]. They are used
for a multitude of applications including for filling cavities
caused by tooth decay or wear, as cavity liners, as fissure
sealants, and as cements to form an adhesive bond be-
tween the tooth and a prosthetic dental restoration such
as a crown or bridge. GICs have several favorable proper-
ties which make them suitable for these applications: They* Correspondence: m.e.barbour@bristol.ac.uk
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stated.are tooth colored and available in a range of shades to
allow matching to a patient’s natural dentition, they have a
good biocompatibility profile, and they have an inherent
adhesion to enamel and dentine and thus require minimal
preparation of the tooth surface prior to application. In
comparison to the other main clinical material used for
direct tooth-coloured restorations, methacrylate resin-
based silica-filled composites, GICs are less compromised
by moisture contamination. This means that the clinician
does not have to comply with such stringent requirements
to thoroughly dry the tooth and surrounding area, which
is a significant benefit over the less forgiving resin-based
materials, although of course moisture control and carefultd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
ommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
iginal work is properly cited. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication










































Figure 1 Cumulative CHX release from experimental GIC
specimens with varying substitutions of CHX-HMP nanoparticles.
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all restorative materials. Aesthetically GICs are generally
considered good, although the opacity and thus the “life-
like” appearance are inferior to that of the resin-based
materials. As well as for the applications described above,
GICs also find application in Atraumatic Restorative
Treatment (ART), whereby a dental filling is placed rap-
idly and without the use of drills or anesthetics [2]. This is
particularly beneficial for pediatric and elderly patients as
well as those with dental anxiety or learning difficulties.
GICs are acid–base cements composed of glass filler
particles and polyacid molecules. The setting of the ma-
terial is initiated by mixing with water, whereupon the
polyacid molecules dissociate and cause dissolution of the
glass, resulting in the release of ions which allow cross-
linking of the polyacids. The transition from viscous liquid
to rigid solid takes place typically over around 2 minutes,
although the reaction does not reach completion until sev-
eral days have elapsed. Even after setting the GICs can still
participate in ion exchange with the oral fluids [3]. This
has the outcome that GICs can release and absorb fluor-
ide; the glasses in GICs contain calcium fluoride which
leaches soluble fluoride into the mouth during normal
function. The fluoride in the glass can be replenished by
exposure to fluoride-containing oral care products such as
dentifrice and mouth rinse, thus creating a rechargeable
fluoride “reservoir” and allowing for sustained release of
fluoride in the vicinity of a GIC restoration. The intention,
when GICs were first developed, was that this fluoride
release would protect the surrounding tooth tissue from
further decay. While there is no doubt that fluoride in
drinking water and oral care products serves to protect
the teeth and improve oral health at an individual and
community level [4], clinical data is not supportive of
an anti-caries effect of GICs [5], and a recent Cochrane
Database Systematic Review could find no evidence to
support any beneficial result of fluoride-releasing restora-
tive materials [6].
A GIC which offers a genuinely antimicrobial and anti-
biofilm efficacy would be of considerable clinical benefit
[7]. Such a material could reduce recurrent decay in the
vicinity of a restoration and could provide an antibac-
terial seal under other materials, protecting the pulp
from bacterial ingress. It could be useful in ART, and as a
fissure sealant, providing a protective seal over the occlu-
sal surfaces of caries-vulnerable teeth. The fact that ions
can readily travel in and out of the material offers the op-
portunity to dope the cement with other soluble antimi-
crobials. New advances in nanotechnology may provide
the means to developing such a material [8].
In this manuscript the development of a GIC which
contains novel antimicrobial nanoparticles composed of
chlorhexidine hexametaphosphate (CHX-HMP nanopar-
ticles) is reported. A recent publication describes surfacefunctionalization of other materials using CHX-HMP
nanoparticles prepared using a similar technique, and it
was found that they acted as slow release devices for sol-
uble chlorhexidine (CHX) [9] which is a potent anti-
microbial agent in widespread use in medicine and
dentistry. The CHX-HMP nanoparticles are formed by a
precipitation reaction on mixing of aqueous CHX and
HMP solutions with HMP in excess. The aim of this
study was to establish whether it was possible to create
viable GICs containing CHX-HMP nanoparticles and to
investigate the properties of those GICs. The ultimate
aim of this work is to create a GIC which exhibits a last-
ing antimicrobial effect in vivo without compromising
other useful properties of the material.
Results and discussion
Overview
GIC specimens with substitutions of 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20%
CHX-HMP nanoparticles for GIC powder were suc-
cessfully created and compared with unmodified GICs
(0% substitution). Those with 30% substitution of CHX-
HMP nanoparticles were difficult to handle and the set
material was crumbly so these were discarded without fur-
ther analysis.
Chlorhexidine release
CHX release over 791 h (33 days) normalized to surface
area and CHX-free controls is shown in Figure 1. CHX
release persisted for the duration of the study with a rate
of release which decreased with time. A dose–response
was evident in that specimens with a higher substitution
of CHX-NPs exhibited a larger CHX release, although
the relationship was not directly proportional.
Cumulative CHX release at 1 and 24 h and 8, 15 and
33 days for the 6 specimen groups and the outcome of
the statistical analyses are shown in Table 1. In this table,
Table 1 Cumulative CHX release for specimens with differing levels of nanoparticle substitution at each of 5 time points
Cumulative CHX release [nmol.mm-2] (standard deviation in parentheses)
NP substitution [%] 1 h 24 h 8 days 15 days 33 days
0 0.01 (0.003)a 0.01 (0.02)a 0.11 (0.06)a 0.12 (0.07)a 0.16 (0.08)a
1 0.16 (0.08)a, b 0.20 (0.09)a, b 0.48 (0.15)a, b 0.56 (0.16)a, b 0.65 (0.17)a, b
2 0.66 (0.18)b 0.70 (0.19)b 1.04 (0.21)b 1.17 (0.22)b 1.30 (0.24)b
5 1.30 (0.24)c 1.39 (0.25)c 2.03 (0.34)c 2.30 (0.36)c 2.51 (0.38)c
10 2.52 (0.38)d 2.65 (0.40)d 3.40 (0.43)d 3.73 (0.44)d 4.01 (0.45)d
20 4.02 (0.48)e 4.20 (0.50)e 5.09 (0.55)e 5.46 (0.59)e 5.94 (0.67)e
Within each time point, superscript letters indicate statistically homogeneous groups, so figures with different superscript letters are statistically significantly
different to a 95% confidence level at that time.
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can be seen that these readings were small compared to
the actual CHX concentration readings, but these are in-
cluded in the statistical analysis nevertheless so as not to
manipulate the data unnecessarily and to allow a figure
for comparison. The outcome was the same for each
time point in that 0% and 1% were not statistically sig-
nificantly different from one another, and 1% and 2%
were not statistically significantly different from one an-
other, but all other pairings were significantly different
indicating a clear increase in chlorhexidine release corre-
lated with an increase in nanoparticle substitution at all
measured times.
Since CHX is efficacious against a wide range of bac-
teria and yeasts, this may confer antimicrobial and thus
anti-caries properties on these nanofunctionalized dental
filling materials. CHX disrupts the bacterial cell mem-
brane [10] and results in the loss of intracellular compo-
nents; this has the outcome that the evolution of bacterial
resistance to CHX is considered unlikely [11].
Since CHX is an appealing option for the development
of a dental cement which reduces the incidence of recur-
rent tooth decay, is it not surprising that there have been
other attempts to incorporate CHX into GICs. CHX dia-
cetate was added to a resin-modified GIC and this re-
sulted in CHX release, but this was only sustained at
significant levels for one week [12] and thus offered lim-
ited scope for lasting anti-caries effects. Incorporating
CHX diacetate into a conventional (not resin-modified)
GIC also yielded a CHX-releasing material, but again
the CHX release was sustained for only around a week
with all except the highest substitutions, and these high
substitutions resulted in a deterioration of the mechan-
ical properties of the material [13]. Dental composite
resins supplemented with pulverized CHX diacetate also
showed CHX release which reached a plateau after around
7 days [14]. The CHX release observed in the study re-
ported here was more prolonged, and it is thought
that this ie because the nanoparticlces themselves ex-
hibit a gradual release of soluble CHX [9] rather than thealready soluble and thus readily lost CHX in the studies
described above.
Another report describes a longer-term effect of incorp-
orating CHX – as ground CHX diacetate powder or as
CHX digluconate solution – into GICs [15]. The CHX re-
lease per se was not measured but it was shown that an
antimicrobial effect persisted for between 40 and 90 days.
The peak of efficacy was the first 24 h for all GIC speci-
mens, suggesting that most CHX may have been released
during this initial period, and most specimens showed no
antimicrobial behavior after 60–90 days. For some formu-
lations, a limited deterioration in mechanical properties
was observed. CHX digluconate solution has also been
incorporated into GICs in combination with another anti-
microbial agent, cetrimide, and this too had an antimicro-
bial effect on oral bacteria [16]. The authors indicate that
this effect persisted for up to 180 days, but whether this
was due to antimicrobial still leaching at the 180 day
point, or that which had earlier leached and was still
present in the agar plate, is not clear.
Fluoride release
Fluoride release over 791 h (33 days) normalized to sur-
face area can be seen in Figure 2. All of the GIC speci-
mens released fluoride continually over the duration of
the experiment. The initial release rate was the most rapid
and this gradually slowed over the experimental period,
as has been observed for conventional GICs by other
researchers [17].
Cumulative fluoride release at 1 and 24 h and 8, 15
and 33 days for the 6 specimen groups and the outcome
of the statistical analysis are shown in Table 2. At 1 h,
the unmodified GIC released significantly more fluoride
than nanoparticle-substituted cements but there were no
statistically significant differences between the different
substitutions. At later times, in numerical terms fluoride
release displayed a pattern of 20% > 5, 10% > 1, 2% with a
complex relationship with 0%. However, there were few
statistically significant differences; the only ones observed


































Figure 2 Cumulative fluoride release from experimental GIC
specimens with varying substitutions of CHX-HMP nanoparticles.
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point, 33 days, the 20% nanoparticle-substituted GICs re-
leased more fluoride than the 2% nanoparticle-substituted
GICs. It is not clear why the most highly substituted GIC
released the most fluoride, especially as the greater the
proportion of CHX-HMP nanoparticles, the smaller the
total mass of fluoride-containing filler present. It is pos-
sible that the presence of the CHX-HMP nanoparticles
alters the setting reaction and this renders fluoride
more mobile in the cement lattice, but this is a hypothesis
that has yet to be tested, and should be considered in the
context that only the 2%-20% comparison showed signifi-
cant differences. Although the impact of fluoride release
from restorative materials is still a source of some con-
troversy [1], it is not of concern in this study since the
nanofunctionalized GICs showed similar fluoride release
profiles to the unmodified cements. This is in contrast
to an earlier report in which GICs supplemented with
CHX digluconate solution exhibited a reduction in fluor-
ide release [18].Table 2 Cumulative fluoride release for specimens with differ
5 time points
Cumulative fluoride rele
NP substitution [%] 1 h 24 h
0 7.38 (1.69)a 27.65 (0.85)a
1 2.61 (1.11)b 18.59 (3.12)a, b
2 1.68 (0.73)b 17.10 (2.33)b
5 1.74 (0.70)b 19.31 (4.32)a, b
10 1.83 (0.96)b 18.73 (9.50)a, b
20 2.09 (0.34)b 23.74 (5.89)a, b
Within each time point, superscript letters indicate statistically homogeneous group
different to a 95% confidence level at that time.Tensile strength
Diametral tensile strength of the 6 specimen groups are
shown in Table 3. The ANOVA gave a p value of 0.054
indicating that, although there was a numerical trend to-
wards lower tensile strength for 10 and 20% substitution
cements, there was no statistically significant difference
between these values and those of the other GICs. The
fact that substitutions up to 5% appeared to have no sig-
nificant deleterious effect on the tensile strength of the
cements is encouraging.
Nanoparticle characterization
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) indicated that there were
structures of mean diameter 196 nm, but it was observed
that there was substantial polydispersity and the standard
deviation was large (76 nm). The correlation functions ob-
served during some DLS measurements suggested the
presence of some much larger particles. This may be ex-
plained by observations made by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) (Figure 3) which indicated that nanoparticles
sometimes formed aggregates which could be as large as
several micrometres. The individual nanoparticles which
compose these aggregates were regularly shaped, globular
and had typical diameters of 80–90 nm (Figure 3). This
would not be observed in DLS since the signal is propor-
tional to diameter to the 6th power, so the signal from
these small nanoparticles would be masked by that from
the larger aggregates.
Zeta potential measurements indicated that the nano-
particles had a mean surface charge of −55 mV (stand-
ard deviation 1.4 mV), indicating a net negative charge.
Morphology and structure
Scanning electron micrographs of representative GIC
specimens are shown in Figure 4. The appearances of
the GIC specimens with different substitutions of nano-
particles were similar, with the glass filler particles and
surrounding matrix clearly visible. Only the 20% nano-
particle substitution exhibited a slightly different appear-
ance (Figure 4f ), with textured areas depleted in glassing levels of nanoparticle substitution at each of
ase [ng.mm-2] (standard deviation in parentheses)
8 days 15 days 33 days
85.82 (5.68)a 119.9 (11.0)a 154.5 (14.3)a, b
70.72 (8.40)a 106.9 (14.1)a 148.1 (16.6)a
64.30 (7.68)a 101.1 (12.2)a 147.5 (15.7)a
82.67 (7.49)a 124.2 (9.2)a 181.4 (14.0)a, b
81.73 (30.22)a 122.8 (39.3)a 184.4 (49.8)a, b
81.73 (13.15)a 134.6 (19.2)a 204.4 (23.4)b
s, so figures with different superscript letters are statistically significantly
Table 3 Diametral tensile strength of GIC specimens
NP substitution [%] Diametral tensile strength [MPa]







The ANOVA gave p = 0.054 indicating that there were no statistically
significantly differences between tensile strengths of the different GICs to a
95% confidence level.
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gestive of nanoparticle aggregates. It is possible that
these could lead to a reduction in strength since they
cannot be presumed to interact with the polyacid in the
same way as the glass filler particles, and future studies
will address this important question.
Overview
By adding CHX-HMP nanoparticles to a commercial
GIC it has proven possible to create a material which re-
leases CHX for in a dose-dependent manner for longer
than has been observed using some other approaches to
CHX functionalization. The results of this study would
suggest that substitutions of up to 20% nanoparticles for
glass by mass using this approach may be suitable for
further development as clinical materials. 10% and 20%
substitutions showed a numerical reduction in strength
but not a statistically significant one; subsequent follow-
on studies will allow for further investigation of this
observation. Higher substitutions, of 30% or more, are
unlikely to find application without other changes to the
cement as this resulted in a dry, crumbly cement with
unacceptable handling properties. Options to use more
dispersed nanoparticles, rather than the ground aggre-
gates discussed here, are under investigation. Possibilities
for CHX recharging and the microbiological impact of
the CHX release are the subject of ongoing experiments,
as well as larger studies to investigate the effect on dif-
ferent kinds of strength. Interestingly, it has recently
been shown that resin-modified GICs can act as a short-
term in vivo reservoir for topically applied CHX [19].
In this study, nanoparticles were substituted for pow-
der by weight. An alternative approach is to substitute
like-for-like by surface area, and this would account for
the fact that the specific surface area of the nanoparticles
is higher than that of the glass filler particles.
Conclusions
Novel GICs have been created which contain antimicro-
bial CHX-HMP nanoparticles at a range of dopings.These GICs released soluble CHX over a period of at
least 33 days, and the quantity of CHX released was
dependent on the doping of nanoparticles in the cement.
All cements released fluoride with a similar profile to
the control, unmodified cement and moderate substitu-
tions did not detrimentally affect the tensile strength of
the material. These cements may find clinical application
as dental biomaterials which prevent or reduce the inci-
dence of secondary caries and protect the tooth and soft
tissues from bacterial infection.
Methods
Synthesis and preparation of CHX-HMP nanoparticles
Aqueous stock solutions of chlorhexidine digluconate and
sodium hexametaphosphate (Sigma Aldrich, Gillingham,
UK) were mixed in deionized water such that the final
concentration was 4 mM CHX and 5 mM HMP. The
resulting colloidal suspension of CHX-HMP nanoparticles
was mixed thoroughly and then centrifuged at 21000 g for
60 min. The supernatant was removed and discarded and
the nanoparticle pellet dried for at least 48 h at 40°C. The
pellet was then removed from the centrifuge tubes and
ground to a fine white powder composed of nanoparti-
cle aggregates using an agate mortar and pestle. Fur-
ther details regarding the properties of CHX-HMP
nanoparticles and their antimicrobial efficacy can be
found elsewhere [9].
Prototype nanofunctionalized glass ionomer cements
A commercially available GIC (Diamond Carve (TM),
Kemdent, Purton, UK) was used as the starting material.
This commercially available GIC comprises a powder,
which consists of alumina-silica based glass filler parti-
cles containing calcium fluoride and other minor salts
and freeze-dried poly (vinyl) phosphonic acid, and a li-
quid which contains polyacrylic and tartaric acids. It is
mixed in a ratio of 1:4 liquid:powder by mass. Cylin-
drical GIC specimens with nominal dimensions of 6 mm
diameter and 3 mm height were formed by mixing the
GIC according to the manufacturers’ instructions and
packing into Perspex molds coated with a thin layer of
petroleum jelly to aid removal. The mixing was carried
out by one individual (OJO) with extensive experience of
GIC mixing and handling. The precise dimensions of
each specimen were measured using calipers and re-
corded. The nanoparticle powder created by grinding
the nanoparticle pellet and thus yielding compacted
clusters of nanoparticles was used to substitute for the
GIC powder at fractions of 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 30% by
mass. Ten specimens of each substitution were created
giving a total of 70 specimens. They were removed from
the mold within 60 minutes and placed in individual
small, sealed plastic vessels that contained wet tissue





Figure 3 Atomic force microscopy images showing CHX-HMP nanoparticles deposited on a glass coverslip. a: 1 × 1 μm image with
vertical scale 50 nm showing individual globular nanoparticles. b: 0.8 × 0.8 μm image with vertical scale 20 nm showing individual nanoparticles
of similar shape and morphology as in (a) but in an aggregate. c: 5 × 5 μm image with vertical scale 100 nm showing individual nanoparticles
and small aggregates. d: 5 × 5 μm image with vertical scale 500 nm showing nanoparticles in a large aggregate.
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men being in contact with liquid water which could re-
sult in dissolution during the critical early phases of
setting. These were stored at 37°C for 7 days.
After this the specimens were divided into two sets of
5 specimens each. One set of each substitution was set
aside for tensile strength and fracture surface morph-
ology analysis and the other set was used to investigate
the CHX and fluoride leaching from the cement.
For the investigations of CHX and fluoride release,
each specimen was immersed in 1 mL artificial saliva in
individually labeled vials at 37°C. The artificial saliva was
composed of CaCl2 · 2H2O 0.103 gL
-1, MgCl2 0.019 gL
-1,
KH2PO4 0.544 gL
-1, C8H18N2O4S (HEPES buffer acidic
form) 4.77 gL-1, KCl 2.24 gL-1, 1.80 mL 1 M HCl, KOH
titrated to obtain a pH of 6.8. Specimens were periodically
removed and placed in duplicate tubes containing freshartificial saliva so that the artificial saliva the specimen had
been incubated in could be sampled for CHX and fluoride
concentrations. A pilot study was conducted to establish
the saturation limit of fluoride concentration within the
vessels to ensure that the sampling periods were selected
appropriately and erroneous readings owing to saturation
of the eluent by a fluoride salt were not obtained by leaving
too large a gap between readings. Using the findings from
this pilot study, the sampling occurred at hourly inter-
vals during the first day, followed by intervals of 4
hours, then daily and then weekly. Controls contain-
ing only artificial saliva without a GIC specimen were
sampled in the same way.
Chlorhexidine measurements
CHX concentration in the artificial saliva was measured




Figure 4 Scanning electron micrographs showing fracture surfaces of GIC specimens. a: unmodified GIC; b: 1% nanoparticles; c: 2% nanoparticles;
d: 5% nanoparticles; e: 10% nanoparticles; f: 20% nanoparticles. The scale bar is 20 μm in each image.
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under ultraviolet wavelengths and absorption was mea-
sured at 255 nm using a spectrophotometer (Hitachi
U1900, Tokyo, Japan). The reading was converted to CHXconcentration with reference to calibration standards at
5–50 μmol.l-1. The concentration was converted to moles
of CHX released per unit surface area of the GIC specimen
with reference to the individual dimension measurements
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reading for 0% substitution to correct for any other mole-
cules present in the system which absorbed at 255 nm
such as the polyacrylic acid which is another component
of the GIC.
Fluoride measurements
Fluoride concentration in the artificial saliva was measured
using an ion-selective electrode (9609BNWP, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) by mixing 0.5 mL
artificial saliva with 0.5 mLTISAB solution (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The data output was con-
verted to mg/L fluoride ion with reference to calibration
standards of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 mg/L F-, also diluted with
equal quantities of TISAB.
Tensile strength measurements
Indirect tensile strength (ST) was measured by applying
a compressive diametric force to the curved sides of the
cylindrical specimen (n = 5 per group) until fracture oc-
curred, using a universal testing machine (LR5K, Lloyd
Instruments, Ametek, FL, USA) recording the load at frac-
ture (L) and using this with the specimen dimensions of
height (h) and diameter (d) to calculate tensile strength




Cumulative CHX and fluoride release at time points of
1 h, 24 h, 8 days, 15 days and 33 days, and indirect tensile
strength, were compared using one-way ANOVAs with a
Tukey honestly significant difference post-hoc test.
Characterization of CHX-HMP nanoparticles
The size and zeta potential of the nanoparticles as pre-
pared in colloidal suspension were measured using a
Malvern Zetasizer (Malvern, UK). The size, morphology
and aggregation of the nanoparticles were investigated
when immobilized on glass coverslips. Coverslips were
cleaned by ultrasonicating for 10 minutes in acetone
followed by ultrasonicating for 10 minutes in ethanol
then coated by dipping into a freshly prepared colloid
of the nanoparticles for 30 seconds, then rinsing in
running deionized water for 10 seconds, then allowing
to dry in air. The nanoparticle-coated coverslips were im-
aged using AFM (Nanoscope IIIa, Digital Instruments,
CA, USA).
Morphology and structure
Specimens which had been tested for tensile strength were
coated with a thin layer of gold-palladium (SC7620, Emitech,
Taiwan) and examined using SEM (Phenom, Eindhoven,Netherlands). Images were obtained at nominal magnifica-
tions of 400, 1000 and 5000×.
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A B S T R A C T
Objectives: The aim of this study was to create prototype glass ionomer cements (GICs) incorporating a
concentrated paste of chlorhexidine–hexametaphosphate (CHX–HMP), and to investigate the long-term
release of soluble chlorhexidine and the mechanical properties of the cements. The purpose is the design
of a glass ionomer with sustained anticaries efficacy.
Methods: CHX–HMP paste was prepared by mixing equimolar solutions of chlorhexidine digluconate and
sodium hexametaphosphate, adjusting ionic strength, decanting and centrifuging. CHX–HMP paste was
incorporated into a commercial GIC in substitution for glass powder at 0.00, 0.17, 0.34, 0.85 and 1.70% by
mass CHX–HMP. Soluble chlorhexidine release into artificial saliva was observed over 436 days using
absorbance at 255 nm. Diametral tensile and compressive strength were measured after 7 days’ setting
(37 C, 100% humidity) and tensile strength after 436 days’ aging in artificial saliva. 0.34% CHX–HMP GICs
were tested for their ability to inhibit growth of Streptococcus mutans in vitro.
Results: GICs supplemented with CHX–HMP exhibited a sustained dose-dependent release of soluble
chlorhexidine. Diametral tensile strength of new specimens was unaffected up to and including 0.85%
CHX–HMP, and individual values of tensile strength were unaffected by aging, but the proportion of CHX–
HMP required to adversely affect tensile strength was lower after aging, at 0.34%. Compressive strength
was adversely affected by CHX–HMP at substitutions of 0.85% CHX–HMP and above.
Conclusions: Supplementing a GIC with CHX–HMP paste resulted in a cement which released soluble
chlorhexidine for over 14 months in a dose dependent manner. 0.17% and 0.34% CHX–HMP did not
adversely affect strength at baseline, and 0.17% CHX–HMP did not affect strength after aging. 0.34% CHX–
HMP GICs inhibited growth of S. mutans at a mean distance of 2.34 mm from the specimen, whereas
control (0%) GICs did not inhibit bacterial growth.
Clinical Significance: Although GICs release fluoride in vivo, there is inconclusive evidence regarding any
clinical anticaries effect. In this study, GICs supplemented with a paste of chlorhexidine-hexameta-
phosphate (CHX–HMP) exhibited a sustained release of chlorhexidine over at least 14 months, and small
additions of CHX–HMP did not adversely affect strength.
ã 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Contents lists available at ScienceDirect
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journal homepage: www.int l .e lsevierhea l t h.com/ journa ls / jde n1. Introduction
Glass ionomer cements (GICs) are used for a number of
purposes, including as direct restorative materials, lining and
luting materials, adhesives, and in atraumatic restorative therapy.
GIC restorations typically have shorter lifetimes than composites* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: m.e.barbour@bristol.ac.uk (M.E. Barbour).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jdent.2015.12.009
0300-5712/ã 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.or amalgams [1–3], although the reasons for this are complex and,
of course, the materials are not selected at random but are chosen
by the clinician according to clinical need. When a GIC does fail,
there are a number of potential reasons, one of which is secondary
caries; this is responsible for 25% of failures of GIC-lined
restorations after 18 years of clinical service [4] and around 18%
of GIC failures over a range of 0.1–23 years [5].
GICs leach fluoride into the oral environment. This results in
elevated fluoride concentrations close to the restoration, and thus
there is an hypothesis that this may reduce dental caries in the
54 C.A. Bellis et al. / Journal of Dentistry 45 (2016) 53–58local area owing to the interaction of the fluoride ion with the
hydroxyapatite in the enamel and dentine. This hypothesis is
broadly supported by in vitro data, but in situ and clinical studies of
caries incidence in the vicinity of fluoride-releasing restoratives do
not show consistent results [6]. At the current time it is not
possible to conclude whether fluoride release from GICs provides
lasting protection against dental caries [6,7].
Chlorhexidine (CHX) is a biocide with broad spectrum efficacy
against a wide range of microbes. Its main application in dentistry
is as a topical agent, usually in oral care products, products for
treatment of periodontal disease, and varnishes. CHX is efficacious
against the microbes implicated in dental caries, and is used in a
number of products designed to protect the dentition against
decay. However, the CHX salts in currently available commercial
form have poor retention in situ, providing typically a few hours of
antimicrobial function. One commercial material used for treat-
ment of periodontal disease provides some sustained CHX release,
but this is a short-term effect with 80% of the CHX released within
the first 2 days, and a very slow release over the following 3–
4 weeks [8].
There have been a number of attempts to incorporate CHX into
GICs, with the aim of creating a restorative material that offers
lasting protection against caries. GICs doped with CHX diacetate
and CHX digluconate have been reported, and these inhibited
growth of Streptococcus mutans and Lactobacillus acidophilus, but
there was also some deterioration of mechanical properties and
the antimicrobial effects were limited to the first 40–90 days of the
study, with no bactericidal effect observed after this time [9]. There
are also reports of an increase in porosity and setting time and a
reduction in hardness and tensile bond strength when GICs are
doped with CHX digluconate [10,11]. CHX diacetate and CHX
hydrochloride have also been incorporated into GICs, and these too
inhibited growth of caries-causing organisms, but CHX release was
only observed for 24 h so it is not clear how long this effect would
be sustained [12]. CHX diacetate doped resin modified GICs
exhibited some sustained release of CHX, although this reached
completion in 14–21 days [13]. The release profiles of soluble CHX
from GICs doped with these conventional salts of CHX exhibit a
high initial release followed by little or no sustained release, and
this perhaps explains the cytotoxic effects observed against
fibroblasts when GICs were doped with 1% CHX diacetate [14].
However, supplementation of a resin-modified GIC with CHX
digluconate at modest concentrations (1.25%) had no adverse
effects on osteoblasts in vitro and resulted in an elimination of S.
mutans populations following indirect pulp treatment in vivo [15],
suggesting a potential clinical benefit of a CHX-functionalised
restorative material.
We have previously reported the use of a novel salt of CHX:
CHX–hexametaphosphate (CHX–HMP) [16]. CHX–HMP has a lower
solubility than CHX digluconate or CHX diacetate and, when used
as a coating or dopant, can confer a sustained release of CHX that
persists for at least three months [17]. We have described the use of
CHX–HMP as a filler for GICs [18]. In that study, large clusters of
CHX–HMP particles were used, and the size of these large particles,
which were formed due to the production process, is likely to
account for the adverse effects on the mechanical properties
observed. The aim of the study described here was to investigate
the use of CHX–HMP particles as GIC fillers but using a new
preparation method which omits the drying process which creates
the large aggregates and instead uses a process of ionic strength
adjustment and centrifugation to sequester the particles. CHX
release was probed over a clinically relevant timescale of over one
year, and both compressive and tensile strength were investigated;
the latter was measured also after 14 months’ aging to determine if
the modification of the cement adversely affects long-term
mechanical properties.The hypothesis was that the prototype cements incorporating a
concentrated paste of CHX–HMP particles would confer a more
sustained CHX release, sufficient to inhibit growth of cariogenic
microbes, coupled with less adverse effects on mechanical
properties in comparison to large, dry aggregates of CHX–HMP
or conventional salts of CHX such as digluconate or diacetate.
2. Methods
2.1. Preparation of CHX–HMP paste
Aqueous 10 mM solutions of CHX digluconate and sodium HMP
were prepared. 100 mL of each solution were combined in a glass
beaker under ambient laboratory conditions. The suspension
created was stirred vigorously for approximately 1 min, then 30 mL
1 M potassium chloride was added. Stirring continued for a further
1 min before the preparation was allowed to settle for 24 h. The
precipitate settled at the bottom of the flask and the supernatant
was gently discarded leaving a concentrated suspension of the
precipitate. This suspension was then centrifuged at 4760  g for
30 min. The supernatant was again discarded and the pellet of
paste was removed from the centrifuge tubes using a spatula and
used immediately.
2.2. Preparation of specimens
A commercially available GIC, Diamond CarveTM (Kemdent Ltd.,
Purton, UK), was used as the base material to create the
experimental cements. This GIC comprises a powder, consisting
of alumina–silica based glass filler particles which contain calcium
fluoride and other minor salt components and freeze dried poly
(vinyl) phosphonic acid, and a liquid, which contains polyacrylic
and tartaric acids. The manufacturers’ instructions indicate that
the powder and liquid should be mixed in a 4:1 ratio by mass to
create the finished cement.
The water content of the paste was established to allow the
concentration of the liquid component of the GIC to be adjusted to
account for the additional water in the CHX–HMP paste. CHX–HMP
paste was weighed as freshly prepared, then stored at 37 C and
weighed periodically until the mass of the powder was constant,
indicating that the available water had evaporated (24 h). This
revealed a composition of 83% water and 17% CHX–HMP particles.
The GIC liquid component was thus prepared at a concentration
that resulted in the standard final concentration when diluted by
the paste. The paste was substituted for the overall mass at 0, 0.17,
0.34, 0.85 and 1.70% by mass of CHX–HMP (0, 1, 2, 5 and 10% by
mass of the paste). The paste was mixed into the liquid first and
then the powder was added to the paste–liquid combination.
Mixing of the specimens was completed in 40–50 s and packing
into the moulds took a further 10 s, such that all manipulation of
the cement was completed within 1 min.
GICs were packed, using a stainless steel spatula, into stainless
steel moulds with dimensions of 6 mm height and 4 mm diameter
(for compressive strength determination) or 4 mm height and
6 mm diameter (for measurement of diametral tensile strength and
elution of CHX). The moulds were lined with a thin layer of
petroleum jelly to aid removal of the set cement. Immediately after
packing, the moulds were placed between two sheets of acetate
and a 2 kg weight placed on top of the specimens on a flat surface in
order to ensure even distribution of the cement. After 5 min the
specimens were sanded using a P120 grit sanding disc (Hermes,
Hamburg, Germany) to remove excess material and were then
placed into small, sealed plastic vessels containing wet tissue
paper packed into the lid to achieve 100% humidity without direct
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Fig. 1. CS of GIC specimens as a function of CHX–HMP substitution. Error bars
represent standard deviations.
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completion.
2.3. Compressive strength (CS) testing
CS was measured by applying a compressive force to the flat
surface of the cylindrical specimens using a universal testing
machine (Zwick/Roell Universal Testing Machine, Zwick/Roell,
Leominster, Herefordshire, UK) and recording the load at fracture.
Specimens were examined after fracture for evidence of flaws on
the internal or external surfaces and data from flawed specimens
were rejected. Load at fracture LF was used with diameter D to
calculate CS according to the relationship CS = 4L/pD2. The load
was used in conjunction with the average diameter of the
specimen. Specimen dimensions were measured three times using
a digital micrometer. N = 24 specimens per group were used. Data
were analysed using a one-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey
Honestly Significant Difference post-hoc test.
2.4. Diametral tensile strength (DTS) testing
DTS was measured by applying a compressive force to the
curved sides of the cylindrical specimen using a universal testing
machine and recording the load at fracture. Specimens were
examined after fracture for evidence of flaws on the internal or
external surfaces and data from specimens found to be flawed
were rejected. The load at fracture LF was used in conjunction with
the average diameter D and height h of the specimens to calculate
DTS according to the relationship DTS = 2L/pDh. Specimen
dimensions were measured three times using a digital micrometer.
N = 24 specimens per group were used for the “new” specimens;
these were prepared, allowed to set for 7 days then tested
immediately. Specimens were also tested after 436 days’ elution, to
establish the diametral tensile strength of “aged” specimens.
N = 15 specimens were used for this test. Data were analysed using
one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey Honestly Significant Differ-
ence post-hoc tests.
2.5. Characterisation of CHX release
GIC specimens were weighed using a precision balance then
placed in individual cuvettes (Z637157-100EA, Sigma–Aldrich,
Gillingham, UK) transparent to ultraviolet (UV) light. 1.5 mL
artificial saliva was added to each cuvette. The artificial saliva
was composed of 0.9 mM CaCl2, 0.2 mM MgCl2, 4.0 mM KH2PO4,
30.0 mM KCl, 20.0 mM HEPES buffer, titrated to pH of 6.8. The
cuvettes were sealed with tightly-fitting lids (SEMA2533, VWR,
Lutterworth, UK) and then placed onto an orbital shaker (SSM1,
Stuart, Staffordshire, UK) at 150 rpm and readings taken initially
once a day, and less frequently as CHX release decelerated.
Artificial saliva was refreshed at two-week intervals to avoid any
decrease in CHX release that could be attributed to saturation of
the artificial saliva with respect to CHX salts. Adsorption of light at
wavelength 255 nm was measured at regular intervals using a
spectrophotometer (Hitachi U-1900, Hitachi, Japan) and calibra-
tion standards of 5–50 mM CHX used as references to establish CHX
release from the GICs into the artificial saliva [19]. This was
converted to mmoles CHX released per unit surface area for each
specimen and normalised by subtracting the mean reading for the
0% substitution, correcting for other eluents of the GIC such as the
polyacrylic acid [18]. N = 15 specimens per group were used.
2.6. Microbiological testing
S. mutans GS-5 was cultivated anaerobically at 37 C on BHYN
agar (per litre: 37 g Brain Heart Infusion, 5 g yeast extract, 5 gNeopeptone, 15 g agar). Suspension cultures were grown in BHY
medium (per litre: 37 g Brain Heart Infusion, 5 g yeast extract) in
sealed bottles and incubated stationary at 37 C for 16 h. Bacterial
cells were washed once with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) by
alternate centrifugation (5000  g, 7 min) and suspension, and
suspended in PBS at OD600 1.0 (approximately 2  108 cells/ml). A
lawn of bacterial growth was generated by spreading 100 ml of
adjusted S. mutans suspension onto a BHYN agar plate, which was
then incubated anaerobically at 37 C for 16 h.
The GIC specimens were made using the method described
above in a 0% (control) and a 0.34% substitution. These specimens
were prepared using a sterile spatula and moulds in a biological
safety cabinet (ESCO airstream, ESCO Micro Pte Ltd., Singapore).
The specimens were left to mature in a moist environment for
7 days at 37 C, then placed onto the bacterial lawn plates (with
minimal force to ensure no movement once in the incubator). Lawn
plates were incubated for 16 h at 37 C under anaerobic conditions
and the zones of inhibition (clearance) measured by diameter.
3. Results
3.1. Compressive strength
Rejection of specimens with internal voids, imperfections or
non-linear force-distance curves resulted in final n per specimen
group of 16–21 (mean n = 19). CS data are shown in Fig.1. There was
no statistically significant difference between CS of control, 0.17 or
0.34% CHX–HMP specimens. 0.85CHX–HMP had significantly
lower CS than control, 0.17 or 0.34% specimens, and 1.70% CHX–
HMP had statistically significantly lower CS than all other groups.
3.2. Diametral tensile strength
Rejection of specimens with internal voids, imperfections or
non-linear force-distance curves resulted in final n per specimen
group of 18–24 (mean n = 21). DTS data are shown in Fig. 2. The
only group that was statistically significantly different from the
control was the 1.70% CHX–HMP, which had a reduced DTS
(p < 0.0001). 0.17 and 0.34% CHX–HMP had a numerically higher
DTS than control specimens but this was not statistically
significant (p = 0.981 and 0.638 respectively).
3.3. Diametral tensile strength of aged specimens
Rejection of specimens with internal voids, imperfections or
non-linear force-distance curves resulted in final n per specimen
group of 10–13 (mean n = 11.6) for specimens aged for 436 days.
DTS data are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that there were
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Fig. 4. Cumulative CHX release from GIC specimens containing 1.70% CHX–HMP in
substitution for the powder component. This figure shows data points from all
sampling days, indicating the smooth transition between the 14 day periods, and no
local saturation existing prior to artificial saliva change, with one possible exception
where there is a step change from day 28 (before saliva change) to day 29 (after
saliva change) indicating the possibility of some minor inhibition of CHX release at
this single time point.
56 C.A. Bellis et al. / Journal of Dentistry 45 (2016) 53–58were not statistically significant. For the aged specimens, 0% and
0.17% formed a homogeneous group, 0.34% was significantly lower
than 0 and 0.17%, and 0.85% and 1.70% were significantly lower still.
3.4. Characterisation of CHX release
Elution of soluble CHX from CHX–HMP doped GICs normalised
to control specimens are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 3 shows
mean cumulative CHX elution for specimens with 1.70% CHX–HMP
at all time points measured. The purpose of displaying the data in
this way is to illustrate the smooth curve, indicating that the
practice of refreshing the artificial saliva elution medium at 14 day
intervals was sufficient to prevent saturation with respect to CHX
salts from inhibiting the release of further CHX. There is a slight
suggestion that there is a step in CHX concentration between day
28 and day 29 (i.e. before and after a saliva change) but no other
such step changes or accelerations of CHX elution are observed.
In Fig. 5, data from day 14x is shown illustrating CHX release as
a function of time and dose of CHX–HMP. A dose response is
observed, with greater CHX–HMP substitution in the GIC resulting
in a greater, and faster, release of CHX–HMP throughout the
experimental period. All specimens groups were still releasing
CHX at the conclusion of the experiment, with the greatest release
observed for the higher CHX–HMP substitutions (Fig. 5).
The mean cumulative CHX release at each 14x day time was
compared to the lowest substitution, to establish the relationship































Fig. 3. Diametral tensile strength of newly prepared GIC specimens (“new”) and
specimens immersed in artificial saliva, refreshed fortnightly, for 436 days (“aged”).
p values refer to comparisons of new and aged specimens for a given % substitution
of CHX–HMP; although numerical differences were observed these were not
statistically significant.relationship between CHX–HMP dose and CHX release; while the
ratio of CHX–HMP concentration for 0.17, 0.34, 0.85 and 1.70% CHX-
HMP was 1:2:5:10, the ratio of CHX release was 1:4.6:12.3:30.6.
3.5. Microbiological testing
0.34% CHX–HMP GICs exhibited zones of inhibition on the lawn
of S. mutans. The mean zone of inhibition was 2.34 mm (standard
deviation 1.19 mm) from the periphery of the specimen. The
control GICs displayed no zones of inhibition.
4. Discussion
CHX–HMP particles in a concentrated aqueous paste were
prepared and incorporated into a commercial GIC, using a bespoke
polyacid formulation to correct for the water fraction of the CHX–
HMP paste. The experimental GICs exhibited a sustained release of

































Fig. 5. Cumulative CHX release from GIC specimens as a function of CHX–HMP
substitution for the powder component of the cement. Data is presented at 14 day
intervals.
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decelerated over the course of the experiment, even the lowest
substitution (0.17%) had a gradient >0 at the conclusion of the
experiment. For the higher substitutions there was still a steady
and substantial release of CHX when the experiment concluded.
The CHX release observed from GICs supplemented with CHX–
HMP was sustained for much longer than that achieved using CHX
digluconate or CHX diacetate as the dopant [9]. This is likely to be
owing to the low solubility of CHX–HMP; the CHX salt is added as a
solid filler which is incorporated into the GIC structure, only
releasing its soluble CHX payload as some of the particles gradually
dissociate. This is in contrast to the approach of supplementing a
GIC with CHX digluconate or diacetate; in this case the CHX is
added either already in solution (digluconate) or as a solid, but
highly soluble, filler. It is not surprising that these approaches lead
to a rapid release of CHX in contrast to CHX–HMP.
CHX release was dose-dependent, with a non-linear relation-
ship; the greater the CHX–HMP in the GIC, the more the CHX
release, but CHX release increased faster than CHX–HMP dose. This
may reflect a less stable structure for the higher substitutions; with
the higher dopings of CHX–HMP, the particles disrupt the setting
process of the GIC, meaning that the GIC is more porous and the
CHX–HMP particles embedded deep within the cement structure
are “accessible” to the artificial saliva and contribute to the CHX
release. In contrast, those with lower dopings of CHX–HMP have an
effective setting process and the particles that contribute to the
CHX release are only those close to the GIC’s external surface. This
is supported by the mechanical property data (discussed below)
which indicates that the higher dopings of CHX–HMP adversely
affect the material’s strength.
The presence of soluble CHX in the elution medium was
insufficient during the experiments to restrict any further CHX
release owing to the large solution: surface area ratio, the agitation
of the reaction vessels (cuvettes) and the regular changes of
artificial saliva. It should be noted that the conditions used in this
study are not an accurate representation of the clinical scenario;
much higher shear conditions and larger volumes of saliva were
used in this study than would be in contact with the GIC at the
margins of a restoration. As such it is likely that the rate of CHX
release would be slower in vivo, because local low shear forces and
small fluid volumes would result in a local saturation with respect
to CHX. That is to say, it is likely that CHX concentrations at the
restoration-tooth interface would be higher than reported here, as
there is little shear or diffusion to remove the CHX, and that these
locally high CHX concentrations would likely slow the subsequent
release of CHX owing to saturation effects. Thus the true duration
of CHX release from these cements could only be determined from
a study with a more accurate depiction of the clinical conditions,
but it is hypothesised to be longer than that observed here.
DTS of the GICs was not statistically significantly affected by
addition of CHX–HMP, compared to the unmodified cement, up to
and including 0.85% CHX–HMP (Fig. 2). There was a numerical rise
in DTS up to 0.34% CHX–HMP and then a fall with the lowest value
recorded for 1.70% CHX–HMP, but only the 1.70% CHX–HMP group
differed from the control to a statistically significant degree. DTS of
specimens aged for 436 days indicated no statistically significant
changes compared to the baseline values. This is consistent with
previously published data, indicating that while flexural strength
of GICs typically decreases after laboratory aging, by as much as
55% [20], compressive and tensile strengths tend to remain similar
or increase [21], as was observed here. Although there were
increases in DTS for control and 0.17% CHX–HMP and a decrease in
DTS for 0.34% CHX–HMP, these were not statistically significant
(Fig. 3). One outcome of this was that the substitution of CHX–HMP
required to affect a reduction in DTS was lower with aged
specimens; 0.34% CHX–HMP specimens had a statisticallysignificantly lower DTS than control specimens after 436 days’
aging, as compared to 1.70% for new specimens. This development
can be attributed to the increase in DTS for control specimens, as
well as the decrease in DTS for specimens with 0.34% CHX–HMP,
associated with aging.
CS of GICs was affected by addition of CHX–HMP; cements with
0.84 and 1.70% CHX–HMP had statistically significantly reduced CS
compared with control, but those with 0.17 and 0.34% were
equivalent to the unmodified cement. CS is acknowledged as one of
the more sensitive properties as regards modifications to GIC
formulations [22] and thus it is not surprising that this parameter
was affected by CHX-HMP addition more than DTS.
The lower strengths of the GICs with the higher substitutions of
CHX–HMP can be explained by observing that, in increasing the
doping of CHX–HMP, the ratio of polyacid to glass is altered, with
less glass to account for the greater proportion of CHX–HMP. This
will disrupt the GIC setting process as fewer glass particles and
thus fewer bi- and trivalent ions are available to cross-link the
polyacid matrix. Thus those specimens with more CHX–HMP are
likely to have a less complete setting reaction, and this is likely to
explain the reduced strength for these specimens.
The 0.34% CHX–HMP GIC was tested for its ability to inhibit the
growth of oral pathogen S. mutans in vitro. This GIC formulation
was selected on the basis that it was the highest substitution of
CHX–HMP that did not have an adverse effect on initial mechanical
properties. It was observed that these GICs inhibited growth of the
microorganism to a mean distance of 2.34 mm from the periphery
of the specimen, whereas control GICs displayed no zone of
inhibition. This indicates that, in vitro and utilising a simple, single
species model, the concentration of CHX released by the 0.34%
CHX–HMP GIC was sufficient to inhibit growth of this cariogenic
organism.
The strength data, particularly the DTS of the aged specimens
combined with the CS data, suggests that if such a GIC were to find
clinical application, the lower substitutions of CHX–HMP paste
would be more suitable, as these have no negative impact on
mechanical properties. The 0.34% CHX–HMP GIC, which was the
highest concentration of CHX–HMP while not adversely affecting
mechanical properties at baseline, inhibited growth of S. mutans in
an in vitro zone of inhibition model. Noting the comments above
regarding the experimental conditions, the next step should be to
determine whether this cement can inhibit the growth of caries-
causing microorganisms under flow conditions more representa-
tive of the clinical environment of a GIC.
5. Conclusions
CHX–HMP particles in a concentrated paste were incorporated
into a commercial GIC, with adjustment of the acid concentration
in the commercial GIC to account for the water in the paste. Higher
substitutions of CHX–HMP paste (0.85 and 1.70% CHX–HMP by
mass, or 5 and 10% paste by mass) had a negative impact on
compressive strength, but lower substitutions had no significant
impact on compressive strength. None of the prototype cements
displayed a reduction in diametral tensile strength at baseline; DTS
after 436 days aging was not statistically significantly different
when comparing specimens with and without aging, although the
substitutions of 0.34% and higher were significantly weaker than
the control cement after aging. All of the prototype cements
exhibited a sustained release of soluble CHX over the 436 day
experimental period.
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a  b s t  r a  c t
Objective. Glass ionomer cements (GICs) are a  versatile material, offering the  opportunity for
ion  exchange with the oral environment. The aim of this study was  to develop a  GIC that
delivers a controlled, rechargeable dose of chlorhexidine (CHX) over an extended period
without compromising mechanical properties.
Methods. GICs were supplemented with finely milled particles of chlorhexidine hexam-
etaphosphate (CHX-HMP). CHX release into artificial saliva was measured over 660 days,
and recharge with CHX and CHX-HMP was investigated. Mechanical properties were inves-
tigated, and an  agar diffusion test was carried out  to assess antimicrobial properties using
Streptococcus mutans and Scardovia wiggsiae.
Results. Dose-dependent CHX release was observed, and this was ongoing at 660 days. Com-
pared with related studies of GICs containing CHX-HMP, the fine, dry particles resulted in
fewer adverse effects on mechanical properties, including tensile, compressive and biaxial
flexural strength, with 1% CHX-HMP GICs indistinguishable from control specimens. TheGICs  could be recharged with CHX using both a  conventional CHX digluconate solution
comparable to commercial mouthrinses, and a suspension of CHX-HMP of equivalent con-
centration. Recharging with CHX digluconate increased subsequent CHX release by 50%
compared with no recharge, and recharging with CHX-HMP increased subsequent CHX
release by 100% compared with no recharge. The GICs inhibited growth of St. mutans and Sc.
wiggsiae in a  simple agar diffusion model.
Abbreviations: BFS, biaxial flexural strength; CHX, chlorhexidine; CS, compressive strength; DTS, diametral tensile strength; GIC, glass
onomer  cement; HMP, hexametaphosphate.
∗ Corresponding author at: Bristol Dental School, University of Bristol, Lower Maudlin St, Bristol BS1 2LY, UK.
E-mail address: m.e.barbour@bristol.ac.uk (M.E. Barbour).
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Significance. These materials, which provide sustained CHX release over clinically relevant
timescales, may find application as a restorative material intended to inhibit secondary
caries  as well as in temporary restorations and fissure sealants.
© 2018 The Academy of Dental Materials. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access
nderarticle u
1.  Introduction
Glass ionomer cements (GICs) are a  mainstay of mod-
ern dentistry. Their uses include temporary and permanent
restorations, lining and luting materials, fissure sealants
and in atraumatic restorative therapy. Although GICs exhibit
fluoride release, and antimicrobial effects of this can be
demonstrated in vitro, the data in support of an anticariogenic
effect in vivo is  inconclusive [1–3].  Nevertheless, a bioactive
material that participates in  ion exchange with its local envi-
ronment offers an  adaptable vehicle for delivery of other
useful molecules to the locale of a  restoration.
Chlorhexidine (CHX) is a broad-spectrum antimicrobial in
widespread use as  a topical agent. It owes its antimicrobial
properties to  membrane disruption and is efficacious against
a  wide range of microbes including those implicated in caries.
CHX in commercial products is  typically present as the CHX
digluconate salt which is highly soluble and thus has poor
substantivity, usually providing only short term antimicrobial
function before it  is  depleted. CHX concentrations in saliva
fall rapidly after an oral rinse, with 90% of the initially retained
CHX cleared from the mouth within 6 h and 98% cleared within
12 h  [4]. One product used for treatment of periodontal disease
provides sustained CHX release, but 80% of the CHX is released
within the first 2 days, with a much lower release over the
following 3–4  weeks [5].
Owing to the useful antimicrobial functionality of CHX,
coupled with its low cost and well-understood pharmaco-
logical properties, there have been attempts to incorporate
CHX into dental materials, including GICs. GICs supplemented
with CHX diacetate and CHX digluconate inhibited growth of
oral microbes Streptococcus mutans and Lactobacillus acidophilus,
but the antimicrobial effects were sustained for only 40–90
days, with no bactericidal effect observed after this time [6]. In
another study where GIC  was  doped with CHX digluconate and
antimicrobial efficacy again assessed using St. mutans and L.
acidophilus, there was  an exponential decay of the zone of inhi-
bition over the first 30 days [7]. These short-term antimicrobial
effects may  be explained by the release profiles of soluble
CHX  from GICs doped with these conventional salts, which
show a high initial release which rapidly diminishes leaving
little or no sustained release [8].  A recent report of core–shell
microparticles containing CHX chloride salts  reveals potential
for graduate release of CHX, although this study only probed
CHX release to a  maximum of 430 h (18 days) [9]. Supplementa-
tion with these CHX salts has also been found to be associated
with a  negative impact on mechanical properties [6,10–12].
More  recently, some attempts have been made to incorporate
CHX when loaded into particles that may facilitate gradual
rather than rapid release, and there has been some success the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
in this, but still the CHX release was heavily front loaded and
decayed rapidly after the first 1–3  days [13].
Although in vivo studies of these experimental materials
are rare, there are  a few small studies of note. Supplemen-
tation of a resin-modified GIC with 1.25% CHX digluconate
resulted in elimination of St. mutans populations following
indirect pulp treatment in vivo [14],  and incorporation of CHX
digluconate into a  GIC reduced microbial counts in cavities
in first primary molars in 6–9 year olds, although the  CHX
digluconate GICs also exhibited a  higher failure rate than
the controls [15];  similar results were observed in a  study of
CHX digluconate doped GICs in children receiving atraumatic
restorative therapy, where the CHX GICs resulted in reduced St.
mutans counts at 7 days but not 3 or  12 months after placement
[16].  These tentative findings highlight the potential bene-
fit of CHX-functionalised restorative materials as well as the
challenges, in that the other properties of the  GIC are often
compromised by the new component.
We have recently reported a  novel salt of CHX: CHX-
hexametaphosphate (CHX-HMP) [17].  CHX-HMP has a much
lower solubility than CHX digluconate or CHX diacetate, and
when in or on biomaterials, can confer a sustained release of
CHX [18].  We  have described a pilot study demonstrating the
use of manually ground CHX-HMP as a  filler for GICs [19], and
another where the CHX-HMP was incorporated into a  GIC as
a viscous paste formulation [20]. In the first study [19],  large
clusters of CHX-HMP particles were used, and this had adverse
effects on the mechanical properties; furthermore, another
limitation of that study was the short time over which CHX
release from the prototype cements was  recorded, and the
large particle size would have had a  detrimental effect on this
CHX release. In the second report [20], the incorporation of the
particles in a wet aqueous paste resulted in deterioration of
the mechanical properties when the substitution of CHX-HMP
was  at 0.34% by mass or greater, although the  CHX  release
was  improved on the earlier approach, being sustained for
at least 14  months. The aim of the study described here was
to investigate the  use of CHX-HMP particles as GIC fillers but
incorporating a  mechanical milling process resulting in much
smaller CHX-HMP filler particles. The hypothesis was that
the smaller particle size and thus larger specific surface area
would create a more  sustained CHX release coupled with fewer
adverse effects on mechanical properties. Furthermore, given
that any antimicrobial incorporated into a  biomaterial has  a
finite duration of release, the  capacity of these materials to be
“recharged” with CHX, in  analogy to the well-known fluoride
recharge phenomenon, was investigated. A simple microbi-
ological test was incorporated into the study to  determine
whether CHX release from the prototype GICs had an  effect on
two  cariogenic bacteria in  an  agar diffusion test. The conven-
tional and well-characterised St. mutans was selected for the
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est, as  well  as Scardovia wiggsiae, a  recently recognised anaer-
bic pathogen associated with aggressive childhood caries
21,22].
.  Methods
.1.  Preparation  of  CHX-HMP  filler  particles
00 mL  10 mM  solutions of each of CHX digluconate and
odium HMP (Sigma Aldrich, Gillingham, UK) were prepared
n deionised water and were combined in a glass beaker under
mbient laboratory conditions. The resulting aqueous suspen-
ion of CHX-HMP was stirred vigorously for approximately
 min, then 30 mL 1 M potassium chloride was added and
tirred for a further minute. The suspension was stored with-
ut disturbing for 24 h, allowing the precipitate to sediment
t  the base of the container. The supernatant was  gently dis-
arded leaving a concentrated suspension of the precipitate,
hich was then centrifuged at 4760 g for 30  min. The super-
atant was  again discarded and the pellet dried at ambient
emperature under air extraction for 24 h,  then removed from
he centrifuge tubes. 100 g total mass of dried CHX-HMP pel-
ets prepared in  this way was placed into a  cylindrical ceramic
ill of 80 mm  diameter and 70 mm  height containing ceramic
alls of sizes 12.5–20.5 mm  (Pascal Engineering Company Ltd.,
rawley, UK), and this was placed on a  rolling platform for
 h. The mill was  opened every hour and particles dislodged
rom the internal walls. The resulting powder was passed
hrough a  coarse sieve and examined using scanning electron
icroscope (SEM). The specific surface area was  measured
y nitrogen adsorption following outgassing for 48  h at 30 ◦C
nder vacuum. Elemental microanalysis (CHNP) was used to
onfirm the composition of the precipitate; CHX-HMP was
repared as  described above and analysed for C, H, N and P
Microanalytical Laboratory, School of Chemistry, University
f Bristol).
.2.  Preparation  of  specimens  (elution,  DTS,  CS)
iamond CarveTM GIC (Kemdent, Purton, UK) was  used as
he base material to create experimental cements. This com-
ercial GIC comprises a powder consisting of alumina-silica
ased glass filler particles which also contain calcium flu-
ride and other minor salt components and freeze-dried
oly(vinyl)phosphonic acid, and a  liquid, which contains poly-
crylic and tartaric acids.
For the prototype GICs, CHX-HMP particles were substi-
uted for the glass component in the GIC powder at 0, 1, 2,
 and 10% by mass. All dopings were tested for each parame-
er below, unless otherwise specified. The CHX-HMP particles
ere mixed with the GIC  powder in the ball mill for 10  min
s described above to ensure homogeneous incorporation of
he components. This powder was  then mixed at a  4:1 ratio
y mass with the GIC liquid according to  the manufacturers’
nstructions. Mixing was completed in 40–50 s and packing
nto the moulds took a  further 10 s, such that the process of
reating the specimens was  complete within 60 s.
GICs were packed, using a stainless steel dental spatula,
nto stainless steel moulds with dimensions dependent on 0  1 8 )  1717–1726 1719
the purpose of the specific specimen. Dimensions were: 6 mm
height and 4 mm  diameter for compressive strength determi-
nation; 4  mm height and 6 mm diameter for measurement
of diametral tensile strength, release of soluble CHX, and
antimicrobial testing; 2 mm height and 15  mm  diameter for
determination of flexural strength. The moulds were lined
with a  thin layer of petroleum jelly to aid removal of the set
cement. Immediately after packing, the moulds were placed
between two sheets of acetate and a  2 kg weight placed on
top of the specimens on a  flat surface to ensure even distribu-
tion of the cement. After 5 min  the  specimens, except those
for biaxial flexural strength testing, were ground on the two
flat surfaces using a P120 grit SiC disc and were then placed
into small, sealed plastic vessels containing wet  tissue paper
packed into the lid to achieve 100% humidity without direct
contact with water. Specimens were stored at 37 ◦C  for 7 days
prior to  testing.
2.3.  Compressive  strength  (CS)  testing
CS was measured by applying a  compressive force to the
flat surface of the cylindrical specimens (6 mm height, 4 mm
diameter) using a  universal testing machine (Instron, Buck-
inghamshire, UK)  with cross-head speed of 1 mm/min  and
recording the load at fracture. Specimen dimensions were
measured three times using a digital micrometer. Load at frac-
ture LF was used with diameter D to calculate CS according to
the relationship CS = 4L/D2.  Specimens were examined after
fracture for evidence of flaws on the internal or external sur-
faces and flawed specimens were rejected. n = 24 specimens
per group were used. Data were analysed using a one-way
ANOVA followed by a  Tukey Honestly Significant Difference
post-hoc test at ˛  = 0.05.
2.4.  Diametral  tensile  strength  (DTS)  testing
DTS was measured by applying a compressive force to  the
curved sides of the cylindrical specimen (4 mm height, 6 mm
diameter) using a  universal testing machine (Instron, Buck-
inghamshire, UK)  with cross-head speed of 1 mm/min  and
recording the load at fracture. Specimen dimensions were
measured three times using a  digital micrometer. The load at
fracture LF was used in conjunction with the average diameter
D and height h of the specimens to calculate DTS according
to the relationship DTS = 2L/Dh. Specimens were examined
after fracture for evidence of flaws on the internal or external
surfaces and data from specimens found to be flawed were
rejected. Data were analysed using a one-way ANOVA fol-
lowed by a  Tukey Honestly Significant Difference post-hoc test
at ˛  = 0.05. As well as freshly prepared specimens (n  = 24 per
group), the specimens that were subjected to  the long-term
CHX elution experiments were also tested for DTS to ascer-
tain whether strength deteriorated after long-term exposure
to artificial saliva (n = 15  per group).
2.5.  Biaxial  flexural  strength  (BFS)  testingBFS was measured in a ball-on-ring configuration, by applying
force to the flat surfaces of the specimens (15 mm  diameter,
2 mm height) using a  universal testing machine with cross-
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head speed of 1 mm/min  (Instron, Buckinghamshire, UK) and
recording the load at failure. The circular discs were positioned
on a  10 mm  diameter knife-edge annulus with a  thin sheet
of rubber between the  annulus and the sample. Specimens
were centrally loaded with a spherical 4 mm diameter stain-
















where LF = measured load at fracture, a = radius of knife edge
support in mm,  h = specimen thickness measured at point of
fracture in mm and  = Poisson’s ratio (0.30). n = 24 specimens
per group were prepared, and specimens were rejected if there
were any visible flaws.
2.6.  Measurement  of  elution  of  soluble  CHX
GIC specimens were weighed using a  precision balance then
placed in individual cuvettes transparent to ultraviolet light
(Z637157; Sigma–Aldrich, Gillingham, UK). 1.5 mL artificial
saliva was added to each cuvette. The artificial saliva was
composed of 0.9 mM  CaCl2,  0.2 mM  MgCl2, 4.0 mM KH2PO4,
30.0 mM KCl, 20.0 mM HEPES buffer, titrated to pH  of 6.8 [23].
The cuvettes were sealed with tightly-fitting lids (SEMA2533;
VWR, Lutterworth, UK) and then placed onto an  orbital shaker
(SSM1, Stuart, Staffordshire, UK) at 150 rpm and readings
taken initially once a  day, and less frequently as  CHX release
decelerated. Artificial saliva was  refreshed at two-week inter-
vals to  avoid any decrease in CHX release that could be
attributed to saturation of the artificial saliva with respect to
CHX salts. Adsorption of light at wavelength 255 nm was mea-
sured at regular intervals and calibration standards of 5–50 M
CHX used as references to establish CHX release from the GICs
into the artificial saliva [24]. This was  converted to  moles
CHX released per unit surface area for each specimen and
normalised by subtracting the mean reading for the 0% substi-
tution, correcting for any systematic error due to background
readings. n = 15 specimens per group were used. Cuvettes were
inspected carefully at each reading and, in the  rare event that
leakage occurred, the specimen was  discarded. CHX elution
was measured for 660 days.
2.7.  Investigation  of  CHX  recharge  capacity  of  GICs
Specimens were prepared as  described above and subjected
to CHX elution measurements as described in the previous
section, with modification to permit the investigation of the
capacity for recharge and subsequent release of the CHX.
Three sets of specimens (n = 15 each of 0, 1, 2, 5, 10% CHX-HMP
for each set) were stored in artificial saliva and CHX release
was assessed using UV spectrophotometry as described above.
Every 4 weeks the specimens were removed from the arti-
ficial saliva and were immersed in one of three “recharge”
preparations: deionised water (negative control), 2.2 mM  CHX
digluconate (“CHX”) and a CHX-HMP suspension containing
the equivalent of 2.2 mM CHX (“CHX-HMP”). CHX release of the
three groups was  assessed to determine whether the speci-
mens periodically exposed to CHX or CHX-HMP had a  different
subsequent CHX release than those exposed only to water. ( 2 0  1 8 )  1717–1726
Readings were converted to moles CHX released per unit
surface area for each specimen and normalised by subtract-
ing the mean reading for the 0% substitution. Cuvettes were
inspected carefully at each reading and, in the rare event that
leakage occurred, the specimen was discarded. CHX elution
was  measured for 315 days.
2.8.  Assessment  of  antimicrobial  efficacy
St. mutans GS-5 [25] was  maintained in Brain Heart Infu-
sion broth supplemented with 0.5% (w/v) Yeast Extract (BHY)
and incubated for 16 h at 37 ◦C in  a candle jar. Sc. wiggsiae
C1A 55  [26] was maintained in  Tryptic Soy broth supple-
mented with 0.5% (w/v) Yeast Extract, 25 g/mL haemin and
5 g/mL menadione (TSBYHM) and incubated for 5 days at
37 ◦C anaerobically under N2:CO2:H2 (80:10:10). Bacterial cells
were harvested (5000 g, 7 min), washed and resuspended in
PBS at OD600 1.0 (approximately 2 × 108 cells/mL). Adjusted
cell suspensions (100 L) were spread evenly over BHY agar
plates (St. mutans) or fastidious anaerobe agar (FAA) plates (Sc.
wiggsiae), before placing GIC specimens (0 and 2% CHX-HMP)
(6 mm  diameter, 4 mm  height) onto the agar. These lawn  plates
were then incubated as before for 16 h (St. mutans)  or 5  days (Sc.
wiggsiae), before zones of inhibition around the GIC  specimens
were measured.
3.  Results
3.1.  Characterisation  of  CHX-HMP  filler  particles
SEM images of the milled CHX-HMP particles are shown in
Fig. 1. The milled particles were polydisperse, with the  most
common sizes in  the 1–20 m range and some aggregates as
large as  50–150 m. The specific surface area of the powder
as determined using BET was 1.55 m2 g−1 and no micropore
volume could be measured indicating a  very low porosity. Ele-
mental microanalysis indicated that the composition of the
precipitate was 20% N,  40% C, 5.3% H and 8.6% P, which cor-
responds most closely to a  composition of 3  CHX to 1 HMP
(theoretical values 21% N,  40% C, 4.9% H, 9.3% P). Given the
relative molecular masses of CHX and HMP  this indicates that
the CHX-HMP solid is approximately 76% CHX by mass.
3.2.  Compressive  strength  of  CHX-HMP  functionalised
cements
CS data are shown in Fig. 2 with error bars representing stan-
dard deviations. Rejection of specimens with internal voids,
imperfections or non-linear force-distance curves resulted in
final n per specimen group of 17–22 (mean n = 18.6; initial
n = 24). According to the ANOVA and Tukey HSD test, there
was  no statistically significant difference between CS  of con-
trol, 1% or 2% CHX-HMP specimens; 5% and 10% CHX-HMP had
significantly lower CS; that is, substitutions up  to and includ-
ing 2% had no impact of CS compared with control specimens,
whereas 5% or more  CHX-HMP had a  negative impact on CS.
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Fig. 1 – Scanning electron micrographs showing ball-milled CHX-HMP filler particles. Scale bars are a: 500 m; b:  100 m; c:
50 m; d:  10 m.  The particles are polydisperse, with typical sizes ranging from 1 to 20 m and some aggregates as large as
50–150 m.
Fig. 2 – Compressive strength of GIC specimens as a function of CHX-HMP substitution. Error bars represent standard










0% CHX-HMP had significantly lower CS than control, 1%  an
.3.  Diametral  tensile  strength  of  CHX-HMP
unctionalised  cements
TS data are shown in Fig. 3 with error bars representing stan-
ard deviations. For specimens tested without aging, rejection
f specimens with internal voids, imperfections or non-linear
orce-distance curves resulted in final n per specimen group
f 19–24 (mean n = 21.2; initial n = 24). For specimens tested
fter immersion in artificial saliva for 660 days, rejection of specimens.
specimens with internal voids, imperfections or non-linear
force-distance curves resulted in final n per specimen group
of 8–14 (mean n = 11.2; initial n = 15).
According to  the ANOVA and Tukey HSD test, the only sta-
tistically significant differences in these data were between
unaged 2% and 10% CHX-HMP specimens, where 10% CHX-
HMP  had lower DTS than 2%, and between unaged 2% and
aged 2% CHX-HMP specimens, where the aged material had
lower DTS than the unaged material. That is, for unaged
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Fig. 3 – Diametral tensile strength of GIC specimens as a function of CHX-HMP substitution. Error bars represent standard
deviations. Dark grey: freshly prepared specimens after storage for 7 days; light grey: aged specimens after 660  days in
artificial saliva. The only statistically significant differences were between unaged 2%  and 10% CHX-HMP specimens, where
10% CHX-HMP had lower DTS than 2%, and between unaged 2% and aged 2% CHX-HMP specimens, where the aged
material had lower DTS than the unaged material.
specimens substitutions up to and including 10% CHX-HMP
had no impact on DTS compared with control specimens, and
after aging one specimen group exhibited a reduction in DTS
but there were no differences among the groups of specimens
comparing all aged specimens.
3.4.  Biaxial  flexural  strength  (BFS)  of  CHX-HMP
functionalised  cements
BFS data are shown in Fig. 4 with error bars representing stan-
dard deviations. Rejection of specimens with imperfections
resulted in final n per specimen group of 22–24 (mean n = 23.0;
initial n = 24). According to the ANOVA and Tukey HSD test, the
1% CHX-HMP was  indistinguishable from the control group,
whereas the others (2, 5 and 10% CHX-HMP) had lower BFS
than the control group.
Fig. 4 – Biaxial flexural strength of GIC specimens as a function o
deviations. The control and 1%  CHX-HMP formed one statisticall
CHX-HMP) formed a second group with significantly lower BFS th3.5.  Elution  of  soluble  CHX  from  functionalised
cements
Elution of soluble CHX from CHX-HMP doped GICs is shown
in Fig. 5.  A dose-dependent CHX release was  seen, with the
total CHX released being related, although not directly pro-
portional, to the total CHX content of the material. The CHX
release had a smooth profile and did  not accelerate and decel-
erate over the period investigated, indicating that the frequent
changing of elution medium ensured that saturation was not
a  factor in controlling the rate of CHX release.
3.6.  Investigation  of  CHX  recharge  capacity  of  GICsElution of soluble CHX from CHX-HMP doped GICs is shown
in Fig. 6.  Specimens recharged with the 2.2 mM  CHX solution
released more  CHX than negative controls exposed to DIW;
f CHX-HMP substitution. Error bars represent standard
y homogeneous group, whereas the others (2, 5 and 10%
an the control and 1% CHX-HMP specimens.
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Fig. 5 – Cumulative CHX release from GIC specimens as a function of CHX-HMP substitution, normalised to control
specimens (no CHX-HMP). The elution medium was changed frequently to  ensure that at no time the degree of saturation
approached the limit of solubility of the CHX HMP salt, ensuring sink conditions throughout.
Fig. 6 – Cumulative CHX release from GIC specimens as a function of CHX-HMP substitution and recharge medium,
normalised to control specimens. Specimens recharged with 2.2 mM CHX solution released on average 50% more  CHX than











oncentration released on average 33% more  CHX than thos
han negative controls.
n average 50% more  CHX was released by the CHX recharged
pecimens than the controls over the 315 day period. Spec-
mens recharged with CHX-HMP suspension at the same
quivalent total CHX concentration released more  CHX again
han the  CHX solution recharged specimens; on average over
he 315 period specimens recharged with CHX-HMP released
3% more  CHX than those recharged with CHX solution and
00% more  CHX than negative controls.harged with CHX solution and on average 100% more  CHX
3.7.  Antimicrobial  efficacy  of  functionalised  cements
Control GICs without CHX-HMP showed no remote or contact
inhibition of microbial growth with either St. mutans or Sc. wig-
gsiae. 2% CHX-HMP GICs resulted in both contact and remote
microbial inhibition of St. mutans, with an  average 11.9 mm
zone of inhibition (5.7 mm as  measured from the edge of the
GIC specimen). 2% CHX-HMP GICs inhibited growth of Sc. wig-
 s  3 41724  d e n t a  l m a  t e  r  i  a l
gsiae but did not result in remote inhibition (i.e. the  inhibition
of microbial growth was restricted to the area of agar in direct
contact with the specimen).
4.  Discussion
Incorporation of dry, milled CHX-HMP particles into a  com-
mercial GIC resulted in the release of aqueous CHX that was
still ongoing at 660 days for all specimen groups. There was  a
dose response, with higher CHX-HMP dopings releasing more
CHX, although this was  non-linear, as the total release at
660 days for 2, 5 and 10% CHX-HMP was 1.8x, 4.3x and 6.5x
that of the 1% CHX-HMP material respectively. The rate of CHX
release decelerated after approximately 150 days, and from
that time was close to  constant until the conclusion of the
study.
The kinetics of CHX release are very different from those
observed in other CHX-doped GICs, where there is a  rapid
decay of CHX release after the  first few days of measure-
ment. The fundamental difference is that most of the studies
described above utilise CHX digluconate and diacetate which,
owing to their solubility, dissipate rapidly in contact with
aqueous solutions. CHX-HMP has a much lower  solubility than
CHX digluconate or diacetate and the rate of CHX release
is governed by kinetic factors (agitation of the surrounding
medium) and thermodynamic factors (degree of undersatura-
tion of the surrounding medium, which were effectively sink
conditions in this study as  evidenced by the smooth profile
where the 14 day medium changes were not detectable by an
acceleration in CHX release). Thus the release profile is not
characterised by the “burst” release that has  been observed in
all studies of CHX digluconate and CHX diacetate GICs.
Utilising the elemental analysis data it  can be concluded
that the CHX-HMP solid is ∼72% CHX, and this enables calcu-
lation of the total CHX contained within the GIC specimens.
Given a specimen mass of 202 mg  taken from the  mean of
152 specimens, this equates to  a  total content of CHX in the
specimens as  1%: 2.9 mol  CHX; 2%: 5.8 mol  CHX; 5%:
14.4 mol  CHX; 10%: 28.7 mol  CHX. At the end of the 660 day
period the total CHX released by the specimens was 1%:
0.027 mol  CHX; 2%: 0.049 mol  CHX; 5%: 0.115 mol  CHX; 10%:
0.175 mol  CHX. This indicates that the total CHX release over
the 660 day period for all four specimen groups was  of the
order of 1% of the total CHX contained within the material.
It is likely that the CHX that was released was  primarily from
the outer region of the specimen, where ion exchange with
the artificial saliva would most readily take place. It does indi-
cate that the CHX was far from depleted at the endpoint of the
study and that continued CHX release would have been likely
for a  substantially longer time even without recharge. Further-
more, the volume of saliva and the perpetual undersaturation
reflects the conditions at the surface of the GIC that would
be exposed in  the oral environment, and not that interface
which would be of most clinical interest, that is, the inter-
face between GIC and tooth tissue. At this location the fluid
flow would be very much less and therefore the CHX concen-
tration would likely reach a  saturation that would decelerate
any further CHX release owing to the common ion effect. To
the extent that these observations can be used to infer clin- ( 2 0  1 8 )  1717–1726
ical behaviour it is likely that the duration of CHX release in
these experiments underestimates the duration that would be
observed at the material-tooth interface in vivo.
The capacity to recharge CHX-containing GICs has not
previously been investigated. The data indicated that when
exposed to either CHX digluconate solution with a concen-
tration equivalent to that in  widely used oral rinses, or a
CHX-HMP suspension with the same total CHX, subsequent
CHX release by the GICs was  greater. This indicates that the
GIC can take up CHX from its environment, and subsequently
release it again in a reversible process. The aim of this part of
the study was to determine whether the longevity of the CHX
release could potentially be extended by periodic exposure to
an oral rinse containing CHX. It appears that this could be
effective, and furthermore, a rinse composed of a  suspension
of CHX-HMP is likely to  be more  effective, leading to greater
CHX release than the CHX digluconate solution. However, the
data must  be interpreted with caution, since while GICs have
long been accepted to take up fluoride from their environment,
this ability is  now recognised to be short-lived, and is lost after
the first month of maturation [27].  Therefore, further inves-
tigations regarding the recharge of GICs with chlorhexidine
will need to be carried out with more  mature specimens to
determine whether the same limitations apply.
A primitive assessment of antimicrobial efficacy, the zone
of inhibition or agar diffusion method was adopted in this
study. The method has many  limitations but is commonly
used as a first attempt to  assess antimicrobial materi-
als, including dental restoratives. It is commonly used in
other fields to assess antimicrobial susceptibility of particu-
lar microbes. It  is important to bear in mind, if comparing
different antimicrobials, that the remote effect (the “zone of
inhibition”) is  affected not only by the interaction between
the microbe and the antimicrobial, but also by the ease by
which the  antimicrobial can diffuse through the agar. CHX,
being a comparatively large molecule, diffuses through agar
less readily than some antiseptics.
The aim of the disc diffusion study was to take the first
steps in assessing whether the CHX release from the  proto-
type GICs was sufficient to have an adverse effect on growth
of oral cariogenic microbes, whilst it is acknowledged that
more  sophisticated, multi-species models would be beneficial
in future in ascertaining the optimal dose of CHX-HMP for a
given clinical indication. In this simple study, it was  illustrated
that the 2% CHX-HMP doped specimens inhibited the growth
of  both St. mutans and Sc. wiggsiae, with a  greater effect on the
former microbe.
When adding materials such as  CHX salts to GICs it is
important to consider the effect that the dissolution of the
salts may  have on mechanical properties, and the higher the
concentration of material the greater the likelihood of an
adverse effect on properties such as  strength. When adding
conventional CHX salts digluconate and diacetate, a dose
response of an adverse affect on strength is indeed observed,
although the threshold for a  statistically significant effect
varies from study to study and is likely to be affected by a
number of factors including sample size and means of incor-
porating the CHX. Turkun et al. [6] observed that 0.5% CHX
diacetate and 0.5, 1.25 and 2.5% CHX CHX had no adverse
effect on CS  but higher concentrations of CHX diacetate did
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educe CS. There was  a  numerical reduction in  DTS for 2.5%
HX diacetate and digluconate of ∼30% but this was not sta-
istically significant; 0.5 or 1.25% had no effect on DTS either.
hluwalia observed similarly that 1% CHX diacetate had no
dverse effect on the CS or DTS of a  GIC, but did  not investi-
ate higher or lower concentrations [28];  whereas Mittal who
tilised concentrations of 1.5 and 3% CHX diacetate observed a
30% reduction in CS compared to unmodified GIC [29],  while
uque observed no decrease in CS when adding 1.25 and 2.5%
HX digluconate to a  GIC  [30].  While it is  therefore not possi-
le to draw a definitive conclusion as to what concentration
f  CHX salts has  a significant (whether statistical or clinical)
ffect on strength, a likely explanation of the reduction in
S and DTS observed by some authors with higher concen-
rations may  be explained Marti’s observation that increased
oncentration of CHX diacetate or digluconate is accompa-
ied by an  increase in porosity [10] which is likely to reduce
trength.
The higher the substitution of CHX-HMP, the more  likely a
eleterious effect on the mechanical properties, with substitu-
ions of 5% or greater adversely affecting CS, and substitutions
f 2% or above adversely affecting BFS, although none signif-
cantly affected DTS. At the higher concentrations of 5 and
0%, the CS was 100 MPa  which is  the minimum CS  stipu-
ated by the relevant ISO standard for restorative cements [31];
ower concentrations brought the strength more  comfortably
ithin the acceptable range at 130–150 MPa.  The threshold for
dverse effects on the mechanical properties of these materi-
ls appears therefore to be broadly comparable, or perhaps a
ittle higher, than that for more  soluble CHX salts, although it
ould be interesting to explore how these mechanical prop-
rties vary over time as  the CHX is released from the various
IC materials.
It is considered encouraging that for the lower dopings of
HX-HMP the effects on the mechanical properties are  mod-
rately small; should such materials become commercially
iable, it is  plausible that other aspects of the formulation
ould be modified to compensate for this loss of strength.
n the other hand, these GIC materials could be  considered
s prototypes for GIC-based fissure sealants, where absolute
trength is of lesser importance and the local delivery of
ntimicrobial to  the  fissure areas could be considered ben-
ficial, and as temporary materials designed to  stabilise the
egion before the definitive restoration is placed. However,
iven the calculations presented above regarding the propor-
ion of CHX released from the specimens, and the  reflections
n relative fluid flow rate and therefore CHX saturation at the
ooth-tissue interface, it is plausible that even the lower con-
entrations of CHX-HMP used here may still offer sufficient
HX release to operate as  long-term restoratives without com-
romise to mechanical properties.
.  Summary
ICs have been developed which are supplemented with fine,
illed, CHX-HMP particles. CHX release was sustained for
onsiderably longer and at a  more  consistent rate than with
ny previous published studies, and with fewer adverse effects
n mechanical properties than many formulations with short 0  1 8 )  1717–1726 1725
lived and front-loaded CHX release. Earlier studies with CHX-
HMP  prepared in different ways have achieved long term CHX
release, for example ongoing release after over 400 days in
artificial saliva, but this was at the  expense of mechanical
properties even using much smaller CHX-HMP dopings. The
materials presented in this manuscript may  prove beneficial
as technologies with the aim of inhibiting secondary caries
in mainstream restorative materials, as well  as related mate-
rials such as temporary restorations and GIC-based fissure
sealants.
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